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Garden and Household.
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Patrick
’I lie

at this time warms
with fervor and reverence in considering
tliu struggles of tiie noble men who so
boldly resisted oppression ami won for
themselves and their posterity victory
and independence, a hundred years ago.
Among names which have a prominent
place in our recollection, ami a high
claim to our grateful consideration, is
that ol Patrick Henry,
litis noble Vir-
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infatuation on the part "I kisoustolie knows the horse is a In tier and
re uscliil
animal than when he sold
i'll! lie knows his enstotneis wouid
him as well; In finds them horses;
i' "'I honiid t" find them sense; and
li
or
inetliing else does, the new
u ill be
jireferrei).
1 hi' predilection for
very young horses
'•
"id almost b ad to the belief that
peoin igine
l till
in f\"ry four-year-old
i-' d Inn
tin", hava right l
expect
given ij 11:111 Him : vv■ rk. as in every hotI w! ne lli- v liaV" a gi\ ell liumlier ot
1
N -a i! I here was any amilull
go- between the certain 'luaiitiini of work
the horse and the ipuintum of wine in
"'tile, there call lie no doubt hilt the
liicetioii would lie judicious. The Imtli'"in which two glasses have been
d.on is not worth as much by one sixth
he tn-sh bottle that contains twelve;
.i wo
could he certain that in every

o"i’~e

1
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-year old hoi se there were twelve years
work ; the horse that hud been used
year.-, would, like Ihe bottle, lie just
sixth diminished in value, liitl this is
! the ease ; the same calculation in no
■y holds good between the two objects;
1:
between a horse, and a watch sonieig like a .-indie nun lie brought to

we naturally
expect both to go,
they both do inure or less ; some go
Well, some moderately so, some very |
ny. while some, figuratively speaking,
it go at ail.
The action of both dead- beyond doubt in a general way on
scientific manner in which the workparts of each have been put together;
I the duration of time that each will

nr.

as

■I

in lie to go depends oil the, goodness of
material of which each have been
ii.i'li;
It we go to a good watchmaker
I pay him a good price, lie can he, al" >st certain
in selling a watch that will
well, and continue to do so, from knowthe goodness of its materials, and the
i-ili employed in pulling them together.
I i"' manufacturer of
any other article can
o'jually certain ot its relative goodit

'!"■

■

ll«*SS.
we
know ot no manufacturer of
; and until one is found, though onr
can tell us the horse that goes well,
must trust to chance as to how long he
a i! i continue to
go. The soiiudne.'.s ot his
material can only he found out by trial ;
mil yet such is the perversity or lolly ot
men in general, that though some one has

Hut

-'

1 ses

risked this trial, the horse none the worse
I n it
(indeed the better,) and proved to bo
hkely to continue a good and useful servant, it is this very trial that will in nine
cases out of ten depreciate him in the estimation of a purchaser [T’rairie Farmer.
Wisconsin produces 100,000 bushels ot
eranberri es annual ly.

•Saving does not always mean hoarding.
Hie larmer saves his carings who properly
invests them in farm improvements—improvements of real utility as well as real
comfort.
Mr. G. \V. Dorsey of Montgomery Co.,
‘Mil has thrashed lid bushels of Fultze
wheat from 10 acres ot ground. A number ofother yields are from .‘JO to -10 bushels.

Can you still hear the merry robins sing.

And see the brave red lilies gleam and glow,
The waiting wealth of bloom, the reckless bees,
That woo their wild-flower lows, and sting, and
go ?

Canst hear the waves that round the happy shore
Broke in soft joy, and told delusive tales'—
We go, but we return, love comes and goes;
And ryes that watch see homeward-faring sails.
‘•'1 was thus in other seasons!” All, may he!
lint I forgot them, and remembered thi'
brief, w arm season, and a fond, brief love.
And cold, white winter after bloom and bliss.
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townsi:ni>.

storn, hard woman!

Hut far away up

groat many pairs ol' winding stairs in lx-r heart
a door, easily passed by, and on that door was

was

written- Woman.

[Dickens.

And so it is with the drunkard. Faraway up a
great many pairs of winding stairs in his heart is a
door, and <m that door is written man, and wo iiiim
knock at that door, once, twice, seven limes; yes
seventy times seven, that it may open unto us.
[.John 15. (iough.

lie was an old man.
Xot so old cither,
fur the wrinkles that marred Ids cadaver"
mis visage were not the autograph tlnd
l ime's lingers iiail laid there, and Hie hand

o

••

generality
I
1" have the first of a tiling seems
great desideiatiim, whether in a horse
The dealer is aware ot
oi; thing else.

Summer's Ghost.

A

in that old summer can you still recall
The pomp, with which tlie strong sun rose and set,
How bright the moon shone on the shining fields,
What wild, swf*t blossoma with the dew were
Wet?

narrow room,

Powder for Hardening Butler in Hot
Weather.

butter maker of large exwlio is now mi a visit to this
country fur tiie purpose of looking over
our cheese amt
Imtter dairies, gives us
the following information concerning a
method in practice among the best butter
makers ol Knglaud for hardening or rendering butter linn and solid during hot
weather. < Hibernate of soda and alum are
used lor the purpose, made into a powder.
I butter, one teuFor twenty pounds
spoonlul of carbonate of soda and one tcaspoonlul of powdered alum are mingled
together at the time of churning and put
into the eiearn.
The i■ licet of this powder
is in make the butter come firm and solid,
and to give it a clean, sweet flavor.
It
does not enter into the Imtter, but its action 1- ii)ioii the cream, and it,
passes oil'
with the buttermilk.
The ingredients of
An

Knglish

perience,

the powder should not lie mingled together until required to be used, or at. the
time the cream is in the churn ready for

churning.
Agricultural Notes.

Making sugar out of melons is
('alil'ornia industry.

a

new

lingering expression

features, and then in a low. sweet voice
she asked :
"Am 1 rightly informed ? Do 1 address
Mi William Strong?”
Ah! with those words the lady had got

j

further up the winding stairs, nearer the
hidden door, than ail who had gone be-

1

aspen leaf, as she heard him murmur
amid childlike sobs:
“My mother, O my mother!"
And she knew the tears that were washing those wrinkled cheeks were washing
out also many a dark page in tiie record
of old Bill’s past life that stood against
him ; so, with a silent prayer of thankfulness she resumed
“But there was one scene my father
loved to talk about more than all the rest.
It was the morning you were married, Mr.
Strong, 'll was enough to do one’s eyes
good,’ he would say, ‘to look at them as
they walked up the old church aisle, he
with his proud, manly tread, and she, a
delicate, fragile creature, fair as the orange blossoms that trembled in her hair.
1 remember how clear and firm his voice
echoed through the old church as he promised to love, protect and to cherish the
gentle being at his side, and 1 knew he
thought, as he looked down fondly upon
her, that the very winds of heaven should
not visit her too roughly.’
And then my
lather would tell us of a home made bright
by watchful affection, and ol a dark-eyed
boy and lair-haired girl who came, alter a
while to gladden it; and then you know,

for it was a long time since lie had been
addressed by that name, and somehow it
sounded very pleasant to him,
•‘I am glad to meet you, Mr.
Strong,”
said the lady. “L have heard my father
speak ol you so often, and of the days
when you and lie were hoys together, that
1 almost feel as if we were old acquaintances.
You surely can not have forgotten
< diaries Morrison ?”
“Xo! Xo ! ( liarlie and 1 used to he old
cronies,” said Hill, with a sudden animation, and a light in his eye such as had
not been there in many a day, except when
lent it a litful brilliancy.
Ah! the lady did not know, as perhaps
the angels did, that she had mounted the
golden stairs, and was soltly feeling for
that unseen door, so she went on :
“1 almost fee! as if 1 could see the old
ruin

spot upon which your old homestead stood
Mr. Strong, I have heard my father de-

scribe it, so often.
The hill with its crown
of <dd oaks at the hack of your house, and
the lield of golden harvest grain that
waved in front. Then there was the grass
plat before the trout door, and the huge
old applo tree that threw ils shadows
across it. and the great old-fashioned portico, and the grapevine that crept around
the pillars, and the rose hush that looked
in at the bed-room window, and the spring
that went shining and singing through the
bed ol mint at the side of the house.
Old Hill moved uneasily in his chair,

and the muscles around his mouth twitched occasionally; blit, unmindful ot this,
in the same low, melting tones, the lady

kept on

he removed to the West and lost

sight

of

you, Mr. .Strong.”
Once again the lady paused, for the agony ol the sir ng man before her was fear
till to behold and when she spoke again,
il was in a b wer and more mournful tone
“1 promised my lather previous to his
death, that if cu r 1 visited his native
State, i would seek out his old friend.
But, when I inquired for you, they unfolded a terrible tale to me, -Mr, Strong. They
fold me of a dark-eyed boy who left bis
borne in disgust amid despair for one on
tlie homeless seas; of the gentle and uncomplaining wile who went down, with a
prayer on her lips for her erring husband,
broken-hearted to the grave; of the fairhaired girl they placed by her side in a little while. < )h ! it is a sad, sad story 1
heard of my lather’s old friend.”
“It was 1 ! 1 killed them !” said old Bill,

in

voice Idled with emotion, as lie lifted
up his head li'oni his clasped hands and
looked upon tin* lady, oveiy feature wearing such a look of agonizing remorse and
helpless despair that she shuddered to behold it. Wide open stood the door then,
and the lady hastened to pass in. A small
hand was laid gently upon Bill's arm, and
a

sweet voice murmured :
“liven for all there is redemption, and
in the
you well know in what manner,
name ol the mother who loved you, in the
name of your dying wife, and of the child
who sleeps beside her. 1 ask you, will you
sign the pledge f”
“1 will." said old Bill, and lie brought
down his hand with such force on the pine
a

table that its rheumatic limbs with diiliculty maintained their equilibrium, and
then seized the pen and pledge the lady
had placed before Inin, and when he returned them to her, the name of Wit limn
S/roH'/ lay in broad, legible characters upon the paper.
Thorcqwas an expression, ludicrous from
its intensity, of curiosity on the bar keeper's

physiognomy,as the lady passed quietly through the “shop” alter her long interview With old Bill, and the expression
was in no degree lessened when a lew

moments after old Bill billowed her without stopping, as usual, to take a “second
glass.’’ and he «. nr ptt.wd orcr Unit

threshold wjnin.
Reader of mine, if you are of those
whose true, earnest, souls bear ever about
them one great desire to benelit their
fellow-men ; if your heart is y earning over
whom you
some erring brother man,
Would gladly raise from the depth of degradation and lui.-ery, and point to the
highway of truth and virtue, remember
that, somewhere in bis heart must be a
door, which, when rightly applied to, will
open unto you. Sec to it that ye lind it.
Barbarism

in

Chicago.

| From the St. Paul Pioneer Press.]
Occasion having arisen lor the removal
of the bodies interred in the old Catholic
Cemetery on Dearborn street, Chicago,
the Tribune Inis an account of the barbarous degree of recklessness and disrespect
accorded the remains of the dear departed
by the living in that city. In the work of
exhumation tlie bones ol the dead have
been scattered all over the field. No at
teiition has been paid to Idling in the
graves, and “the great, gaping boles,
fringed with b ines and decorated with
rosaries, yawn beneath the feet ol the
passerby. Relies of poor humanity abound
on every side, and skulls, masses ol hair
and the bleaching remnants lie scattered
through the grass, without a Iricndh hand
to throw them back to the longing, warm
1 lie Tribune sat s it is
and idle grave.”
no uncommon sight to see children making oil' with •■the pale reminiscence of a
departed limit, and that not long ago two
Youths engaged in a combat, each armed
with the relict of an arm. l’ieeesof eolliu
lie around loose, and commingle their
dust with the rattling beads and various
other emblems of laitb, consecration and
death. No effort lias been made to gather
When the body is exup this debris.
humed the, major part is hurried into a
cart and the rest left to the rain and the
There is no semblance ot respect
ravens.
for the remains, and the resurrectionists
swear and laugh as the eollin comes up
in pieces and tile skeleton breaks in half."
Evidently there is a held for missionary
work in Chicago, and until it lias taken
thorough hold that city will be considered
a good place to move away from before
one dies.

:

“M ny and many were the hours,” so
father would say, “Willie and 1 used to
pass, under the shadow ol that old apple
tree; playing at hide-and-seek or lolling
on the grass,
tolling each other the wonders we would achieve when we became
men ; and when the sunset laid its crown
(d gold on the top ol the oaks on the hill,

Romance

an

fore her.

“Yes, that is my name ma'am,” said
edd Hill, as he glanced down aL his shabby attire, and actually tried to hide the
elbow, twhich was peeping out farthest,

j

the foremost to deof iiriiian and to
urge the establishment of an independent
nounce

with its red curtains and its
floor stained with tobae'o juice, and an
atmosphere abundantly seasoned by the
bar-room into which it opened. A hat (it
must have been intended for one) half
concealed the owner's uncombed locks,and
unmistakable evidence of a familiar acquaintance with “brickbats and the gutter” did thaL same hat produce. Then
there was a coal, out of whose sleeves
peeped a pair of elbows in rejoicing coninstructions. Tor the edge put in a plain sciousness that they could alford to lie
piece ot black about all inch and a half out
Add to these a pair of failed pants,
wide, and pink il if you have an iron. Il I ami you have, reader, the tout cHSi inbh: of
hat
e
take
either
black
or
!
red the wretched
t.
you
being who had just comtl;.'el* inches wide, cut little slits an inch menced his daily potations in the
only
ami a has long every hall' linger, take grog
simp lie was allowed to frequent.
each piece up separately, double the ends j And
the
friendless
wietclied,
creature,
yet
together, run it across turn it, press it
that sat there, half stupilied with the efdown well, and you will have even points fects of Ids
[
morning dram, had a heart,
all around, which will look better than and far
up many pairs of winding stairs
If
choose
can
make
pinking
you
in that heart was a door, covered with
you
these mats oeiugon shape, In cutting the cobwebs and dust of time and
sin, was
centre piece that shape, and il you want
written “Man!'' lint nobody dreamed ol
it lo look extra nice, embroider a dog, a this, and when the
'‘temperancemen” had
bird a monkey, or a large initial in the
gone to him with the pledge, and promcentre o| the black with grav worsted.
ised him employment and respectability if
lie would sign it; and others (well meanEnglish Method of Packing Butter ing men, too,) had rated him soundly for
his evil ways, and he had turned a deaf
lor Market.
carlo all these things, and gone back with
1 lie 1 ierliyshire metli-.<1 of sending butblind pertinacity to bis cups again, everyter to market ijuite different from ai.y- body said that Old Hilly Strong's ease was
tiiing practised in this country. Thu dairy a hopeless one.
farmers put their butter up in halt-pound \
Ait
none, of these bad patiently groped
Instead of boxes | their
prints neatly stamped
way
up the heart's winding stairs
or
pails for packing they use stout willow ; and read the inscription on the hidden
These are made especially for doer
baskets.
there.
Hut while the unhappy man
the purpose, and are arranged to receive, j
sat by tlie pine table that morning, the bar
from lilteen to thirty prints in each layer, !
keeper suddenly entered, billowed by a j
and several layers ot prints are piaeed one
lad) with a pale, high brow, mild, lia/.el 1
above the other The layers of prints just
eyes, and a strangely winning expression
lit tile basket ill rows live by six or lour on her
pensive lace. The old man looked
by live, -o as to avoid slmeking and bruis- up with a vacant stare of astonishment,
ing try moving Irein their position as as the bar-keeper offered the lady a chair,
placed in (lie basket. The baskets are and pointed to the occupant of the other,
vt ry nicely made, the sides rising
up from saying:
tin* bottom perpendicularly, and being
**Tliat.*s Billy Strong, ma’am,” and with 1
made sotlieientiy strong to retain a true a
lingering glance ot curiosity, left that
*
veil
and
i mm lilteen to thirty
shape
woman alone with the astonished
gentle
pounds of butter are packed in each bask- and now thoroughly sobered man.
et, according to tiie size ot the dairy or
1 he soft eyes of the lady wandered with
tin- amount of butter to lie sent to market a
sad.
over
Hill's

he ini-: imp -ed upon
formed
Ideat- r
11
of the bi'-t commentaries we have I
a d
ei r at ot the country
upon tillKen ot and iipi.a
-kinnieg' general: i' madi el a eld ,y In e e
by a mull who tfom time to time In other words the
I given up farming ns
unprofitable baskets are made ot dilferent sizes to ac.me '. ei
rud. v "marked upon his
commodate the dairy, and they are com1
-nn
and -to. p -Inadder-.
••Ah.”
pletely tilled with prints when senL to
a
lrent that i"iiderly li.r 1 got Unit
market.
The billowing is the manner of
;
rnakt
.a
ut of a liitnFirst, a line, white, dry cloth is
packing:
<•!<• ! iviii i.i tin- pai; oi the
country.” laid over the basket, and upon, this is
■ins man as a farmer was a total l.iila wet
one of tine white cotton,
II.■ worked inees-atitly and studied piaeed
They lay dock leaves over the bottom.
"ad none, so he w as a lailntv. | linral
The dock leaf has a stalk running through
Yorker
its length, tiius rendering the back of the
leal uneven, wiiiie the face of the leaf is
Morse Talk.
Mat
The stalk, therefore, must be careful I v drawn oil' witli a knife, care being
a
ne.v
most
horse,
getting
pimple taken
that the leaf is not split. Now wet
a jia^-ion tor horses
(piite trcsh. Now tinprepared leaves and place them in the
t'resli
off
look goes
ill a. horse
perfectly
bottom of the basket, and upon them
sooner than most
persons suppose;
a lay er of butter prints, then a layi r
though, provided he has lieen only place
•I lent es. ami so on until the basket is
leralely worked for six months, lie is
filled, finishing with a layer of leaves.
ideally a far better animal for use, The ends
ol the
loths are now turned
'■eiii'iimes unproved to the eye ot a
down over the whole, and it is complete.
o-li.ini having lost so mo ol Ids super1 lie ba-kct should hold live half-pound
tat. this will not alter the ease; he
In this way the butter
pi'inl- in depth
ted look
new. 1’his newness does,
to market in the neighboring city or
ive
suppose will continue to put a goes
t illage, sweet,
rosy, and in line condition,
up of value on whatever is sought to
the same as il leaves the dairy
oi manthe
ls

ginian

something thatjpluced upon the table the well-drained
glass did not tremble so with the weakness
that age induces; yet ven old and very
wretched looked the sole occupant ol‘that

f.'i'in forthe foundation: then cut, a piece
ol black two lingers wide and livelong,
ml ba-te it in the cent re of the found alioii.
bap the red on this piece, the right
i,;..-together, run il across one side with
eo i:‘carpel thu ad. cut elf the end. roll
if
r and baste down "log-cabin” lashion, put the red on again, laying it so it
w ill cross the end
you cut, run il. Him and
(In clear around the back
ba-te again
centre with the ted, then with the black
a !h
mating until you have tin* mat as large
a- win ivi -n. Those who hav e made "logcubin'’ hed-quills will mil need all these

A Chicago woman
treat ail callers with

recently resolved to
courtesy, even bug-

gers and peddlers; ‘dor,'’she soliloquized
“the poor people have to make a tiling
these hard times, and must be often dis.
eouraged by the rude rebulls they encounter in the prosecution ot their business.”
She began Thiiisdny last, and when about

on

the

Rail.

AN ENGINEER'S STOKY.
It was at Jim Larnigan’s
wedding; and
the occasion suggested the
story. Jim.
or Cap, as we called him, had "set 'em
up handsome lor the hoys;” and the generous wine had warmed
Cap's hlood until
he felt that every man was a brother, or
he might have been more reserved about
this episode in his checkered life. Tor
Cap seldom spoke ol his wile to the
hoys; and when lie did it was with a deferential air unusual in one of his class.
1 here was a legend current that a "green
hand’ on the road had once hailed him
with, "Well, Ca| how’s the old woman
and her babies!'"
the story ran that,
without deigning an answer in words,
I Cap struck straight IVom the shoulder,
j and his would-he friend went to grass
j with a "shanty over his eye,’’ for his un-

j due. familiarity. The chivalrous spirit ol
j the act appealed to those rude natures
j more forcibly than a volume of sermons
| could have done; and all along the line
| Cap Lollard’s wife, was invested with a
I sort of halo of romance.

Wal. gentlemen,’’'began Cap, in response to tie* solicitations ot the crowd,
"it nothin’ else’ll do ye, i suppose you
must have yer way ; so liver
goes.”
"In the summer of ’lid 1 was haulin’a
construction tram, though 1 was put on
to a passenger that tall.
There va'n’t
much business on the road; an’ we was
ordered to ballast up a long stretch o’
track, dodgin' out o’ tiie grand pit an’
back ag’in between the reg’lar trains.
All along the road lhar was some

farm-houses; an’ one struck
It was the reg’lar
m\ eye in partie’l.ar.
old stylo—low an’ speadin’ out over the
ground so’s to he comfortable an' 'oomy.
tine

mighty

A lot o’ clamberin' vines an’ half a dozen
wide spreadin’ oaks made it a mighty
cool-lookin’ place on a hot summer ullernoon
to

;

and an old-fashioned well-sweep
side made you think that water
pretty choice article, alter all.

one

was a

Wal, boss, you bet it was mighty slow
work, sett in' on the box in the sun, with
that house in sight, while the men was
unloadin’ the Hats; an’ it didn’t take me
long to make up my mind that I was
powerful thirsty when we got jest opposite that partic'hir place.
So down 1
jumps, leavin' the fireman in charge, an’
makes |,,r the house, all legs an’ no ceremony.

1 was jest fetehin’ up at the well, when
1 turned, an’—Jerusha Jane!—lhar in the
doorway stood about the trimmest bit ol
female llesh an’ blood that I ever sot eyes
on—you hear me! Lord love ye! 1 allow thar could not be no two-legged man
critter look at Iter without it's milkin' his
mouth water.
"Tellurs, I felt jest like a schoolboy
caught in a melon-patch! My breeches
was in mv boots: i had only one gullus—
no vest—no coat—no collar, and an old
felt hat with three-quarters of the rim
torn away, leavin’ the rest stickin’ out
like the visor of a cap. An’ thar she
stood, a-lookin’ at me an’ finin’ a little. 1
thought, because I was so all struck in a
heap. 1 had waltzed up thar as brash as
a sky terrier; but one blink o’her roguish
eye, and you could a’ knocked me clean
out o’ time with a leather.

•Hem! Kin I git a drink, ma’am, if you
savs 1, kind o’ stammerin'.
Yes, eir,’ says she, as chipper as a
bird. ‘Jest wail, an’ I’ll bring you a dip-

please !•''
per

She skipped into the house and nut ag’n
before you could toss tip for the heel,

dipper that you could a shaved
ileueet 1 sight beitei Umii ary three-

briugin'
hr

a

cornered

a

piece

o’

lookiii’-gbtss.

‘Its hot work rulin' on a locomotive
this weather, ain't itf” says she, droppin’
her eves, modest-like ; but I knowed slic'd
took me in from top to toe, one gailus an’

all.
‘It's all-lired hot,’says I; an’ fur the
first time in my life 1 lost my tongue flat
fact! dummer'u a wooden man with his
mouth shut.
But 1 didn't lose my eyes, boss, you
bet! Lord love ye! she looked like as if
she’d jest stepped outof a lairy-hook, with
her sleeves rolled up almost to the shoulders, an’ apron circlin' a waist that Queen
Yietori’ herself couldn't ’a’ matched. As
trim as a pin, an’as neat, as wax ! —tellurs, I lei! as it' id jest dropdown on my
marrow-hones in the grass an’ worship
her!
But all the time 1 knowed she must he
a-1hinkin’ that i looked like a slouch ; an’
that made me sweat, you hot ! So I says,
says 1 :
•Thankee, ma’am.’
An’ givin’ her h n k the dipper, 1 jest
humped myself fur that engine, eussin’
my luck at every breath.
Will, you bet yersell, the next day I
was tricked put like a drill sargeut!—
hoots shiny—blank pants, with a roll at
the bottom, se's to show the sfpf’nin’—
li’iled shirt, with a rutiled front—red Imtterlh—atf a crushed hat that seven dollars and ninety-nine cents wouldn’t buy.
It Hint cut didn't take her eye. then I'd
throw up my hand
—

■Sue

to the door,
but whirled
Hash, Hulkin' an excuse o’
the dipper again.
But 1 seen

come

round like

a

alter
the corner of her mouth go t p, and
knowed she was a-larlin’ at my sudden
blow-out. She was a elite one, aid knowed a thing or two. I could see Lh .1 plain

goin’

enough.

But with my store elo’s

on

I kin face
I done

anything that wears calico; an’
myself proud that time, 1 know.

Betore
1 come away, I had a bouncin’ howl o’
milk. It was a mighty thin drink; but
I’d ’a’ swilled dish-water if she’d ottered
it.
After that my lireman run the train
mostly while 1 lay in the grass under the
trees an’ heard her singin’ about her
work, once in a while coinin' to the door

Of course
to give me a pleasant word.
ragged little girl eamo to the I'd a’ got. the grand bounce if the thing
door and said, ••Matchizz?" replied, "No, had got to head quarters; but my tirewill bear a larger quantity of seed.
At It: 10 the bell man liked to learn, an’ as long as lie didapron, and the pleasant smile that always my ehiid, thank yon."
The average product ol potatoes is not
around her lips, and hear her cheerful rang, and. going to the door, she was n’t find no fault at his double work, it
lay
lar from 7b bushels per acre, with occa- voice
calling, come hoys, come to supper.” confronted bv a peach pirate, who said : wa'n't no one else's funeral. So the
sional yields that prove a possibility of
One after another the.hig, warm, blessed •Tine, ripe peaches, lady; lb cents an thing lasted two weeks—such a soft job
or
hundred
bushels.
nine
eight,
tears came rolling down old Hill’s cheeks. eighth ot a peek?’’
"No, thank you." couldn't run long—an’ then the bottom
Ah ! the lady had found the door then
l omatoes? Cucumbersfell out.
"Cleon corn r
The wheat crop of the I'nited States is
••1 was always at homo at Willie's,” fath- Egg-plant ?" At H : 17, just as she had go1
But .Mary an’ me had come to be right
estimated to average from twelve to tiler would
teen bushels per acre, while the possible
say, “and used to hayu my howl the baby to sleep, there was a jerk at the smart friends by that time; an’ when 1
yield lias been shown to lie over seventy ot Iresh milk, and bread, too, and when hell that made the little one hound a foot was put on the passenger 1 blowod a sigthose disappeared, Willie would draw his into the air and utter a scream. The nal jest betore 1 come to the house, tin’
bushels,
stool to his mother’s feet, lay his head on mother’s lace reddened somewnat, blit she she’ll stand in the door an’ swing iter sunThe yield of hay for the whole country her
lap, and she would tell us some pleas- went resolutely to the door; and when a bonnet at me as we passed.
is not much over one ton per acre, on a ant
Of course you all know that most o’ the
story ; it might boot Joseph or David, weary-looking old man demanded if she
a
General average, against
possible yield or of somo good child who afterward be- stood in need of any carbolic salve, kniie Western roads was built on a bogus plan.
as
shown
various
and
of five tons
over,
by
came a great man, and then she would
polish, toilet soap, corn plasters, or stove The farmers, along the proposed line, was
successful farmers.
part Willie’s brown curls from his fore- blacking, she answered, with the rever- persuaded to give mortgages on their
<>reat and only secret in raising head, and, in a voice 1 can never iorget, ence due age; "No, 1 thank you, sir." farms, to he used as collateral to borrow
Th
sa y :
At 10 :18, when the young man with cliro- money on, the railroad companies guarturkeys is to keep them dry and warm.
TTomiso me, Willie, when you go out mos in frames came round, she said : antecin’ to pay the interest on the mortsame time, have sm-h
the
at
They'must,
front your home into the world and its “No, nothing to-day,” and shut the door gages, and pay the farmers handsome
grass, bugs, Hies and gravel as they would
temptations, and your mother has lain with some vehemence. At 11 :2b she did- dividends on the stock they took in expick u)i if running at large.
down with her gray hairs to sleep in the n’t hear the man who was canvassing for change for the mortgages, so’s it ’u’d he
is
in
Ireland
the
potato crop
Although
churchyard yonder, promise, my child, Mokes’“New Century of American Prog- all in pocket with them, an’ never cost
reported to be excellent, the harvest pros- that the memory' of her prayers and coun- ress,” in lilty-two parts, more than hail ’em a cent. All went lovely till the mortpects in all parts threaten to ho seriously sels shall keep you from all evil ways?’ through his panegyric on that centennial gages fell due. Then the companies
affected by the long drought, and cattle in
‘And Willie would raise his head, lift work belore she said: "No! no!" and Im’sted; the stock wa’nt worth a cuss;
several districts arc suffering from scarc- his blue
eyes to his mother, and answer: withdrew, iiy 12:22 she had got to the an’ the farmers had to clear otf their
ity of water
■1 promise you 1 will make a lirst-rate
stage of answering her persecutors belore mortgages themselves, or git kicked out
The laboring man who works lor him- man, mother,1 and after lie had said his they had spoken to her; at 1:08 she did o' house an’ home. ’Twa’n’t more hi huself, and thinks, plans, calculates and aims evening prayer, we would go, happy as so tartly, and punctuated her remarks man initu’ that they should rile at that;
at excellence in all lie does, can succeed birds that nestled In the apple-tree, to with a slam of the door; at 1:59 she told an’ fur awhile they pulled up tracks an’
rest; and then just as we were sinking to a hoy with lish to "get out of that and dumped trains into the ditch kinder proas well to-day, single-handed, as ever before only when his efforts are made in the sleep, we would hear a well known foot- never come here again,” at 2:27 she miscuous, you bet!
fall on the stairs, and a loving face would pushed a lame life insurance agent down
Wal, as the fall passed, the evenin’s got
right direction.
bend over us to see if we were nicely the steps before ho could utter a syllable; shorter, until 1 didn’t git to Mary’s house
Crops in general are reported good tucked up. ‘It is a long time,’ father and at 11:20, when the minister called until after dark. Then she used to stand
throughout the entire eountry. Farmers would say after a pause, ‘since I heard round to make a pastoral call, she, ere he in the open doorway, with the light bewill have plenty to oat, even should they from Willie, hut sure I am that lie has could smile and
say, “Well, Mister Jen- hind her, or, when it stormed, at a winnot receive high prices for their surplus. never fallen into
any evil ways. The kins. how are you?" hit him on the head der.
of
those
other
than
vocations
is
more
This
One night 1 pulled out dead ag’in’ a
memory of his mother would keep him with a broom handle, and ran him down
can say, especially in the cities.
from that..’
the steps, out of the front gate, across the tearin’ northwester. It was blacker’n the
Rap, rap, rap ! went the words of that sidewalk, and clean into a tree-box on the inside of a stone ink-bottle out; an’ the
Vegetables that are valued for their
of the old man’s heart. other side of the road.
rain lashed ag’in the cab winder so's 1
juiciness and mild flavor require a rapid lady at the door
couldn’t see through the glass any way.
hut the reverse should be the ease Creak, creak, creak ! went the door on its
growth,
dust by Mary’s house there was quite
Corporal Cross, who fought at Waterwhen strong flavor is desired. Hut quick rusty hinges: (angels of Uod, held ye not
The lady could loo, entered Paris with the allies and wit- a down grade, an’ at the end o’ that grade
growth is not desirable for flowering your breaths to listen?)
shrubs, as handsome and more stocky only seo the subdued man bury his face in nessed the death of Marshal Ney, died a curve round the face of a bluff, with a
his hands, and his whole frame shook like recently at Oxford, England.
thirty-loot fall on the outside of it—a
plants are made if grown slowly.
I’ole lieans should be

topped,

and

they

Henjj.

1 can
front

Willie's mother standing in the
door, with her white cap, and check
see

patriotic heart

8

lb

a.

m. a

mighty nasty place
boss,

or

git keteheJ. ole
thought about it
got tliar; lint. I says to myselt,

I'm

before 1
says I, -A
never

a

man

liar!

that's born to be

git drowned!’

N

>

usual.

as

Tho

to
1

1

She

bung'll

llalt-way

the very

spiked

worse

a

crosspiece

a

timid-looking

passenger, alter lifting bis
of the seat anil dumping it
upon his toes. When the conductor came
along and asked for her fare, she said
“You don’t make no reduction lor show
folks do you ?” The conductor remarked
that they did not if they knew it. As she
counted out the required amount, she said
when her husband was alive they frequently got along on half-fare, it they wern't
"dead-headed” altogether, “but.” she added. “times is dill'erent since poor <ieur,rc
died.”
The curiosity of the timid-looking passenger by her side was excited, and he
ventured to inquire what busines her husband followed when lie was alive.
"He was the -Livin’ Skeleton,”' she answered with a husky pride in her voice,
“and the best one that ever stood on two

carpet-bag

out

if 1 do say it.”
“Was he born for it ?” asked the man
after a pause.

legs,

“Horn for what?”
“For a skeleton !"’
"In course lie was. -Cutout for the bus
mess at an enormous expense,’ as the showbills say. lie didn't bring enough flesh in-

round the curve, an’ in

plaeu,

Lliy the “Fat Contributor."]
a
large, stout woman, with

was

hoarse voice ami it self-dependent air, like
one who had traveled a great deal and
seen much.
She came into a railroad car
and planked herself down by the side of a

pushed ahead,

Just before coinin’ to the Lockworth
farm 1 blowed my signal an’ stepped out
o' the cab, to see the light in the winder.
The trees was jest more’n lashin’ an’ tossin’. as I could see by the Hashes o' lightnin’; but tliar wa'n't no light
I was a-goin’ to step back into the cab,
mighly disappointed, considerin' it was
sueb a leetle thing, when crash come
something through the cab winder. By
a Hash of iightnin’ i caught a
glimpse of
a woman stand in' beside the track, hareheaded. an’ with her hair and Mo's Mowin’ wild, an’ heard a shrill voice scream:
•(’ap ! ( ap ! Cap !’
A glance showed me the frame of a la itern rollin’ on tin: cab floor.
That was
enough. I knowed it meant danger.
lo whistle fur brakes like mad—lo reverse the lever—to
throw the throttle
wide—to sand the track—didn’t take no
time at all. An' then I swung out on the
step an’ looked ahead, while mv litvmnn
was strainin’ the. tender-brake to the last
notch.
It seemed nr. age before she begun to
slack up; an’ when she came to a standstill the nose o’the pilot was within ten
lent ol as dev'Iish a device as you ever
seen,

LivinE Skeleton.

was

to the track, an’ on this was an inp'intih' our wav, fur the pilot to

to the world for a mosquito to start a meat
shop with, llis joints had to be held together witli stickin’plaster to prevent his
tailin' to pieces. His folks thought it impossible to keep the breath of life in such
a little heap of bones, but the kid seemed
to have a presentiment ol the future there,

cline,
rim upon.

reckon tliar was some white fives,
when the passengers piled out o’ the car,
an" seen that they had come within ten
bait o'kingdom come!
Some one asked
me how I found it out in time to
stop her.
I didn’t answer him nary a word; but,
jumpin’ on that engine again, 1 left the
hoys to remove the obstruction, while 1
backed that train lo the Lockworth farm.
1 found her beside the track, jest vvliar
1

was

before,

what

a

him—appeared to drop on
card lie would be for a sideshow if
he could only live, so he wouldn’t-croak,’
but held on like a country mayor lor a

was

tin*

one

ot

tyranny

government here. His impassioned eloquence in tin Virginian House of Purges
Sos in the Colonial
Congress at Philadeluv; mien of
phia, and in the Kiehmoi.d
March 177b. had a most powerful inlltience upon all who heard him .-peak.
Of his life it is scarcely more than necessary to give a mere outline.
He was burn at Mudley. Hanover county, \ a., May g'Jtli, 17bb. His school education was rudimentary, but under iiis
father, .John Henry, who was a native of
Aberdeen, .Scotland, lie acquired a air
English education and some acquaintance
with 1,atin and mathematics
lie was of
an

indolent, wandering disposition

;

would

leave li is books at any moment to traverse
the woods with his gun or to sweep the
streams of the neighborhood with Ids lishing-rod At sixteen he was placed in a
country store, hut he exhibited no aptness
for trade. At. about twenty years o: age
he married the daughter id a tanner and
began tanning on a small scale, but two
years' experience led him to abandon il
in despair of any success in that line, and

Here, howagain try to keep a store
ever. music, reading, story-telling, hunting childly occupied his time until lie
found himself bankrupt; then he began
to study law. and after t mere show of
preparation, offered himself as an attorney. but no flights engaged his s< rviees,

and tie continued to live very illicit as
before. 11 is opportunity came when lie
was about twenty 'even
years old, in tile
celebrated ‘'parsons’ cause." when lie was
invited to assist m tile, defence, lor tin;
want ot better counsel.
The unexpected

figure lie made
lar rigid., itud

in the assertion of poputile decision which tie
wrested trout a jury deemed previously
to be committed to the side of the "parsons," placed him in the litsl lank of Virginia orators, anil changed the order of
Ills lite.
Three years inter tic was elected
to tiie. House of Burges': -, and at the

tone when British oppression had reached il' climax in the Stamp act
The
a pair of
times were of the sort to aroU'C all the
as a pattern to cut out his
tiro of his i.alert:, and when the British
she stood when we passed her, the wind
pantaloons by until he w as I I years old. act came up tor discussion, he opposed it
a-Mowin' so's sue could hardly keep her An
ordinary umbrella cover made him a with so much vehemence and eloquence
feet, an’ the rain n-blindin’ of her almost. ver\ -omloilable overcoat. 1 don’t let on
that it was declared by lonnal vote to lie
When 1.jumped down, she nabbed me by he was one of
your (ieorge Washington unconstitutional and void as affecting tiie
both arms, an’ screamed, hvsterieai-like : tellers that never
told a lie; but il he did
rights ol the American Colonies. !; was
•O, Cap! <), ( ap!’
i; never helped him any; lie was so thin at iliehuimid when til" second Colonial
Then every tiling seemed to give way,
could
see
everybody
right through him. Convention met. that Henry pronounced
an’ she was as limp as an empty sack
Hi; name
Ce.u-'c. but they enlled tiie celebrated
speech ill which lie ex•She had overheard a farmer, what had
him ‘Slim .(ini’ around home. You have claimed, "Our chains are
forged. Their
seen his family sot out o' doors, threaten
heard of the slender \ oung man who went clanking
may be lie- rd upon the plains of
to dump a train fur the railroad swindlers, to
the masquerade ball with Ills head 1 Jost ill.
file next gale that sweeps
an’ watehin’—because that was •«/</ run.
chalked to represent a billiard cue ? (Ieorge In m tile North
11my bring to our ears the
discovered
the
to
boys!—had
plan
pile was that feller.”
1 know
clash o. resounding amis.
train
bank
over
the
Kuowin’ that 1
my
‘ll<m tin I you come to meet him
ti;Ot what course others may take; but as
wouldn't be likely to see hci signal, an' asked the timid
for me, give me liberty, or give me death"
passenger.
rememberin'some; stories I'd told her, die
“1 was going to tell ye.
I had been m
In 1770 lie was circled (inventor ot Virstood close to the track an’throwed a lan- I lie show business
lor some years, trnvlginia, and continued in office until 177'.',
tern through the cab winder.
in’ with mi lifst husband, tlm ••Arabian
giving eminent set vices to Ids State in
But now it was all over siie wilted, an’
Giant,’ as lie was called, and managing that most try ing period. He was a mem1 had her on my hands.
(lie show.
He was considered the best ber of the
Legislature throughout the reI reckon, fellers, tliar was a queer, allgiant in the business when lie was alive. mainder of the revolutionary war, and at
overish feelin’about me, and a mighty Mg He stood 7
feet in his stockings, and its close was
again elected (inventor. In
lump in my throat. All drippin’ wet as weighed l■;g pounds. We took in a heap 17sb he
In 17!U be retired
resigned.
she was, 1 took her up in my arms an’ ot
but
like
him
was
money,
from public life to Ins estate of lied Hill
expenses,
straddled it oil’ toward the house. An’
lie
could eat about as much as a in Charlotte
heavy,
Washington offered him
thinkiif—mighty solemn, 1 kin tell vei- menagerie, and 1 had to charter a whole the
appointment ol Secretary of State in
ns how she'll saved
life
to
menmy
(not
ear to transport him troin place to
lie died in
17'.V>, but Henry declined it
tion the hull train,) an’ wiiat a dainty freight No woman
as hasn't had a giant
place.
alter having been elected to
leetle thing she was to he out there alone on her hands knows what a t-roulde he is. 1710, .shortly
the State Semite.
ill the rain and wind, waitin’ fur me to Y et, I loved him and had the
satisfaction
'It Patrick Henry's extraordinary elocome along, 1 fell to kissing of her wet
ot knowing lie was all my own.
He was
there can lie no doubt ; it was accheeks, an’ lips, an' hair, all the war up a mail I looked up to a good deal,” she quence
knowledged by all the eminent men ol
lo the house; an’she let me,
dingin'to continued, trying to elmke the rising .soli, the No.tli, alldot
the South, wl, particimy neck, an’ sobliin’, an’ savin’ now and “and—u hen—he —died—
pated in the C. l"iiial Councils which led
then :
lie died, did he i1” broke in the timid to the revolution and tiie format Inn of the
•<), l 'ap! (), (’ap !’
man, greatly interested.
1 iii<m
lie was not a good logician, or
An’ that, gents, is the how yer humble
es, he died, ami right at the opening
eminent as a rase" lawy er because of ii is
servant popped tlie question
ol tile state lair, too. Somebody sent him
defective reading ot law. lie was a man
a keg ol beer, and lie drank ii all without
of the revolution, the mouth-piece of popRoinaius.
Shukot.peai'o'H
removing the liimglmle troin Ins iips. ular sentiment and right, and was pus
A si run in ms argument in lavor of an ex- •ISmlge’ was bis weakness, which I mav
sessed ol peril ar temperamental powers,
amination of tin* grave of Shakespeare is remark has carried oil' more giants than as well as an extraordinary intellectual
one
thing. It cost all we had mule endowment, which enabled him to underput forth by a writer in tin; American any
liililiopolist. It is very properly urged that .season to lnir\ him. 1 had to Guv .so | stand men and move them at bis will.
th t something more than idle curiosity many cemetery lots to get him in, all the Jefferson said that he seemed to speak as
Would lie served by the liuai settlement ul real estate of licit nature doubled in price Homer, the great poet of I Cere: wiotv
all doubts as to the ennlenls of the tomb. immejitiy. If you could h ive seen the unin person lie was -Hiking, although not
dertakers bill you would have thought
If it slnmiil prove, as there is some faiul
prepossessing, nearly six feel, in height,
hope it may, that the remains of the great there had been a battle in the neighbor- spare and angular and somewhat flooppoe| are still in a state of preservation, hood, and that. ere undertaker had Hie job .sliouldered ; with a 'allow complexion, a
rendering it possible for a photograph of of bury mg the. dead on both sides.”
grave anil even stern expression in reou were going to tell me where you
his features or even ol his skull, to be
pose. be gave little indication to the obtaken, the world would by sueh means In- met \oiir second husband, the—skeleton,” server ol the power which was held in reserve by In' massive hraii:
His features
put. in possession of what it now lias not timidly suggested her lid low -traveler.
"Met him at the grave ot the giant,'
an authentic and undisputed portrait, of
were almost habituallv conn-acted. but
help to a portrait ot the man Shakespeare. said the show woman, with an emotion w lien lie spoke, a eitnn.re rime over him.
Let not the inscription on the tombstone Ilia' del her credit “I was taking tile last his body became erect and lie seemed to
prevent, the exhumation," it is pleaded, sad look at my husband, preparatory to tower a I >ove those a roil ad him. Tile st em
llie eollin being lowered into the grille by face would relax with softness and
•■for there is no prool that it was placed
gentle
there at his request. Open the grave rev- tlm derrick that had been erected for licit ness, or corrugate witti indignation and
erently, have the photographers ready. I purpose, when I chanced to look up, and wrath. I he power lie possessed of exand the moment the rolHn-lid is removed there stood the skeleton on the oilier side pressing foeling by simple move cent of
(if there be any) expose the plates, and ol the eollin. 1 was prostrated with griel leatll. es was astonishing. In private lile
I lien elose at liiu loss ot my husband and the bustin' lie w is kin i. hospitable, ihd .ogive.dm
see what will be the result
up the grave, and it nothing is accom- up ol the show, and here comes this walk- lie indulged in none ol Lite in~:inmol 1,
plished no harm would be done, and the ing .shadow right across my path like a vices, bin lived temp lately and frugally
beam of light—though it was
very light
people would rest sutislied
As encouragement of the hope that beam, I am forced to say It llashed across
An Administration Spree at the PeoShakespeare's body, although it lias lain in me m a minute ivliat a card lie would
ple's Expense.
be to work the lairs, and ivliat a reducthe tomb got) years, may not have yet
crumbled into dust, a letter from a per- tion ! could make below previous expenHaving secured a suHieient amount of
ses.
You know you kin run a dozen liv- money by retiring a large number of Metson
living near Stratford is quoted :
"Some graves of the Shakspeare date
ing skeletons for ivliat it costs to keep a is o navy ollieers. and made all the political capital possible hy falsely » -*• r ting
(it says) were opened at Church Cawford giant."
Tlui timid man didn’t know, but lie ven- I rd the Democratic iiou.-e forced him t"
laces
a few years ago, and the figures,
ilo it. Secretary Robeson finds himself pcand dresses were perfect, but, of course, tured to say, •■< )t course
Width House
“I would have to gd out a new lot of enniaily able to give tie
in hall an hour were mere heaps of dust
Shakespeare's grave is near the Avon, imt bills lor him,” continued the stout wo- ring two months junk'd at the people's
I aited Stub s
doubtless lie was buried well (in a leaden man; “but i rellected that 1 might use expense, and set sail in th
a
two* months
Collin, probably), and there is scarcely the giant cut to shew how big lie was lie- steamer ialkipoo-a h
1 he party at the start was
i his pleasure trip.
lore he feii away to a livin’skeleton
room for a doubt that, with proper precautions, photographs ot his face might may seem a little queer to you, speculatin' rendered small by the tael that the Presibetaken perfectly. Surely the end does in that way at my husband's grave, but dent and main body have ilready gone to
business is business, and it's all circus, Philadelphia. Besides the jolly Secretary,
justify the means here.
such
a
be
eighteen pieces of the Marine band and a
anyhow.
might
duty
reverently
Surely
The timid man answered her that it full supply ot high-wines and other necesdone. 1 doubt, after all, if it will be; Imt
1 am very strongly in favor of the trial, appeared to him to lie the most natural saries, the vessel only carried o|T tin* regal
Ltrnwd, d B lied fern, who loves Robeson
and, if no remains were found, no harm thing in the world.”
"Well, the upshot ot the matter was,” and his contracts about, equally : a son of
would be done, the ‘curse,- to the conand * V»mniotrary, notwithstanding. LVople who have continued the stricken widow "the skele- l* x Senator (.’ole of (’alilornia
howpet projects about portraits would not like ton walked hack to the hotel with me ilore V. \V. Taylor. At Pliiladelphia,
to have all their neat and logical argu- from the grave, and I secured him at once ever, the circle will be tilled out, as the
for the remainder ot the tenting season programme has it by the President and
ments rudely knocked in the bead; but
where shoult! wo all be if no Shakespeare tor si t a week and found, though it was Mrs (Jrant, Col. Fred and wife, Ulysses,
jr., Mrs Sister Marshal Sharp. Miss Besat all were found, but only a bundle of hard work to tind him sometimes, as he
rusty old MSS. m Cord liaeon’s line Un- was so thin, llu could double himself up sie Sharp. D. F. Sharp. Mrs. Sister («encrAfter all, 1 am rather nerv- and hide in one of my husband’s vest al Dent, B. C. Dent. rt d onno (/runs. The
man hand ?
ous about the result ot such an exhumapockets. ( hie day lie offered me his hand Tallapoosa has been announced for a week
tion! Hut, seriously, 1 see no reason why 1 told him it was ‘too thin;’ but as he is loading with freight for one of tin*
wouldn't have it, and as another show sloops-of war at Aorlolk. It will proceed
it should not be made.
;o Piiiladelphia, Newport and Rye Beach,
was trying to hire him away Irom me, 1
The Toledo Democrat lias been investi- accepted and we were married—made furnishing free accommodations, Ac
for
gating (lov. Hayes’s tax returns, and its bone of one bone and llesli ol one llesli,
prolonged trip to the Centennial and
discoveries illustrate how easy a tiling is though I had all the llesli and he all the dong shore.
is to show a tax-payer as a “perjurer.” bone.
You would have laughed to have
The sworn returns ot' (<o\ Hayes to the seen him try to wear my first husband's
The latest news from the seat ot war in
Assessor of hremont, (>., for the year3 clothes.
After lie got into them it took a
Turkey is to the client that the insurgent
1 ,s“ t-7.5-7*•, of his property lor taxation, search warrant to liml him.”
listed by himself, show some very remark"And you say he died, too?” said her Servians have been terribly defeated by
able discrepancies, omissions and irregu- companion.
[he army of the Sultan. It is reported
larities. The will of .Silas Birchard, who
“Yes; poor George petered out after a that the western powers are endeavoring
bequeathed (lov. Hayes fully 850,01*5 per- few years, lie kept growing thinner and
A London dispatch ol
e.
sonal property, was admitted to probate thinner until 1 had to go to the expense of to promote peat
Jan. 20, 1874, anti as Hayes was the ex- a calcium light to show him at all. I was the bth has the following—
ecutor without bond, he became possessed arrested once by a doctor who had missed
A Vienna dispatch to the Time-. says a mem
of all the property devised to him by will a skeleton out of his ollice ami sivi.re 1 urandmn prepared hy each representative ot
the six powers in similar hut lmt ideutieal
Birchard returned his personal had it.”
at once.
terms, ha** been presented to the TurkMi Min“What killed (Ieorge, as you call him ?" ister of
property, exclusive of moneys, credits,
Foreign Allairs, informing him that
notes, book accounts, etc., as 80082 to the asked the timid mail
the Princes of Servia and Montenegro desire
(lov. Hayes, alter
Assessor April, 187:!
“1 ► ii'Vj>'t anything kill him.
He grew so an armistice, and the powers idler their good
in the way of mediation.
having become possessed ot all id Birch- thin that the breath he drew into his lungs ntliees
A dispatch to the l imes from Con-tautiuople
ard’s personal property added only 81550 passed right out between his ribs without
British embassador lias prestates that the
In March, 187 t, previ- doin’ him any
to his sworn list.
good whatsoiuever. L show- sented a demand for the conclusion of an arous to making his return to the Assessor,
ed him three days alter he was dead be- mistice, to he followed hv negotiations for
Hayes held mortgages and notes against fore 1 discovered he was no in no. file peace. The term of armistice demanded by
F.nglat d is one month. There is little doubt
three parties, amounting to 80075, all doctor tried to buy his body of me—said
that Sen ia and Montenegro w ill he glad to acbearing 0 per cent, interest, lie did not they wouldn’t have to touch him at all cept an armistice. There remains only the ques(or
list this $0075
taxation, although he with a knile, as it would he only neces- tion whether the Turks will consent. England's
had held notes since 1874 previous to mak- sary to fasten his joints together with declaration that if Turkey's refusal should lead
armed foreign interference the Porte must
ing his return that year, lie returned a wire, and brace him up in a glass case. to
not reckon on the British (iovernment. caused
gold watch, $300, in 1874, and in 1875, But I wouldn't consent, and lie sleeps by surprise and dssappointment. No secret wss
and 1870 returned three watches, includ- the side id' the giant. 1 had a monument made that Russia was the power likely to ining one returned in 1874, at $250. He did erected over their remains bearin’ the fol- terfere, hut in spite of the English declaration
not return a piano in any one ot the three lowing epitaph, which 1 wiit myself:
Turkey may think that in the decisive moment
nf impending war incase of Russian intervene
Hcnrcst husbands, you have left me,
years, although he had one in his parlor
lion, England's national interests will havAnd your loss I much deplore;
all the time, and it is the boast of his adweight.
done arc all our days of showin',
miring neighbors that the one now in his
for you’re where you’ll ‘take’ no more.
parlor cost $850. He returned in 1875 and
Fold away their little canvass,
On tile lunge Clilfnril that earned a lew
1870 three horses at $305, when his neighWhere we took the public in;
days since an excursion party from lundone are all those days of gladness,
bors know that he values one of his horses
coluville to Vinalliaveti was the old capMaking ‘blunt’ through thick and thin.
at $500. lie returned in 1875 four cardone to meet the What-is-it.
tain of the lirst steamer ever in l’cnobseot
known
that
at
is
it
well
when
$250,
riages
The timid man wanted to ask. her if she waters. It was Capt. hunt the first esplie paid a manufacturer in that city $555
had any idea she would he able to find a tain of the steamer Maine which was put
for them, and had a phaeton that cost
fifty-one years
pair of Siamese twins to marry next, as a on the l’euobsoot in l
$350. Was this “perjury
matter of business, but his timidity made ago. The ca|itain is 81 years old, smart
him hesitate too long, for at the next and energetic, has very good eye sight
“Onorable jug,” was a Minnesota juror’s adand can read easily without glasses.
dress to his honor who presided over the court. stopping place she got off the train.

show license,
caudle-molds

llis mother used
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Another

South

Carolina

taking

Massachusetts

Riot.

C., Sept. 7. A serious
Charleston',
riot occurred late last night, growing out
of a street attack by colored Republicans
upon some colored men who have been
S

conspicuous part in the Democratic canvass. A small body of whites made
a

endeavored to defend the Democratic negroes, but were overpowered by numbers
of rioters
Alter ;t severe light, in which
pistols were lively used on both sides, the
rioters held King street, the main thoroughfare, from midnight until sunrise,
breaking windows, robbing stores and attacking and beating indiscriminately every
white man who showed his face. A large
number of persons were injured, mostly
whites. Several of those shot are in a
critical condition.
Intense excitement
prevails, the general feeling being that
the trouble is not yet over. The riotous
proceedings of the rice lield strikers on
the Cotnbahee have been renewed, and
the situation is regarded as serious.
To-day there has been a deep and general feeling among the whites that a repetition of a disturbance such as that of last
night must, at all hazards be prevented,
and as the militia organizations and the
State arms are exclusively in the hands
of the blacks, the work of private organization and equipment for defense has
been actively going on. By noon to-dav
it was impossible to purchase a revolver
in the city, the stock being completely
exhausted
It was the settled resolve of
the whites that the colored Democrats
should have, another meeting to-night,
and that if they were again molested by
the mob the rioters should not again be
victorious. The Republican negroes, however. elated at their success ot last night,
made no secret of their intention to attack
tin Democratic negroes, and at nightfall
there seemed to be every probability of a
serious contliet. The colored Democratic
meeting was held at Hibernian Hall under the protection of about one thousand
whites. No attempt at disturbance was
made.
Correspoirleiicc I’liilaitclpllia Times, (Iiutcpemlcnt.)
Washington'. Sept 7.
The colored riots in South Carolina
have created grave alarm among the Re-

publican leaders here to-day, and tonight there have been various consultations and
general discussion of the unt
xpected phase the color issue lias taken
under reckless leaders in Charleston. Various dispatches have gone to the leaders
ill South Carolina, and especially to Governor

Chamberlain,

earnestly insisting

that tile negroes must be better controlled, or the North will revolt at the Grantt ameron
policy adopted to carry the election. and they have also been implored
by telegraph to get out a prompt statement trom somebody
denying that tlie

negroes wantonly attacked a peaceable
body of their own race, for no other reason than that
they chose to lie for the
Conservative ticket. Tlie gravity of the
ease is heightened bv the
general disorderly spirit that is steadily cropping out
and growing among the more ignorant
and idle negroes, since the publication of
Secretary Cameron’s military order relative to tlie South.
The political leaders
of the negroes have all given the same

Democracy.

The Democrats ot' Massachusetts held
their state convention at Worcester on the
Oth. lion. W. W. Warren of Boston, was
made President, who on taking the chair
was

a

The neighbors of James Watson of Minot
took a neat wav ot consoling him for the loss
of a cow, the death of which had discouraged
the poor mau. They called him away from his
home, and in his absence put another cow in
his barn.

PUBLISHED

acceptable address. A speech
made by Gen. Whitney.
WILLIAM H. SIMPSON.

also

AlililY AL Of MU. GASTON.

While Gen.

Whitney

was

hall until it

was as

probably

speaking

densely packed

ever saw

it.

There

the

as

any

was

a

movement in the crowd on the stairway
at the right oi die platform, and Gen.

Whitney said he would make

way, as the

President had arrived, lie was mistaken,
however, for the time was not quite up,
ami Mr. Warren was not present. While
the audience was shouting for a continuance of the, speech, however, Mr. Gaston
was escorted up the stairway, and, stepping upon the platform, was recognized
by the Convention, who sprung to their
feet and gave him an ovation which is accorded to few men. They applauded,shout
ed, threw up their lints, cheered and adopted everv known method id' kind regard.
Mr. Gaston seemed a little excited, but

gracefully acknowledged the compliment
paid him, and was dually introduced by
Gen. Whitney, who said :
n—1 have tile honor to introduce
to you u gentleman that needs no introduction
me:
the
man whom you carried so triumfrom
1 illantly into the (itihernaforial chair—ex-Uov.
William Gaston.
Gkm 11,km

This introduction was the occasion oi
another demonstration, which lasted several minutes. At last silence was secured,
and Mr. Gaston addressed the Convention
as fohows-—
(.(>\

11 AS 1U.N S

of expressing my mo.-t grateful acknowledgements for the high honor which the Democrats
of Massachusetts have conferred upon me in

three times upon their ticket in
placing
nomination for their Governor. [Tremendous
cheering.] And now, gentlemen, I appear betore you for the purpose of withdrawing my
name.
[General tumult and cries of “No!"
“No!" “No!" emphatically “No!" from all
parts of the hall.] 1 am assured that the Democrats— [applause and disorder]—I am assured
that it i- the desire of the Democrats of Massachusetts— [uproar any many voices, “it is
not!"]—that it is the desire of the Democrats
of the country that the name of a distinguished
statesman be presented as candidate for Governor.
; Tremendous cheering.j Therelore now.
Mr. President, 1 ask of the Democrats of Massachusetts the privilege of moving that Charles
Francis Adams be declared to be the nominee
of ihi-. Convention for Governor of Massachusetts.
[Tremendous and prolonged cheering,
the whole Convention and audience in the
galleries rising spontaneously and wildly waving hats, canes and handkerchiefs in their enthusiastic admiration and delight.!
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For. President,

Samuel J.

years
ago, and although having a comfortable competence, she has never bad a new bonnet since
she left, but wears home one which she took
away when she married. She brings back with
her a daughter and granddaughter, who with
their mother make four generations in the same

Tilden,

Nenv York.

or

For. Vice

ok

President,

Indiana.

Large—JOSEPH TlTCOMIi,

ROBERTS.

CHARLES \V.

the

from this time till the election ; it has in it
the elements of

growth—the Republican
It is interesting, therewhat the Republicans con-

none.

fore. to note
cede at this stage of the canvass. The
National Republican Executive Committee have

put their opinions

practically

are

a

on

record, and

concession of tlie

election to the Democrats. These

figures upon the Electoral

are

their

vote:

n.DON.

it a v its.

Alabama.10

Pennsylvania.CU

Arkansas.0

Ohio.gj
Illinois.
Iowa.11

California.0
Connecticut.0

Delaware.Kansas.5
11

Georgia..

Maim*.

7

Kentucky.lj

Massachusetts.1J

s

Aliohigan.11

Maryland

Alissouri.15
Nevada. J
New Jersey. v»

Oregon.

.Minnesota.5

Nebraska.J
New Hampshire
.South Carolina

J

...

5
:
5

Vermont.
Wisconsin.In

lennessee.Id
Texas. s
II
Virginia

West Virginia.
Rhode Island. J

—

Total.lt;:j

Total.1TI
Dot' ltTKKI..

North Carolia
to
Colorado. :{
Florida. 1

New York.:t5
Indiana.15

Louisiana.

....

s

Alississippi.8

—

Total.to
Tlie Committee, of course, conceded ns

little

possible,

tts tut

figures will show

We

as

mends.

We have given Mr. Hayes Kansas, which
doubtful; Massachusetts, which was
Democratic two years ago; New Hampshire, which is doubtful; and if, in addiis

tion,

Here

in

examination of tlie
move some

amentl-

hundred and

are one

votes

Ohio

concede

we

there is

no

seems

and Colorado,
salvation for Hayes
One
The Democratic
certain.

States will remain Democratic, and that
will elect Tilden. If there is any better
or .juster basis for an estimate than this it
eludes our notice.
This is “how it looks."

It'

Maine

Republicans

soberly

twen-

Electoral

eighty-live

sary to att election

by the

was 10,000.
We greet
of the country with a re-

Democracy

Democracy.

Electoral Col-

There is

important factor

one

live votes. New
Hampshire, claimed far Hayes, is doubtful. There arc live votes more. Here
are

thirty-two

are

votes set down for

counlh

Hayes

which should bo set down lor Tilden or
as doubtful, and this would reduce tlie assured vote ol Hayes to one hundred and

indeed,

s,

succeed.

The

result

in

County united in a petition for commutaa
protest against execution. The

assigned

for

asking

Kxeeutive

was

to act a merciful

disposed

part,and

the

fiiendsof humanity began to hope that the
boy's life would be spared. Unfortunately
for the youthful criminal, rumors of the

Maine, with all the pressure of Republiinlluence and money, shows the laet
that Dmmocuacv is gaining
If we gain
in such ;> State as Maine, under the im-

can

mediate inlluence ami direction of Blaine,
what may not he expected in New York.
Indiana and Ohio? There may he tons

70
55
88

104
180
51

Stockton.

43
137
117

Unity.

Waldo,

Winterport.
Total

ot the

local

A thousand votes in Ohio or even

cifully.
a

hundred in

Dayton might

lose Ohio and,

s

the

turn the

scale,

natural consequence,
.Moved by these potent
a

Presidency.
considerations, the Governor hesitated,
but dually, at the last moment, ambition

was denied, and the order for the execution of
of gunpowder burned in salutes, miles of the sentence issued. The details ol the
processions, and the air made heavy by execution are not entirely new, but as
tiie smoke of torches—and still this fatal they fitly end this story of political reafact will remain. There was just such sons overcoming mercy, wo append them
as follows:
certainly of Republican Presidential sue
A t the hour appointed two priests, accompanied by a deputy sheriff and a fair-haired, bluecess at the time of tlie TTurnout imovo in
made their appearance ap »n the scafeyed
1850, when the Democrats achieved their fold. l;<>y.
The hoy was placed beneath the fata
latest previous success
hut the 2d,000 noose thaT dangled from the cros> beam above,
the holy men said the prayers for the dying,
majority for Hamlin in Maine did not the noose
was placed
around tin- small, fair
neck, the horrible black cap was drawn over
prevent the election of Buchanan.
the pleading eyes, the Sheriff touched the
spring, then? was a crash, a sharp report like
Tho Result.
the crack of a whip-lash, a dull thud, and the
At the state election on Monday there hoy lay lacerated and bleeding on the l'oor be-

conquered humanity: clemency

for Tilden.

Indiana has lifteen votes,
after a tour through
the State, concedes Indiana to tlie Demoeven

Kilpatrick,

crats.
Louisiana, Alississippi, North Carolina and Florida, with thirty votes, are
all Democratic, unless the bayonet votes

in those States.

To the one hundred and

twenty-three votes conceded by tlie Republican Committee must be added cer-

tainly

these

and live votes

thirty
from West Virginia, leaving twenty
seven votes to be gained from New York,
Indiana, Colorado, Ohio, New Hampvotes

neath the scatfold. The rope had broken. While

undoubtedly the largest vole ever strong men, fascinated by the terrible scene,
cast in Maine—l'ully 135,000.
We think I piivered, ami others, surfeited with horror,
turned from the sickening sight, the Sheriff and
a full return will show a Republican pluhis assistants hurriedly fastened a new rope to
the beam and removing the old one, from the
rality of between twelve and thirteen t hou- poor hoy's neck, halt led, halt carried him up
was

■

We have not suilicier.t lists of the
members of the Legislature elected to
show its exact complexion, but there will
bo a considerable reduction in tho num-

sand.

ber of Democratic Representatives
The whole Congressional delegation is
In the First District, where
Republican
there

elmnee for
supposed
Democratic success, Reed, Rep is elected by about 100O majority. Frye, in the
Second District, has 5000. Lindsey, in the
to

was

be

a

took.

In the Fifth District Hale is elected
5000.

is in doubt

The

Republicans make gains
in Aroostook, but the Democrats have
doubtless carried the county. Tin; result
in Knox is given elsewhere. All the other
Counties are strongly Republican.

the scaffold stairs, and again placed him, stunned and weak, with tin? livid mark of the rope
on his throat, hut -dill conscious, beneath the
black beam,
Then came the most pitiful scene
of all the tragic horror. As the second noose
was being placed on his neck, he turned his
eyes to the Sheriff with an appealing look that
plainly s.iiil. *•< >h ! dun*i. dmi'i d** ii ii^.iin,” ai
the same tine- seizing with one of his manacled
hands the lappol of th< Sheriff's <■ int and clinging to it with such a tenacious death-grip that
not all tiie strength of that powerful man could
wrench it away. The prh st whispered in his
car, and a word from ii is father confessor proved
more potent than the strength of the Sheriff.
The white hand, delicate as a woman's, relaxed
its grasp, the attendants withdrew, and the next
second 'midst the pray ers of the clergyman, the
trap again opened, the body shot down, there
was a twang of the rope, a creaking of the
beam, and the process of slowly strangling the
hoy to death was fully inaugurated. Twenty
minutes later, after violent struggling that
made the rope (juiver again and again, it was
completed, the prolonged agony was over and
all that was left of the doubly-butchered boy
hung limp and lifeless before the spectators.
Waldo

California.0
Connecticut.<»

Delaware.3
Florida.4

Illinois.21
Iowa.11
Kansas.5
Maine. 7
Massachusetts
13

Connor lbr Governor inis «s:):>

"Talbot,
McLellan,

over

Hale for Congress has 7bo ovei
Boanlman for Senator 7-17 over Gove,
Learned for Senator 7MO over White,

Walls for Sheriff 7o«*> over Cooper, Frye
for Clerk of Courts 77!) over Small, Mersey lor Judge of Fiobate sis over Fstes,
Field for Legist -r t► 1 Probate T'rj over
Fletcher, Drake for Commissioner b7_
over

Grant, McCrillis for 'Treasurer 7bb

over

ed at Rockland just before election. A
name of Thom, working

Moody.

from

foreigner by the

'The Democratic

highest

to

candidates, ranging
lowest on the ticket,

his naturalization papers by sweat ing that
come to this country when under

'The

Democrats elect

one

representa-

he had

tive, Mr. Pendleton,

in tlie Islcsboro dis-

18 years of age. The Democrats had their
eyes on this case, and at once made com-

trict.

Lepublicans.

plaint and had the

man

arrested.

The 1

S. Marshal found him in lied with McNamara,

book-keeper

pany. lie
fraud and
chance ot

of the Bodwell Com-

bound

A

'The

rest are

reporter

ol the New York World had

interview', on Thursday, in that city
with .Senator Bayard ol Delaware on the
an

charges of subject of Attorney-General Tail's extraperjury, and stands a good ordinary “order” turning over the South
to military law.
the distinguished Senalooking through grates.
was

over on

tor gave it, us his deliberate opinion that
predicted would lie tne no document so
partisan in character, so
Republican majority in Vermont reckless of ail constitutional limitations

As we last week
case, the

had

an

immense

shrinkage.

It is down to

Indiana.10

Kentucky.12

Louisiana.8

Maryland.8
Mississippi.8

Missouri.15
Nevada.3
New Jersey.9
New York.35
North Carolina.10

Oregon.3

very low figures.

Michigan.11

Nebraska.3
New Hampshire
5

It has got ’em. It pants for Tilden and
Hendricks, and that’s a pair of pants that

Georgia.11 Minnesota.5
...

Pennsylvania.29
Rhode Island.4
South Carolina.... 7

will set well every way.

Vermont.5
Wisconsin.10

Col. John M. Adams, editor of the Porti land
Argus, is elected Representative from
Total.130
Deering, and will doubtless take the posi—

Tennessee.12
Texas .s

Virginia.II
West Virginia.5
Total.208

We have left Ohio with twenty-two
votes and Colorado with three votes

70
130
100
13S
43

84
1st
82
100
05

00

08
124

111

105
169
163
204
08

05
161
125

00

130
00
110
252
153
102
117
125
108

181
3580

4210

Lisbon,
Lewiston,
Livermore,

122
785
120

03

Minot,
Poland,
Turner,

211
108

718

715

1130

108

150
05
111

111
128

122
100

82

180

9s5
153
214
208
242

102

No.

10

IS.'

150
1205
112

153
27s
100

108
72

180

180

250
4.8
48

Linneus,

03

Ludlow.

20

142
70

24

120
302

114
203

153
430

474
121

410

501

170

257
544
101
172
424
127

489

145
430
450
100
187
433
140
145

178

75

tion of leader of the Democratic forces in
the

popular branch.

ator and Clerk of Courts, and lose every
The Representaother county official.
tives to
crats to

Legislature stand three Demolive Republicans, as follows—

Warren and Union. David G. l’illsbury,
Democrat.
St. George, Friendship and Cushing, Franklin Trussell, Democrat.
Thomaston, etc., Wm. McHvler, Democrat.
Hope, Washington and Appleton, William

Clark. Republican.
Rockland, Geo. W. Kimball, Jr. and Hanson
G. Bird, Republican.

So. Thomaston, Vinal Haven and North HaHorace M. Noyes, Republican.
Camden, H. 1,. Shepherd, Republican.

ven,

In the live Knox towns of the 5th Dis-

Let the heathen rage, if they want to—
but just wait for those October returns,

trict from which wo have Congressional
returns, McLellan is 52 votes behind his

boys.

ticket.

04

ins

71
70
45
57

07

There

Alfred,
Biddeford,
Buxton,

Cornish,
Elliott,

Hollis,
Kennebunk.

lvittery,
Lebanon,
Limington,
Lyman.
North Berwick,
Parsonfield.

Saco,

Shapleigh,
Sanford,

South Berwick.
York.

14

s

17

14

1;W

08

140
1047

300
100
201
175
214
220

120
7x7
412
101
130
1X5
224
807

118
111
000

Senator Gordon, of Georgia,
home in that State.

840
100

830

201
280
250
217

17s
225
8-43

A young man named Harve’y
drowned at Gardiner, Saturday.

170

218

181

228

1X4
123

250

100

202

247
500
108
211
207
20.x

101
072
130
101
240
100

100
110
170
2X8
502
188
822
834
2x0

Koekport, Mass., appropriates tin* proceeddog tax to books for the public library.

of her

145
242
204
XX7
182
200
255

The Knox County Agricultural Fair will be
held in Rockland. October 10th, 11th and 12th.

Crops of all kind are reported throughout
Hancock county as abundant and excellent in
quantity and quality.
Mrs. Law, a guest at a Long Branch hotei.
robbed of $20,000 worth of jewelry during
bathing hours on Saturday.

205

was

2<>s

An intimate friend of Gen. Hayes i-quoted
i- elected he will offer Blaiu
a- saying “if In
the choice of Cabin-t position-."

Win, M. Woods.
734

NatVI Averill.
72
;US

-taring

30

John X. McKenney. John Goodwin.
104
i;i
94

220
>5
12>

7L
101

127

BridgUm,

208

300

Brunswick,

392
415
254
101

377

Harrison.

llarpswell,
New Gloucester,

108

107
57
157
2600

North Yarmouth,

Naples,
Portland,
Scbasro,

115

Standish,

233
250
loo

Westbrook.

Yarmouth,

100
ion
80

2400
08
211

207
107

338
200
180

351
147
115
150
;i

215

100
2805

108

3402

110

Si

252
208
182

301
345
250

433
Piuralit v for

Avon,

Farmington,

Phillips,
Strong,

< -cm r.'.l
the state e\e.aiieorge, ch lin.ian
five committee, predicts
nideii majority
t*o,oi)0 ,ii Mi--i'-ippi, 111' »}.- or in. tpM-p-.

Brooklin.

4s

50

307

451

311

130
00
55

5s
100
s*2
si

1*23
1*21

51
AS

Brooks,

07

10S

50

so
3ns

1*20
03
277
107
00

253
100

Castine,
Deer Isle,

HU
20s
10

lls
20

201
*23

404
40

407

457

so
7s
54

so
03

45
7S

2s

Ellsworth,
Franklin,
Hancock,

75
123

70
41

Lamoiiie,

IS
50
20
132
105

Mariaville,
Mount Desert,

Otis,
Orland,
Penobscot,
Sedgwick,
Sullivan,
Tromont,

Verona,

Waltham,

30
7s

Waldo,
Belmont,

02

7s

95

32
r»7

3n
9s
l o:;

37: i

4s.s

Morrill,

Svvanville,

Plurality for Storor,
Burnham,
Unity,
Thorndike,
Palermo,

21

173
s7

54
72
20
152
132

si
os

1*0

S5

00

147
57
24

127
0

124
150
53
21

47

70
400
71
lsl
104
S3

Bristol,

Damariscotta.

Dresden,
Edgecomb,
Jetlerson,
w cast

le,

31

023
142
120
77
71
110
45
234
130
135
01
151
14
01

152
110
73

55

150

lsx

15S

1*20
243

s

210

114

2S‘ >

02
213

1

1:54
431
240

Nnhleboro,
Waldoboro,
W iscasset,

124
204
15s

122
77S
100
31
155
37
237
122

Chelsea,

China,
Favettc,
Gardiner,
I Fallow* II,
Litehlield,

50
42
14::

Manchester,
Monmouth,

144

Sidney,
Yassulborough,
Waterville,
Wayne,
Winslow,

25o
230
73
1<>7

Winthrop,

150

no
J2o

140
070

303

Jonathan Bartlett. -lames M. Davis.

Freedom,
Montville,
Searsmont,

117

151
277
203
171
1043
105
100
200
142

4ns
27.3
105
so

300
lss
05
11

714
431

104

105
250

150

47
pis

117
100

344
122
300
272
iso

242
372

400

77
110
102

140

03
54
175

7:1
100
227

77
50
227

Brownfield.
Denmark,

105
155

03

iso

153

101
175

172

Fryeburg,

30

3S
05
102
143
220

Gilead,

31
00

Greenwood,
Hiram,

72
100
131
250

130
132
101
00

2 IS

Porter.
Stow,
Sweden.
Woodstock,

12 s

Camden,
Cushing,
Friendship,

400
102

10s

145

144

383

237
143

03

47

38

55

4s

02

05

40

122

20

500
23s
303

422

405
127

01
12s
205
127
110
210
42

1P2
131

4S2

5is

Hurricane

24
35

island,

Rockland,
So. Thomaston,
St. George,
Thomaston,
Abbot,
Atkinson.
Dover,

Foxcroft,
Guilford.

Topsham,

West Bath,
Woolwich.

5S0
153
273
358

Plurality

for 1 >uvis,

30

Lorenzo Pendleton. T’hos. II. Parker.
iso
Do

Lineolnville,
Northport,
lslesboro,

On
so

05
55

370
for Pendleton.

3 is

Plurality

C. ('. Roberts.
Sears port,
Stockton.

22

Lverett S. <irant.

101

220

250
i:;s

075
132
u;{

150

PIKCATARITS.
53
00
40
74
127
251
00
103
110
s7
00
135
00
S3

381

3SS

Plurality for Grant,
Vote of Waldo
Sheriff, and

7

County for Senators,
Clerk of Courts.

Senators.

73

o

*

Sherill.

140

50
70
170

11s
0

000
171
375
401
os
os
140
so

113
134
SO

403
33
44
121

1002
200
102
211
113
100
31!
212
lot
115
135

523
70
72

015

031

1121

220

100

311

111

SO

140

1
113

22
00

2

20

121

220
113

242
175

2so

130
330

10
55

130

100
12
07

200
00
101

150
152

257
100

100
too

S3

js

105

Bingham,
Embden,

51

I OS

310

275
107

303
100

31
150

50
2i>7

130
237
73
123

105
105
40

130
245
78

50
423
208
44
10*7
253
215
02

Fairfield,
Madison,

Moscow,
New Portland,
Norridgewock,
Pittsfield,

Ripley,

Solon.
Skow began,
Smith fie Id,

120

143

153

200

570

23S

028

50

03

00

01

52
1732

45
2000
445
215
138
222
303

Garland,

Greenbush,

Hudson,
Hampden,
Hermon,

Holden,

Howland,

Kenduskeag,

Kingman,
Lincoln,
Levant,

Mattawamkeag,

Max field,

Milford,

Newport,

Oldtown,
Orono,

Orrington,
Passadiirnkeag,
Plymouth,

Yeazie,

152

70

140

50
170

50

7^

o

^

c

Cl

a

110

155

28
lOsl
325
150
02

120

iso

218

203
83
5
50
130
104
27
30
288
173
10U

05

10
43
30
125
87
127
207
IIS

01
13
75
01

22
103
20

131
85
43

1S1
117

00

21
s2
203
324

47
100
202
230
47
44
00
100

Belfast,
Belmont.
Brooks,
Burnham,
Frankfort,
Freedom,
lslesboro,
Jackson,
Knox,
Liberty,
Lineolnville,
Monroe,
Moiltville,
Morrill,
Northport,
Palermo,
Prospect,

519
m2

521 ?:.l ML
M2
19
L9
l: 195 1.41
144 147
92
97
ls.s 191
74
75
117 1 is
50
5o
99
m4
M2
94
9m
99
94
25
s J
M4
1'4 121
M
s9 141
125
1>5 D5 199 199
M4 248 248
m2
97 lOt 224 219
99
99
99
99
98
98
94
95
124 124 14m 1!m

41s 729
79 90

:i 1

I04

104

1

Searsport,

111
7"

tifi

99

Stockton.

Svvanville,
Thorndike,
Troy,
L'nitv,

Waldo,
Winterport,
Total,

Calais,

Cherryfield,
Columbia,

Columbia Falls,

Cutler,
Danforth,
Deblois,

Dennysville,

East Machias,
East port,

Edmunds,
Harrington,
Jonesboro,
Jonesport,
Lubec,
Maehias,

Maebiasport,
Marion,

20
17
4
403
07
74
04
85
50
17
10
213
133
10

187
03
34
140
100
168
20

i.

:l

revolver.

,,j fv-ii’;
horses from Lnglnud arrived
few d,(\'Fhey were all in good trim, and bore tb
1

\,

blood
ago.
voyage well.

1

Mr. William‘.’lark of si. Heorge, age I iiii\
live or sixty years, a tishernian by oertipat ioi;
while mooring Ills boat at Mos.juito llarb-.
fell dea l instant iy

10

221

214
31
102

70

200

05
157
100
1ST
04
0
40
40
12
00

130
272

80

5
00

154
108
42

"*L

7:

117

I
99

M2
9~.

91
122
11
D4 199
s<» v .l
Do 217
00 7 .*
97
122 141
S4

M

299

50
94
i:»

io:.
14/,

141

jut
4

_* in

Di

1..2
In:;
II.
127
I14
74

V1

4442

»,

302
215
124

13

2S

04
10

122

130
100
4s

217
142
38
28

4

Vote of Waldo

•'.*
9

14.4
loo
117
191 124
124 It',7
4.9
9.,

91

7
27“

17'

.75

4094 4457 ll

County

for Member of

Congres*.

38

05

278
400
272
281
34
120
77

240
104
52
42
102
01

0

25
14
532
231
55
41
31
40
13
70
171
207
50
84
24
11

107
254
40
15

88

102
130
51)
21
12
210
181

23
134
74
173
200
105
184
10

10
31
24
803
314
81

50
33
38
10
so
178
408
52
128
47
20
214
310
03
20

Two ladie- name.! Rutherford. v\ ho occupy
cottage at Hap- May, while out riding Suud u
afternoon, had He it dress,
on lire by
spark from a ej;ar. and wen miTilnv hurned.
Hcneral >herm m's mode-t and I'cArm; I••
havior reminds the Loud ni 'Time- ot tie Ibik
of Wellington'- during ihe Ion; pea
*) u
conl«I lot a-k for a haud-omor compliment than
this.
Uovernor Tildcn and Mr. Wheel
ip- P<vHo\, rn<
Have- attend- t!ie Metie
h
W
dist e|| 11 fell w if ills w if'
nnutb
thereof; and Ho\rin<u Hendricks 1- m LpiW \ l.|ie|:nl;c. >ep J
>.
>ileec--lull\ hill indie 1
from the yard of Reed. W. It A < ... to-day tie
bark Annie Reed. vg'» ton-. She i- tie- L.i f i« th
ve-se
built l>\ this wa il-knowu linn an i i- m
even re-peet !i|sj.,da--.

Since the beginning of the year, 1.
mil*
I tidm-tnieted iti
railroad have be, u
tic- miieaged States. Tbi- i- 111-• re than tw
lvpormd in l>7o. and a ’bird in,.tv than in An
eonesji,mding portion of lv7l.

of

bad A !,iu tied by f»t m
girl in I * nn; c
frying-pan eatehing lii• •. Running mt, the
barn with Ida .in; clothe.-, she set the hay an
A

a

1

barrel of kmo-m-c oii on lire.
naily xtingui-b. 1 and tin

All

a

1

sent

were

ti-

t

hospital.
Alexander 11. *- ple-n- ha- rn ov, e d hihealth so he i- able to walk out. and is now
steadily gaining, lb- ha- been bn ited t sp.-ak
in public oil Wednesday.
II" will doubtle-- !,■■
renominated for « *ui;re-- by bi- I ». t;i,>ei at
ennstitiients.

ed from any

The death i- .iinpimnl of >1 >-<
Y Tildcn,
brother of Hovernot Tiidcn, at his re-idciie,
H.dumbia
on
t rid e,
at New Lebanon.
county,
evening. As the i|eeea-cd had been in ill health
for a long time, the news of hi- death will not
occa-ioii any great surprise.
a

Belfast.
Belmont,

27s

f>n:l

4s

:{*>
111
O'!

0.4

Brooks,
Burnlmm,
Frankfort,
Freedom,
Islesboro,

1*24
1.42
12u
.4.4
72

Knox,
Liberty,

17-4

-4*2

stoekton,

OP
Pi
7*2
I2.*>
hi
km

Swanville,

47

N'orihport,
Palermo,
Prospect,
►Searsmont,*
Scarsport,
Thorndike,

7P
lot

7*2
0i;
K2
107
10P
(>P
s*t
si
Ids
K*.

211
t.7
P4
b:p

o7
Ms
2-'!*i
14;;
in.”.

lb;

inn

121
KM
7>
'.74

124
00
Ml

8*20

102

*2'17

Ot*
t*o
12o
pn
K‘»0
KM
2<>:»
t>4
t»2

km;

Pd
i:;i
10‘2
47

Troy,
Unity,
Waldo,
Winterport,

''l
.7
«i*2
s7
1S4
♦

180
*200
41

so

■>

1.42
I
r.s
1.;
»*>4
»2
I'M
I:M
Bm

12.4

M
1*22
PS

so
171
7.4

Lineolnvilie.
Monroe,
Monlville,
Morrill,

72s

Ml
IPO

.44
2.2

47

Juekson,

"nM
7'»
1”.

*24 so

Total,
*Chas. A. Sport’o rd.

: *»

14 n

h>7*2

;:;522

Mr. 1 to vv le has v .r tie- pa''-:u for hi- new
tin lien, lb- till-the thing with oy>tei--!n ii-.
boiled starch and extra* ofH am-1, winds her
up. puts her "U a nest, ami s|," w, i lay m egg
every day for a wet u. He ha- a wa\ *>f k*a ping her from working on Sunday
Rev. .lo-, ph 1 tc:UI discoep d c targe ra111»
snake on MarM-on*- Hill. 1 >re-<T n, while henwing with hi- brother. Rev. .1 ,-iaii 15 an. in,
other day.
When di-co\<uvd j; wa.- b, tw, n
his feet. 'The rattle w a- si.rung, and the -tiake
-truck without hit tin;, the r* \ mend g< ldieman
being too sj>rv for him.
Portland, Sept. >*. Tlie dead body I a p>w<
;ii lu ighf
iimu
man, live fe.-Air.,
with reddish-browu h ur h>-eA -f. w ,- found
<
a.
a
•■u:r.
t
I ■/; I i. i.
beside the MainHe nad an m h-nt item *.%« r H,«
this morning.
right tempi, ;is i: t h* skui. v:.- -ru-licd. In
his pocket w a- la,- ; ■! urn ticket. indicating that
In may hav, I then from tin* ex ur-ion train at

fully built

1

midnight.
Lurther particulars of tite tire a! Lllsworth.
state that Hopkins A
M l» >uaM‘mill, dry house, and pail factory, towm-e burnwith
some
other
building-,
gether
ed. The engineer wa- badly burn,-h being
asleep it the time the tire caught. 'The ails,
of the tire i- as yet unknown. The I,,-- i- e-:imattal at between si.’MMM) and s-jo.nnn w ifh an
insurance of only -A',,ecu.

Thursday,

Vote of Waldo County for Judge and
Rec;ister of Probate, Coinmihhiouer
and Treasurer,
.Judge of lleg. of.,
Umr'
I-rnbatc. 1'robati'

7.

7

005
>1
4o
14s
12-4
11U
8-4
52
84
>4
18-4
84
24

Belfast,
Belmont,
Brooks,
Burnham,
Frankfort,
Fret dom,
Islesboro,
•Jackson,
Knox,

Liberty,

Lineolnvilie,
Monroe,
Montville,
Morrill,

04

Nortliport,

28
122
105
102
105
204
07
00
152
125
r.4
178

Palermo

Prospect,

Searsmont,
Searsport,
Stockton,
Swanville,
Thorndike,
Troy.

Unity,

Waldo,

Wintclport,
Total,

HI

r.

r.s

122 84
151 84
200 128
2-’W 8.4
225 loo
07 «*.«'•
20 2«i
142 124
00 loo
142 102
251 107
152 204
105 07
117 05
127 lot
107 125
70 02
580 17s

Vermont.

022
70

r*;o

12

1.4

07

147 2.:
124 M
112 42
s4 til
7" 2j
80 117
si 144
iso 2"4
>5 2 s
20 2:1
71 «. 1
27 2<*.
124 14s
lot*, or.
171 147
107 200
210 15"
02 111
05 117
101 125
125 107
04 7’.
ls4 5,'..

4524 4111 4521 4024 5452 4024 45>2 4107

Vote of Belfast.
KOK

FOR

<

<

<

<

^

O

•y

5

5

“*

Z!

tL

RKPRK8ENTATIVI.

ol 52S
02 743

ro I'nN't.r.I.ss.

120 117 130
lol 107 14s

Eugene Hale,

52
oo

SO 523
03 72s

l‘t.3
17
130 47
150 lol
155 104

‘.hi 5lo
00 521
03 751
03 741

FOR SENATORS.

George White,

127
120
loo
104

Hanson T. Gove,
I. AI. ltoardman,
Orrin Learned,

122
122
loo
108

Win. E.
Fred S.

120 1 IS 134
104 100 150

51
05

02 51s
ss 720

110 113 131 42
210 202 150 108

SO 4s5
04 773

Cooper,
Walls,

FOR CLERK OF

Win. C. Small,
Wakefield (i. Frye,

FOR .IUPOK OF

Jason
Philo

Estes,
Horsey,
FOR

COURTS.

PRORATE.

120 110 133 43
200 107 150 100
REGISTER

OF

A. A. Fletcher,
Bohan P. Field,
FOR COUNTV

00 5<»5
03 755

PRORATE.

127 120 133 47
105 100 151 104

00 517
03 742

COMMISSIONER.

Gooding Grant,
Darius K. Drake,

128 123 130 40
104 107 150 104

00 523
03 744

FOR COUNTY TREASURER.

It. H.
G. D.

Aloody,

McCrillls,

FOR

REPRESENTATIVE

Lewis Bean,
Win. AI. Woods,

120 120 134
108 185 155
TO

ru

—

—

gregate Republican congressional majority, 33.Ill’ll, which exceeds Fairbanks' to
tai majority
There arc 3D towns to he

heard from, on the congressional vole,
which will swell that, majority to about
37.tMio.
The full returns of tile lower
Demo

erats .31 and no choice 4—a Democratic
loss of 38.

i;
130 123 nr
104 lor 155 lo5

Wm. II. Me Lei lan,

Kivku .Ji'Ni noN, Sept. 8 Complete returns of the gubernatorial vote
have been received, and give Fairbanks
J I slil, Itingham 31.1 l'i and scattering 33
Fairbanks’ma jority. -8.7 I s
In 1S7 I the
vole stood: Peek, hb,: Bingham, lb
3,">s, and scattering, 31. Peck’s majority,
30,31 i;i. (’ohmel Priictor, I .ieutenaut-tiox
ernor, leads Fairbanks in I3i> towns, mak
The
ing the majority for Proctor I u.’>u
vote id 313 towns is as lollnu -. First District, ii.V towns
Joyce. 13.340; <
030 i. Second district. so to wits I b-nis. <n.
14,343 ; itiekey bnol. third District. ’.7
towns
llemlee. o(oo; Edwards, butl.
Joyce’s majority. 7ID:*; Denison’s may iri
ty. 8748; i lender's majority, 7133
Ag
Win

house give the Republicans 307,

lidVKKN’Olt.

John C. Talbot,
JSelden Connor,

steam

^

77

7»2 424 741
40 80 40
104 02 1"(
22
22 14 s
75 125 .1
40 117 42
r.4 si 01
20 r.r. 27
124 >4 12!
141 84 151
iso IsO 12s
22.8 24 224
222 loti 214
02
no r.r.
24 2> ’.*5
142 124 14s
00 115 5s
148 172 145
201 171 248
142 200 150
104 #>7 lit"
117 05 110
125 101 124
107 125 107
70 04 70
570 1>5 470

755 517
50 8-!
tor. 41
22 118
74 124
0 s 11 s
04 si
28

5

FOR SHERIFF.

51
15
3
307
101

exhibited at tie
King Philip’s old kef ie
Mt. Hope e.•i-raiioi! .i Aug. -L It w a- 11 —:
in the old chief’s wigwam, and was captured
I'V L'd. Hhliivh when the tort w is stormed.

In a letter to a Rrooklyn campaign club H«-n.
Slierman r- 'pie-t- tli.it hi- name !„■ di-, nn- "'
parti-an mov ements, -m ing that
he shall devote the rcmainiier of hi- ,ii• -oh ly
to his protr--! -u and the pel f e tnane, ,-r Induties as an wany otli<-, j-.

1876

JI874_

00

111

H’-neial Punier is now known in politics
“tlic widow.” having incamiou A
r.mpared
hi- wooing of the Lowed \ •»!.■:■- u the pp--m
love-mak ng of an ancient relict.
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A BiddelV-rd merchant displays in his window this placard, “D m*t talk politics here; m
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New Vineyard,

Mr. Graves of Palmyra, lias an apple tree
which is 100 y- ar.- old and well loaded w
fruit,
i'ln tree -j read- ‘.I feet.
Tlier** mv lu.oou workmgw onon in New
York city out <<i employ nit nt. and starvation
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The largo tannery at Vunecboiu was destroyed by tire Friday night, together with forty tonof leather. No particulars.
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We give elsewhere the lull returns of Oxford,
votes in this county.
It will be seen that Paris,

A nice bit ol radical fraud was unearth-

What this country really needs isn’t so much
reform, as it is a new style of pants that won’t
bag in the knees. [Rockland Courier.
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the fountain of law for them. lie
Pennsylvania, and said something concerning Mr. Sour, who itself
with Indiana, New Hampshire and South immediately soured on the man of the said, furthermore, that he was sure it the
Carolina carry the eleotion, though with- note book, and went for him with a pis- order could be carried out in his letter and
out a vote to spare.
But it isn’t worth tol. The funeral ol Mr. S. took place two spirit it will totally subvert our form of
government ami leave our local sell-govwhile to multiply these permutations. days afterward.
ernment system but the shadow f a name.
However, while the Republican CommitThe right of redemption of the Bangor
tee and the Republican newspapers are
Knox County,
House property was sold on Saturday to
claiming the gilt of Presidential prophe- S. II. Blako for $247. The
efforts
were directed by the Reand
Special
mortgage
cy, we may be permitted to submit a interest amount to
861,064. Mr. Blake publican managers against the staunch
guess. We think it will occur to the fair- also
bought the right to redeem the fur- Democracy of Knox, and were partially
minded reader that we are not claiming
niture, which is mortgaged for 80,970, successful. Connor has a plurality of 71
too much :
for which right lie paid $305. These arc in the county. The Democrats elect, SenTILDEX.
HAYES.
York and Ohio

04

104

3010

Auburn.
Durham,
Fust Livermore.
Greene.

upon power, so regardless of historical
24,000, and that on an vote increased by
truth, so utterly insubordinate to the de- Alton,
Bangor,
17,000 over that of last year. The Recisions of the Supreme Court of the Unit- Brewer,
increased
their
vote:!:!
Bradford.
publicans
percent, ed States, has in the
history of our coun- Carmel,
while the Democrats made an ineiease of
Corinna,
issued
Irom
a
not
only
fusion of tlie greenback men and the
try
department,
60 per cent. The Vermont boys did well,
Dexter,
Democrats in Kansas that is a doubtful
acting as all departments should act. un- Eddington,
well.
excellently
'In;
of
sanction
der
law, but looked to by Edinburg,
State, and South Carolina is another, barEnfield,
all other departments of the executive as Etna,
A reporter of the New Orleans Times
We can lose New
ring the bayonet.
shire, and other States that are doubtful.
Add New York alone, and we have tlie
election, with eight votes to spare. It
should be borne in mind that since the

K4
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Northfield,
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Robbins ton,
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thirty-one, against one hundred and twen- for the Bodwoll Granite Co., had sworn in stand as follows—Grant blbg, Fletcher Sangerville.
Sebec,
ty-three sure lor Tilden by their count. April, 1875, that he was then 50 years of bbhl, Gove, bb^s.Talbot bbSb, Moody bb80,
But their “doubtful” States, with
eightv- age, and had come to this country in Cooper ;>bO:L White bb.V.L Small dbb7, Ks- Bath,
three votes, are nearly all Democratic. 1872. But that would not let him in to tes
Bowdoinham.
bbibb, McLellan b;Wb. It will be seen
!
There is New York, with thirty live vote this fall. So a few days ago he went that the Democratic candidate lor Con- Bowdoin,
Perkins,
votes.
Eew doubt that they will he cast belore the court at Bangor and obtained gress falls behind the Governor, el votes. Pbipsburg,
Richmond,
and
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Ilaycs the power of their organization
throughout tiie country if Murphy was
permitted to escape the death penalty.
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Governor's intentions reached Dayton and Cumberland,
Elizabeth,
roused the indignation and resentment cf Capo
I leering.
the members ot the secret society referred Gray.
Falmouth,
to. They openly threatened to use against
Gorham,

in Presi-

Vermont and

53
123
1111
100
04
04
70
70
145
70

Searsport,

the entire bar of Darke

they straightway proceeded to protest
dential calculations which it will not lie against clemency to the culprit oil politisafe to ignore. It is this—the Democratic cal grounds. They presented to the good
party hold the ascendancy in more than Guvernurthe argument that while he could
enough of the States of the Union to elect not lose a single vote by permitting the
their Presidential candidate
They have law to take its course, he could, and probonly need to hold their own in order to ably would, lose thousands by acting mer-

a

ginia tor Hayes, and there isn’t tlie
slightest doubt about Democratic success
There

of the best citizens of Dayton and vicinity ;
also the names of many from adjacent

managers of the Republican machine, and

lege. In addition to the votes conceded by very large majority, probably
Tho returns show a disastrous canvass for
by the Republican Committee, Mr. Tilden
who runs behind his ticket alMcLellan,
will require sixty-two to he elected. Let
most uniformly throughout the district.
us examine their ligures.
They claim Hale’s
gain is much larger than that of
Ohio for Hayes, while Ohio is at least
other Congressman.
any
doubtful, and the indications are that it
In Lincoln County our friends have
will be Democratic. There are twentymade a splendid tight, and have elected
two votes.
They put down West Vir- their state Senator. The rest ol the ticket
in that State.

Swanville,
Thorndike.
Trov,

tures were to be found the names of some

p

04

Brooks.

imprisonment for life were
numerously signed. Among the signato

sentence

reasons

—

Belmont,

Scarsmont,

clemency were: First, the youth of the
ously asked what all their demonstrations condemned; second, his lack of education
of rejoicing over the late election are and
early moral training, and third, the
founded upon, they would iind it exceed- fact, that the evidence did not
clearly disingly diflieult to give a satisfactory an- close premeditation—the essential element
swer.
They very well understand that no of murder in the first degree When the
Democratic victory was expected—that
petition was presented to Gm Hayes he

Presidential years
a
showing that Republicanism is on the wane, and Democ-

sr
503

38

Meddybempa,
Millbridge,

F-

S

I

5
Belfast,

Marshfield,

1816.

'~ir~2 f

der in the lirst degree and sentenced to
death. Petitions for a commutation of his

ami seri-

ty-three
College
which, it is admitted, will bo Democratic
beyond peradventure. The Electoral ColPowers is probably elected
Third, 3000.
lege will consist of three hundred and sixin the Fourth, over both Donworth and
ty-nine votes, unless some are not counted
ho loses heavily in Penobunder the operations of the Twenty-second Oak. although
scot.
Bangor gives Donworth a plurality
Joint Rule. In any event, one hundred
of 23 votes—but Powers gains in Aroosand
Electoral votes are necestlie

1815.

nineteen years of age at the time of his Burnham,
Frankfort,
execution, killed one Win. Dawson, a year Freedom,
Islesboro,
ago in a street-fight growing out ol'a ball- Jackson,
room quarrel.
Dawson was a member in Knox,
Liberty,
high standing, of a secret society upon Lincolnvillc,
which the Republican Party depends for a Monroe,
Montville.
great deal of help in the coming elections. Morrill,
After two trials, the jury disagreeing on Northport,
Palermo,
the first, Murphy was found guilty of mur- Prospect,

tion and

Election,

wetc

circumstances point strongly to its truth.
It appears that Murphy, who was only

duction of that majority to 1;>,000—and
on a largely increased vote.
If
there is a victory anywhere, it is with the This

Enquirer is making iigapproaching Presidential election, and ligures, too, which it will be
hard to dispute. It says: l'he Republican
press is actively engaged in spreading
abroad Republican prophecies in counting
the Electoral vote in advance. It is already
manitest that tlie desire tor a change is increasing, that the Democratic ticket is
surely, steadily gaining ground. This
tendency will continue till November. Tilden and Iletidricks will grow in strength

they

These

that, too,

Eleotion.

Coming;

losing ground.

we are

number two hundred anil eight, Electoral
votes, twenty-three more than are neces
sary for a choice by the Electoral College.

the

l'he Cincinnati

ticket has

that

leged

tember election

1st Hist.—BIOX HRADBURV.
■M Hist. -GALEN C. MOSES.
:;d Hi.t_J. C- AIANSON.
Jill Hist.—HASTINGS STRICKLAND.
5tii Hist.—JAAIES R. TALBOT.

ures on

ment!), the latest news from the people,
are Democratic to-day. and it. is not al-

racy cheerful, hopeful and on tiie increase.
In 1872, tiie last Presidential
year, the Republican majority at the Sep-

President and Vice-President:

For Electors (it

The

its own in this contest. We have given
Mr. Tilden the Electoral votes of twentytwo States, all of whose State Govern-

the utmost which the most sanguine looked for was a reduction of Hie majority in

Thomas A. Hendricks,
At
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Hanged for Hayes.
It, is a strange and dreadful

already in the possession comes
of the Democratic party, which are now
Hayes’ connection with the execution of
under Democratic rule. This is fair, for James
Murphy at Dayton, >., a few days
the Democratic party7 will certainly7 hold since. It would he incredible did not the
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Gentlemen ami Fellow-I>emoerats of Massachusetts—! am profoundly grateful lor this generous welcome by tile assembled Democracy of
Massachusetts. [<;real cheering]—ami 1 desire
to avail myself of this occasion for the purpose

family.

and

EDITOR

delegates and visitors thronged into the

one

THURSDAY MORNING

EVERY

doubtful.1: We have counted for Mr. Tilden flic Electoral votes of those States

only which

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 187G.

most

Hon. William Aspinwall then rose and
! said : 1 want to call lor throe cheers for
William Gaston. Throe cheers—deafening cheers—were given, ami three more,
and another three were given belore the
excited multitude was satisfied. Air. As
pinwall still held the floor and Gen. Whitney being in the chair. Air. Aspinwall
then seconded the motion made by Mr.
Gaston amid another thunderous outburst
interpretation to Cameron’s order, just as which wholly drowned his strong voice.
was intended
by Grant and Cameron When the tumult had somewhat subsided
themselves, and that is. that tlie army is Air. Aspinwall said:—
intended to protect the negroes in anyliF.MAUKS OF IION. WILLIAM VSCINWaM..
thing they shall see lit to do in the name
I stain! here in favor of tin* motion which has
of the party.
Senator l’atterson publicly been made bv the Hon. William <. iston, honordeclared in this city before the Cameron able in more senses than one—[renewed cheers]
order was issued: "We’ve got to raise —because he has done tin* most honorable thing
that the history of the Democratic party rech—li somehow with the niggers and get
ords. [Loud cheers.] And I have to >ay this,
the troops down there, or the d-d reb- sir, as a warm
supporter of the nomination of
els will carry the election in spite id us,’’ Mr. Adams, that it was not opposition that
and it was in obedience to this spirit, moved me oi tin* gentlemen that acted with me.
[Cries of “No!" “No!" “No!"] No. no; i had
more honestly than elegantly expressed
no opposition to Mr. (Liston.
“N>!" “No!”]
Unit
the
Cameron
order
by Patterson,
We had no peculiar friendship for Air. Adams;
was issued.
Tlie negroes, especially in it was because \vc were attached to the Dmiouml li'Jonu jt'irty "f' ihft I uio/v.
such sections as Charleston, where they
[“Good!" “Good!" and applause]; because we
are in an overwhehning
majority, now [ wen*
ready to sacrifice the dearest preference
believe that the army is behind them and.
of our hearts on the altar of our country.
It
that they can do anything necessary to was because we wished to elect Tildon and
carry tlie election, and they are now too Hendricks. [Cheer-* loud and long.j it was
ready to indulge in tlie largest license. that we might he able to give the Democrats of
The danger now is that they will not Stop the country some new pledge that we of Massachusetts stood with them in favor of the apwith political violence.
The rice-held
pointment of men to office who had not always
negroes, the most ignorant and brutal- acted wi:h the Democratic party, hut who were
ized of the race in the South, have again with it now in opposition to corruption, to
become turbulent on the Combahee, near bribery and robbery. [Applause.So, gentlemen, as I said, no personal feeling one wav or
Charleston, and thoro is daugnr of goner the
other, but the highest patriotism that'has
til disorder under the immunity that they dictated his own conduct,
so it
is ihe highest
assume they possess by tlie protection of patriotism that has moved our worthy ex-Govthe administratian and tlie army.
Gov- ernor to second our idea. [Applause.] This
Convention owes him tin* heartiest thanks for
ernor Chamberlain is greatly alarmed for
the honorable course taken thisda\ ; and let me
the safety ot his State, and the Republisay to him what 1 need not say to you, that the
can leaders here to-night would be
glad Democratic and Hefonn party of Massachusetts
had Cameron’s order never been issued. will never forget him. [Housing cheers.]
All reliable reports from Charleston go to
1 he Chair then put the motion amid
prove that the Republican negroes attack- Hie most boisterous enthusiasm, and a
ed the Conservative negroes without pro- thundering “a\e" indeed, like the rush of
vocation of any kind, and the result is a
many waters, came back in response to
wild mob of ignorant and lawless blacks, the question.
who believe themselves above till reThe Chair announced that he would not
straint, legal or otherwise. Some of the call for tin* nays, as it seemed unnecesmore discreet Republican leaders hern insary. [Cries of “No I'1 “No!'']
sist that while tlie administration cannot
recede from its position by the revocation
Desperate Sank Robbery.
of tlie Cameron order, there must be an
Sr.
l’.u i,, Minn.. Sept. 7. A A'ortlifield.
ollicial construction put upon it publicly !
Minn
special t" the Pioneer says that
that will make the negroes and their reckabout 'l o’clock this .afternoon eight men,
less leaders in the South understand that
well mounted, entered the town and
they must pay some respect to law and ceeded to the bank. Three entered it proand
order.
Many declare that if it is not
over the counter, ordered the cashdone, the North cannot be relied upon to sprang
.1
L. Haywood, with a knife to his
sustain Haves under the load of a despot- ier,
to open the vault.
At the same
ic and violent policy that sacrifices the throat,
time ail the persons in tiie bank, A. K.
and
of
hall
tlie
in
an
peace
safety
country
effort for a few electoral votes, which will lkmker, Assistant Cashier, and Frank Wilcox, clerk, were ordered to hold up their
likely be lost under any circumstances.
hands, llaywood refused to obey the orders
11 is neck had
A Fire Dangerously Near the Ex- and open the money vault.
been slightly scratched with a knife. Still
position.
persisting, the robbers put a pistol to his
J’liii.Anixrm.v, Sept. '.I. At 4 :;S0 o'clock right temple and tired,
llaywood fell
this alternoon, a lire broke out in
Murphy’s dead. They then turned to Mr. Bunker
oyster saloon on Kim avenue, opposite the and ordered him to open the vault, lie
main exhibition building, and, before it said he did not know the combination. As
was extinguished,
destroyed property lo tiie robbers made demonstrations toward
the value ol' ,$80*000. The damps spread 11iin he ran out the hack door.
They tired
cast, west and south, consuming the en- at him,
him through the right
shooting
tire lot of buildings on Kim avenue from shoulder. Mr. Wilcox was not interfered
the Trans-Continental to the Ross House, with.
While this was transpiring within,
about twenty in all, including several va- the
people of the city without were doing
riety shows, beer gardens, restaurants, etc. good work. Two id' the robbers were
l'hese structures were all frame, and some killed
outright, and one wounded man
of one. and some two and three stories was taken
away by his confederates; one
The
lire
also
high.
spread back from Kim of them was killed and one captured. The
avenue to Columbia avenue,
taking in all citizens behaved, as many of them are,
the intervening property, including the like old veterans. The robbers did
not
New England Hotel, a boarding house,
get into the vault nor did they line] the
and ice cream saloon and a restaurant, all Cashier’s draw,
except the nickel draw,
and a handful of nickels taken from it
two-story buildings.
The wildest excitement prevailed both were thrown to the floor. Four of the
in and outside the Centennial grounds. eight men came to town before noon and
J’eople Hocked to the scene of the lire by waited oil the north, side of the bridge till
thousands, and it is estimated there were the other four came into the town from
at least 00,000 persons in the immediate Unndas.
The men were well mounted,
vicinity. The Trans-Continental Hotel and were armed with navy revolvers with
caught lire on tin; roof four different time ?, cartridges in a belt around their bodies.
but the flames were immediately extin- When the robbers crossed the
bridge enguished. So intense was the heat from tering tiie town they drew tlieir revolvers
tlie lire that it scorched the paint on the and,
putting their horses into a full gallop,
turn stiles at the entrance gates of the Ex- dashed
through tiie streets, shouting to
hibition, requiring a stream to he played the people on the walks to get inside, and
upon them and upon the southern side of ornamenting tlieir shouts with tiie most
the main Exhibition building. A man is liendish curses and
imprecations. While
in custody on suspicion of having caused three of tlie men were
engaged in the
the lire. 'The Ross House is damaged $20,- bank the others stood on the street, threatU00, and by tho destruction of the New ening to shoot any one wiio interfered,
England House a loss of $10,000 was sus- and tiring several harmless shots. Pistols
tained. Individual losses range from $1000 and
guns were quickly secured by the citto $6000.
izens, and a young man named Wheeler,
During the excitement attending the lire from a window of tiie opposite building,
quite a panic occurred among the visitors picked oil' one of the villains, shooting
in several portions of the Main Building, iiini through the heart.
Another shot,
upon the apprehension that the structure thought to be from Wheeler, immediately
was on lire.
The rusli of thousands of the alter prostrated another, when the robbers
occupants for the doors and most con- nn unted their horses and heat a retreat.
venient avenues of escape, with tiie frantic Tiie third robber was hit, but
escaped. A
attempts of the more excitable among a band of .70 citizens was organized, anti
few of the exhibitors to carry off their headed by Wheeler, started in
pursuit. At
wares, created a scene of excitement and last accounts the robbers were only twentyconfusion. The scare was of short dura- live minutes ahead of their
pursuers, ami
tion and attended by no serious conse- arts almost sure to he overtaken. There
are all sorts of rumors as to tiie robbers,
quences.
Instructions have been issued lor the many
believing them to be some of the
down
of
frame
structures erected gang heretofore
tearing
operating in Missouri and
contrary to law. and the erection of frame Kansas.
The latest information is that over one
buildings on the site of the burnt area is
hundred men are surrounding the country
prohibited.
in which the robbers are, and they doubtOn Thursday, in the town of Willington, less will be
captured. The two men killed
Conn,, two young ladies, Rosie Green, 14 years are identified
by an express detective, as
old, and a companion, Miss Shurtielf, IT years
Pitts and Billy Chadwell, and the
old, took strychnine with a suicidal purpose. Charley
Aliss Green died in four hours. Just before man wounded was undoubtedly Frank
death 'he stated as her motive that no one Janies.
The gang is undoubtedly' the facared for her; that her dead mother was call- mous
gang which operated in Missouri.
was
Sliurther
and
she
tired
of
life.
Miss
ing
letf is alive, but still in danger. Two young
The champion curiosity of the century lias armen were present when the fatal dose was
taken and were urged to partake of it, but re- rived in Ncwburyport. It is a lady from Texas,
who is on a
in that city. She
fused, although they thought the whole thing a married andvisit to her mother
went to Texas

joke.
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Russia aud

Turkey

Nat Goinjt to War

'The opinion reportLondon, Sept
ed from Berlin to the Standard that the
outbreak ol a Russian- Turkish war was
unavoidable is not cute: tained at the other
capitals. < hi the contrary, there seems to
he a growing confidence that the general
peace of Europe will be maintained how
ever dillicult may la* the settlement ot details between the Turks and the insurgents. The Porte's relusal to grant an armistice is also an •onlirmed. I tut it is not
thought unlikely, and it is believed tin* re
suit of such refusal would he an intmedi
ate resort to formulation of terms ot peace
between Servia and Montenegro and Turkey, leaving the question of the insurreeted provinces for subsequent settlement
A communication is going the rounds of
diplomatic circles, from Prince (lortsehakoiV, to tlie effect that Russia wants peace
lor a number of years, and then, besides,
the Emperor is decided to have peace, and
there is every ground to suppose the other
powers are equally desirous to have it; at
least, judging by their assurauces, ho may
reckon on their hearty co-operations in
this direction.
7.
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that lie has gone out of the hostler
the sight of a currycomb gives him the

peace.

KOHESON

AND NAVAL l*A V

Robeson's last, fraud is now thoroughly
exposed, and there is hitter indignation
against the cheat on the part of naval oflicers here. The Congressional appropriation was more than sufficient to keep
every ollieer on full pay, as it was received last year; but the Secretary having an
old deiicieney arising from fraudulent
misappropriation of pay-money to other
purposes some years ago, endeavored, by
raising a howl against the House of Representatives, at once to make a political
point and conceal Ids official delinquency,
it is now certain that Robeson will he impeached as soon as Congress reassembles.
Till'. INCOME NONSENSE.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
being called on for a decision, is compelled
to pronounce Gov. Tilden's course in strict
conformity with law and with the oflicial
directions and decisions of the Treasury
Department at the time. Of course Senator Logan, who got Gen. Ratlin his place,
and all the other radical lights, are anxious for a contrary opinion ; but the law
is too plain, and they are for once beaten
in their own household. The Times has
dropped its first charge, and now tries to
shift its ground; but no one is foolish
enough to believe that all the gross receipts of any person, firm or corporation,
are part of earnings or profits.
If all we
received in a business way wore not gain,
most of us would he very well oil' indeed.
Governor Tilden and his clieuts and associates had some very heavy Josses in l.Nlil(i'd, as many other men of affairs had in
those years, and these losses cut down his
returnable net income. Even the most
stupid Republican now fully understands
that gross receipts arc not net; income.
[From Harper’s Bazar. |
New York Fashions*
FALL

AND

AV INTER AVRAPS.

A wrap ol' some waim material is usuthe lirst garment purchased when
cool autumn days arrive. Large importations ol these show the fashionable
shapes to be enlarged editions of all the
styles in vogue last year, viz., large man-

I ally
At the great lire in Boston in 187.1, llie
proper authorities caused certain properties to be destroyed by gunpowder in order to arrest tiie progress of the 11 antes.
Suit was brought in the District Court to
recover damages lrom tiie fit\ for the acts
of their agents, where judgment was ren-

duiendaut; tiie plaint ill' took

saeques, large Dolmans and
cloaks of both saque and circular
shape. The size of these garments gives
an air of comfort and warmth, and their

tles,

long

long

border,
simple trimming, usually
is in keeping with their plain and graceful style.
Heavier materials are used than
a

mere

the cashmere and drap d'ete that of late
have done service all winter, and these
ed the judgment of the District Court
heavy goods are oltee wadded, and are
and released the oily lrom any liability in
always lined with silk or with farmer’s
The soft pliablencss of lighter
the ease. The city based its rights to re- satin.
wool fabrics is given to luxurious camel’s
move or destroy building within the limhair cloths that are a fourth of .an inch
its id the corporation tor the public good
thick, to diagonal stull's, regular beaver
and protection upon a general statute of I cloth, and to the figured, basket, canvas
tiie State of .Massachusetts, which declares and manure cloths. A great many rich
black silk wraps are shown, but very few
that “lirewards, or any three of them,
velvet garments are imported. It is said
present at any place in immediate danger that line cloth cloaks arc to be the lirst
from a lire, and where no lirewards are choice next winter, and will become fashionable for
wear again, just as last
appointed, the .selectmen or Mayor and season tine dressy
woolen stull's were restored to
aldermen present, or in their absence two favor for rich costumes.
or more of the civil ollieers present, or in
1.0X0 SACQCKS.
their absence two or more of the chief
Long saeques of cloth are in the gracemilitary ollieers of the place present, may ful French shape, single-breasted, with
direct any house or building to he pulled partly titted back. They do not ditler madown or demolished when they judge the terially from those id' last winter, except
in their added length and in the prefersame to he necessary in order to prevent
ence tor those that are straight around intiie spreading of the lire.” The Circuit stead of
long fronts with short backs.
Court of the Cnited States by its decision Thirty inches, it is said, will be the aversustained the constitutionality ol' this act age length of saeques for ladies of medium
Garments of last winter will be
and held the city free front liability when height.
lengthened by adding a border id' fur
it, is carried out in its provisions, and this or other trimming.
Some very elegant
will serve as a guide to other States and saeques have the long mantilla fronts, but
these are cut square instead id rounded or
cities when acting upon this important
pointed as they were last year. The most
matter.
uniquely shaped pockets and the inevitable long bows of ribbon ornament these
Three cheers for Old Waldoboro! It
fronts
The back has English side forms
does one’s heart good to see the old banwith a bow at the end of the seams. Serge
ner Democratic town coming up to tiie
cloths of very largo diagonal figures are
work, with an increased vote of g.OO over used for these saeques. The V ot braid or
last year for the Democraic candidate for silk is the trimming for the back. The
fronts ot some have a dart, while some are
(•ovet nor, and a splendidly complimentary looser.
Eight or ten bows of soutache braid
vote to Hon. Isaac Reed for Congress, giv- of thick,
heavy quality form very neat
ing him 118 majority, it wouldn’t take borders for such saeques. The simplest
of braiding are preferred for these
many such townsto swamp the whole Re- styles
cloaks, while most unique and intricate
in
Maine.
publican majority
patterns are used in rich silk garments.
The buttons are of shell or of wood fasDemocrats might swear at tiie result of tened on strongly with eyes. Both very
and quite small buttons are used.
tiie election, if it were not for the pious large
For old ladies are long comfortable
teaching of the Republican missionary, cloaks ot cloth, partly in sacquc and partBob. Jngcrsoli. The restraining influence ly in Dolman shape.
They have long
Dolman sleeves hanging almost to the
of such a man is wonderful.
bottom ol the cloak, and inner sleeves
Thackeray tells us to take a small bit ct pa- that are close titling.
per and make a list of real gentlemen whom we
BLACK CASIIMKUE MANTLES.
know. AVre don’t know of but one, and as we
have plenty of visiting cards, there is no need
writing the" name. [Rockland Courier.

Still it
those

can

cases

hardly

lie classed among

in which “one makes

a ma-

jority.”
Mr. Rose

seems

to bo tiie

only

survivor

of the Knox county Democratic ollicials—
the last Rose of summer, as it were.

their shape if so simple t! it they rti
easily he made at home. It is said that
black repped silk mantles will be import-

Think for yourself.
Thousands lead miserable lives, suffering
i from dyspepsia, a discorded stomach and liver,
ed in similar shapes. The design is also ! producing biliousness, heartburn, costiveness,
weakness, irregular appetite, low spirits, raisgood for the wraps that accompany cos- ing food after eating and often ending in fatal
tumes, and are made of the material of attacks of fever. They know they are sick,
the over dress.
| yet get little sympathy. The unfailing remedy,
which is yearly restoring thousands, is DaCosULSTE1W.
ta's Radical Cure sold bv AAr. O. Poor & Son,
sole agents for Belfast. A. J. Jordan, agent
Bosphor< is the name the French mo- for
Orluml. R. 1». Stover, agent for Bucksdistes
to the

give
shapely Ulsters they
COTTON, IUCE AND SUGAR.
send over. These are trim and comlortThe Charleston news also bad a marked
able looking overalls of plaided or plain
elfect on the markets for Southern staples.
! cloths, neatly stitched in rows on the
were
and
unsettled,
Cotton, rice and sugar
| edge. Few of them are belted, not even
gave indications of panic. The strikes of !
back belts peculiar to Ulster.-. The
the laborers on the rice plantations near having
English Ulsters are clumsy garment-, not
Beaufort, at the demand of political lead- unlike
a morning wrapper, am! are belted
ers. were feared to lie indications of a
all around.
to
work
on
tile
of
plantations
suspension
sutbeient extent to seriously disturb the
SMUGGLE!! CoMIXG TO MAINE
and
Col.
the
markets here
of
crops,
gathering
Russell, desirous of showing his lamou.s
and abroad.
slallicn to the people and breeders ot
THE WEST IN OCTOBER,
Maine, ims decided to trot him at Portland
in general estimation here the Western
on
Tuesday, Sept. 12; at Gardiner on SatStates are more likely to be affected by
urday, lGt'h ; at Bangor on Friday, 22d,
the causes which produce Democratic and lit St. John on
Wednesday. 27th.
gains than the extreme Eastern States.
The tact that Smuggler won the chamFor example, Indiana is evidently, in a
pionship purse for $10,000 at Boston in
contest for change under the pressure of
187-1, recording the la-test stallion time,
hard time, a more reliable indication than
2.20, has for the last two years placed him
Vermont. In Vermont, with its settled at the head of the stock horses
of this
ways and comparatively slight connection country; and since ho beat Goldsmith
wit'll the driving life of the country, and Maid at Cleveland this
season, we are
the assured predominance of one party, bound to
place him at the front in reviewthere is much less likelihood of a proporing all trotting horses, in the tirsf race
tionate political revolution than in Indi- this
season he made a record of 2 17. in
is
lor
where
ana.
industry
struggling
his second race 2.10 1-!. at Rochester 2 1.7
and
where
the
profitable development,
.'i-4, and at Hartford 2 1.7 1- I ; thus showcloseness of party margins gives to the
ing a better time as he goes on.
contest the charm of possible success for
Smuggler was bred in Ohio, taken to
either contestant. If then, the Vermont Kansas
when two years old. where he was
election foreshadows a Democratic tri- used for
-addle and farm work tili lie was
we
much
more
decisive
may
iiinpli.
expect
six, when he first began to show the speed
from
the
West
figures
which this year lias -o astonished the
THE CHARLESTON HORROR.
whole country, lie is descended from the
The Charleston news overshadows all fastest running horse this country lias
other topics here. The fact that the lirst ever produced. “American Eclipse.” from
act of “intimidation1’ worthy of note was whose blood lie probably gets his wonderlid lasting qualities
not intimidation of Republicans by Democrats, but oi Democrats bv Republicans, is
A Domestic Tragedy.
remarkable.
j ms occurrence ol tne not just alter
Imiiu S>-htt, Kiin., Sept. (i.
On last
Chamberlain had notilied hi.s adherents
evening, at Baxter Springs, ;t
that lie had .shipped them twenty thousand Sunday man
named Klliolt was married to
voting
muskets, and that he “was done with re- Miss
Her lather was violently
Creag.
marks
it
as
a
form.'1
deliberate attempt to
to the muteh. and, rendered desopposed
forward partisan ends by inciting civil
perate by failure in his efforts to prevent
war.
Republicans regard the affair as a the marriage, yesterday deliberately shot
mistake, because the wrong people were ins son-in-law
through the heart. Creag
intimidated. The Democrats denounce it
lied, but was hotly pursued by the sheriff
as a
of
the
radicals
to
desperate attempt
and a number ot citizens, who overtook
check the general stampede of the negroes
him, and when commanded to surrender
Irom
the
control
of
the
black
away
leagues tired on the sheriff and party. The lire,
and scalawags to the Democratic parly was
returned, and Creag lell shot through
which protects their rights, and secures to the head and
breast, expiring in a short
them a chance for prosperity and advance- time. The
tragedy lias produced intense
ment.
The Charleston outrage will un- excitement at
Baxter Springs.
doubtedly add 10,000 to the Democratic
vote in New fork, and have a proportionA report has reached this country that
ate eileet in other States.
the lugitive Tweed has been arrested in
1 SITED STATES THOOTS SOUTH.
and will lie surrendered to the
The most noticeable fact in this horrible Spain,
United
States, but it lias not been eonaffair is that the troops sent to Charleston
firnied.
lo help the radicals gave protection to the
limited colored Democrats.
In this case
The Bible says there is a time to laugh,
the Republicans were “hoist by their own
petard.” The general opinion here is that lull we don't see it just now.
the whole Southern military programme
III
II ■llll —— II
ol the Administration will only result in
All who sutler from Dropsy and Kidney Disincreasing the Tilden vote, because the ease can be cured b\ using IIun fs Hl’.MEDY,
numbers of colored Democrats will rely the great Kidnex Medicine, purely vegetable,
am! used daily by our bc.-l physicians in their
on the troops lor protection in the hour ol
pract ice.
need

Tuc-.lay afternoon tin- work shop in AleCilvery’s
was totally elestroyeel by lire*.
There is m>
going on in tin- yard, and the- origin of Hu* lire-

a

i"i:<
•u

be*s»

constructiem.

r

very
of the*

exceptions and had the cause removed to
the Circuit Court, which last week allirm-

gi
Geo !.
"l

rapidh in In

now

dered for the

ii..’

in

ve-rv

o

night la t, that

o

elegant accommodations.The ship
biiihling by Capt. J. C. A'icke-ls is advancing
but

public

people of
yard
-tamlpoint, but work

luivi addressed the

Iron

;y

The

passenge r. A visit to the -hip on the- evening previous to -ailing, gi. <-s an assurance that all the- companions of the- voyage will have not only comfortable

Letter.

New York Sept. [)th.
(iohl advanced to-day to 1.10 on the
news of the disturbances in Charleston,
South Carolina.
Large operators, especially the branches of large foreign
houses, view with the greatest apprehension any indication of disturbance of the

match took

be twee n Starlight, owneel by J.
Frankfort, and Tie>twell, owned by
C. Alarelen, of Ahmroe.
Mile beats, best in
three. Trot well won tin prize-. There was a large
gathering of people. Whe n they were re-turning
from the park to the village, the* horse of Air. I llingwood, e»t swunville, got frightene d, by carele-s elrivon

Hale y.
Mr. 11.

York

New

For early fall, mantles of black cashwill be worn, shaped like that just
described with Dolman back and mantilla
fronts. They will bo lined with silk. The
trimming will be many rows of braid on
the back and as a border, with moss trimming and fringe on tlie edge. The longlooped ribbon bows placed at the ends of
seams, and on the low pockets will give
an air of style to these garments, and
mere

The diistx and weary traveler will tirnl mo<t
excellent rooms with baths at the American
House. Poston. The Hotel lias no superior in
New England. i- situated in the heart of the
city, and within fixe minutes walk of everywhere.
Pillii, Potion** and Pungencies.

port.

Sensible Advice.
You are asked every day through the columns
of newspapers and by your Druggist to use
something for Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint
that you know nothing about, you get discouraged spending money with but little success.
Now to give you satisfactory proof that Green's
August Flower will cure you of Dyspepsia
and Liver Complaint with all its effects, such
as Sour Stomach, Sick Headache, Habitual Cospalpitation of the Heart, Heart-burn,
tiyeness,
Water brash, coming up of food after eating,
low spirits, A-c., we ask you to go to your Druggist, R. H. Moody, and get a Sample Bottle of
Green's August Flower for 10 cents and try
it. or a Regular Size for 75 cents, two dose's
will relieve you.
(> mos. 32 cow.
Consumptives.

To

“Madam." said a gentleman lo his wife, “let
me tell you facts are very stubborn things."
“What a tact you must he,'* quoth the ladv.
Letter from Kev. Sylvanus Cobb, of Poston,
Editor of the •‘Christian Freeman.
Poston, December-Jl. 1 Sob.
Dear Sir: it may be some satisfaction to
l»e
of the result of the trial of
informed
to
you
the “Peruvian Syrup” in my family. My
daughter was brought low by a typhoid fever
last spring, and after the fever left her she continued verv weak, and the simplest food distressed her. For months she remained in the
same debilitated condition; but from the 1st of
September last, when she commenced taking
the Syrup, the digestive functions improved,
and she steadily gained strength and vivacity;
and now, having taken two bottles, she is restored to a good state of health, indeed, she appears more really healthy than she has for sevI am of the opinion that Ihe
eral years past.
“Protoxide of Iron,” contained in the Peruvian
Syrup, was adapted to her case, ami clh-cted
what no other known medicine could have ctYours truly,
S. Conn.
ffteted.
The Hessian lly is doing much damage in
Iowa, and a Keokuk paper inquiringly a>k>
whence this new pest originated? \\ by everybody ought to know that it was Washington
who made the Hessian lly.
The En toi.i> Miseries that result from imprudent conduct in early life may be alleviated
and cum:. Those who doubt this assertion
should purchase the invaluable medical work
entitled “The Seicrco of Life, or Self-Preservation,” published by the “Peabody Medical Institute," Poston. Manhood may be regained:
vitality impaired by the errors of youth, or too
close application to business, may he restored.
Another work published bv the Institute is
“Sexual Physiology of Woman and Her Diseases,” the best of its kind extant. Still anothci
i- “Diseases of the Nerves and Nervous Maladies,” a work that should be in the hands of
every sullcrer from nervous debility. Tin- fact
that a very costly Gold Medal has recently been
presented the author of the above works by tin*
National Medical Association, shows how his
services arc appreciated by the faculty. Those
hooks should he in every household. See the
advertisement.

impecunious individual was heard to mutter, as he finished reading a railroad hand-bill
headed “Through without change.” “That's
the road I shall take: no fault to lind with them
terms."
An

SEPTEMBER.
.Schknck's Pelmonu Svuit, fou tiik ( cue
OK CoNSI MITION, CoXGIIS AND ('l)LS.
The great virtue of thi* medicine is that it

ripens the matter ami throw* it out of the system. purities the blood, and thus etfeets a cure.
Sennciv’s Ska Wki d Tonic, ok the Cure
of Dyspepsia. Indigestion. Ac.
The Tonic produces a healthy action of the

stomach, creating an appetite, forming chyle,
and curing the most obstinate eases of Indiges-

tion.
Sciiknck’s Mandrake Pii.i.s, for tiik Cure
of Liver Complaint. Ac.
Those pills are alterative, and produce a healthy action of Lhe liver without the le ist danger,
as they
are free from calomel, and yet more
edacious in restoring a healthy action of the
liver.
These remedies are a certain cure for Consumption, as the Pulmonic Syrup ripens the
matter and purities the blood.' Tin* Mandrake
Pills act upon tie* liver, create a healthy bile,
and remove all disease* of the liver, often a
cause ol Consumption.
The Sea Weed Tonic
gives tom* and strength to the stomach, makes
a good digestion, ami enables tin- organs to
lorin good blood; and thus creates a healthy
circulation of healthy blood.
The combined
action of these madieines, as thus explained,
will cure every ease of Consumption, if taken
in time, and the use of the medicines preserved
in.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal
office, corner Sixth and Aucii Sis., Philadelphia, every Monday, where all letters for advice must he addressed. Sehenck’s medicines
for sale by all Druggists.

Caked

Breasts,

Rheumatism, Sciatica, Swellings, Sprains, Stiff Joints, Burns,
Scalds, Poisonous Bites, and all flesh, hone urn!
muscle ailments, can he absolutely cured by
the Centaur Liniments. What the AVIiito Liniment is for the human family, the Yellow Liniment is for spavined, galled, and lame horses
and animals.

Mothers

health for their children and rest for themselves by the use of Castors, a perfect substitute for Castor Oil. It is
absolutely harmless, and is as pleasant to take
as

honey.

can secure

For

Wind-Colic, Sour Stomach,

Worms or Constipation, for young or old, there
is nothing in existence like it. It is certain, it
3m 2
is speedy, it is cheap.

to

make it known

to

his

suffering fellows.

Actuated

by this motive, he will cheerfully send (free of
charge) to Ml who desire it, the recipe for pi eparing,
and lull directions for successfully using, this
providentally discovered remedy. Those who wish to
avail themselves of tin* hem-tits of this
discovery
without cost, can do so by return mail, by addressing with stamp naming paper,
Di: Uli ARLES \* MARSHALL,
:>ma0
Tt Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

PAINTING,

O'OUSE

PAPERING

and Graining done in
tin- best manner.
and Papering Front Halls, Pa .dors and
Sitting Booms, a specialty. Orders solicited and
will be promptly attended to.
Satisfaction as to
price and work assured bv
M. A. CULLNAN.
Corner of .Miller ami cross Sts.
:hv s
Belfast, May 10, 1870.

Painting

Cattle

Brighton

den squall. A tug towi d her ashore where she
lies and will be put in order again.

PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal

BELFAST

Corn

Bye

<>f>a7o
7<»
1.50
OOttOO
70
4-j

Mea’l
Meal

Bye

Barley

Oats
Beans

$L40al.(»n

Potatoes, New

1

Apples

Mutton
Lamb

Turkey
Chicken
Fowl
< ieese
Duek

llay

40a75 Straw
UaUO Washed Wool
JOa^t Unwashed *•
14 Hides
lb Calf Skins
lOaUO Lamb
14 Hard Wood
15a 17 Soft
balu Shorts per ct.
7 Lime
(in 7 Butter Salt
4 1- J Plaster

Dried Apples
Butter
Cheese

Eggs
Bound Hog
Pork Back-*
Lard
Beef
Veal
Dry Cod
Pollock

s

Sail)
12a 15
15aD
l‘.*uI5
LJalo
oOaOO

$5.0ua5.5o
$3.00ati.5o
$1^5
05
05

In Monroe, Sept. M, by L’. S. Flanders, Es«p, Mr.
.John II. Maddoeks, ofSwanville and, Miss Bubs A.
York, Frankfort.
In Augusta, Srpt. 7!b, by the Bev. 11. W. Tilden,
.Mr. Wiuboru A Boothby and Miss Marcia M. Cha-«
both of Augusta.

i

>ieT>.

Obituary

no! tees, beyond the Date, Xante and Aye
must l/L pa id for.
In 11,i- city, Sept, nth, Mrs. .Jane MeCrillis, aged
b'.i years.
lu Searsmont, Aug. '.Mil, Win. II. Laughton, aged
4o years and :: months.
In Burnham, Sept. Mh, Annie M., daughter of
Franklin and Augusta Mudgett, aged 14 years and *
mouths.
In Knox, Sept. '.Mh, Ichabod Thompson, aged s7.
In Plattsburg. N. V., Aug. -‘1st. Stephen Norton,
son of Dr. and Mrs. Austin Thomas, aged one year
and two mouths.

Hat, Cap and Gents

Store

at

We have

Novelty Crinting Tress', with
FOR
*>51 F seven
a
um
°n
eases of Tyjio, Cuts, ami
everything complete. Applv at
MKNUY T

'WIIITK’S,

Church St.

Gents Under Garments, Hosiery,
Shirts, Coiiars. Linen and
Paper Neck Ties. Sus-

penders,
A very

large

stock of all

qualities and stylos.

Also

large stock of

a

tMCELLAS AM) RIBBES CLOTHING.
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Eunice S. Major by her mortgage
1, l>;'1, and recorded in the
157. Rage ',’17. mortgaged t<>
N athaniel Merrill, a parrel of laud situated in Montville, in tin* County of Waldo, and Slate ot Maim-,
and bounded 1>> Mcphon My rick’s, southwesterly line,
to Reuben C. Averill’s land, thence southwesterly
on said Averill s line, to land owned hv Eben«j/,er
Vo.se, thence southea-1* rly on said Von V land and
Van K.Eeis’lund.to with in one hundred and live feet
of the road, thence north eighty-live feet, (hence
easterly one hundred and live feet, t > the n ad,
thence on said road to the first mentioml hound,
containing fifty acres more or Ie--st t > which mort
gage reference is made for a full description of tie
premises, conditioned for the payments with interest, of two hundred dollars in annual iaynieui>.
1 lie condition of said mortgage tiavjng been broker,
I hereby give notice that ! claim to foreclose the
same bv reason thereof.
AMOS W. SRItoWE, Administrator,
dw 11
deed dated May
WHEREAS,
Rook

;

CRIMINAL COSTS

an

a ii iiu.il

pi onuses.
For further

woo*!

in*

upon

Immediately

rl'MI 1- subscriber has

Searsport, Sept. 5,

'mi:

Carpet Lining,
'-

NEWS.

♦-

Commissioners’ Notice.

SS.
We the subscribers, having been
appointed by the Hon. Wm. M. Bust.dudwe
The Patterns of Tapestry and Wool CarpetProbate, F.»<[., to receive and examine tin* claims ings are Puivati P\m:it\s. the YUE\'< Y
ol creditors to the estate of
<
late
(’oombs,
Joseph
of which we have for Belfast.
of Seui-'Oiiont deceased, repr**-cnted insolvent, do
In order to guarantee ipialilv and Boston
hereby ^ive notice that six months are allowed to
said creditors to brine ill and prove their claims; I price?* on these g« ods, we have adopted the
< 'ash S stem.
and that we -liali attend that Venice at the house

^lrAI,l»()
H

*>l

of .lames Fuller in Searsinout, <*n the fourth Saturda\s of ><*pt'*uiber, W». and March, ls77.
■lAMI.s 1* l l.l.KK.
w 1o
GF.OttGK i>vi;k.

Geo. W. Burkell

Vinalhavi n, and will
"i

aii

k i! i11

v\ ii

nr

pm

run

ai

-.

4i/>-Kx•

lleiit

Pare §1.0.1.

Belfast, Sept.

accommodations for Passengers.
< ai-i. UP 'S. Bl K(JKSS.
tfh*
7, 1-7 ..

Auction

Tievctt.

Sale.

order of tn
lo drift Court of the 1 nitcd
State-, 1 will -ell at public auction on Monday
the goth day of September, l>r»>, at two o’clock P.
M., ujion the premises, the building occupied by
l>a\id N. Treat as a paint shop, and hv the family
of .Joseph Ii. Smith as a dwelling house, situate on
the Mount Fphruim road -o railed, in x ar-port.
cP.o. I-.. .Johnson.
A-siguec id' \ ,1. Harriman iN Co Bankrupts.
.‘twt»
August g 1S7C>.
1 > \

11

State vs. ( harles F. (Joodwin,
Originated before same.

11

Jo

Rooms to Let.

I'nknown,

before Cieo. F. Johnsom

s.f.x

Saul.ml Storehouse,
Originated before same.
vs.

o

99

.*{

^9

OF

BELFAST.

State

VBi.F ..■ d pleasant rooms to let by
the subscriber in his housi mar the loot of
Spring Street. 1- xeellent view of the luirbor, -good
water privileges, and all accommodations.
I 1 IX \V. HI KBPBT.
enquire of
i'tf
Belfast, Aug. >, 1

ClOMPuBl

Cornelius Cunningham.
(li ignated before same.

lisliing.

Sept. sth, schrs P M Bonnie, Burgess, Carver's
Harbor; Lillian, Ryan, Boston; Paragon, Shu;e,
Salem; Mary, Cook, lisliing grounds.
Sept, loth, schrs. Gentile, Barter, Isle an Ilaut;
Amazon, Warren, Boston.
Sept. 11th, schrs Banner, Cottrell, Boston, Lafayette, Crockett, lisliing grounds; Boaz, iilkey, Portland; Banner, Paltershall. do. Esperauza, Smalley,
Western Banks; Almeda, Patterson,fishing ground's.
SAILED.

Sept. 7th. schr Sea Flower, Kmnvlton, Bangor.
Sept. 11th. schr Helen M Condon, Mc« arty, Bucks
ville, S C, in ballast, to load Id Thomuston.
Sept. 12th, schrs Lizzie Poor, Dickey, fishing
grounds: Mary, Cook, do; Lafayette, Crockett, do;
Gentile, Barter, Isle an Hunt.

same.

lai.b:}

State
<

Little Blue,

State vs. Liquors,
Originated before same.

.Mil

State vs. Liquors,
Originated before same.

5.(10

KOKEKJN I’oltTS.

SKI from Gloucester, Eng, Sept 8th, schr William
Frederick, Ames, Philadelphia, (not 1st inst. as before erroneously report! d.)
Ar at Liverpool, Sept Sth, ship Sontag, Herriman,
St John, N IS.
Shi from do 24th ult, ships Charlotte W White,
Dyer, New Orleans; Sept 7th, City of Brooklyn,
Herriman, United States.
Ar at Inverness, Scotland, Aug 23d, schr Fred A
Carle, Condon, Queenstown. (See memoranda.)
Ar at Havre, Aug 24th, ship Investigator, Bateman,

Ar

New York.
St John, N

at

B, Sept 7th, brig Gambia, Hard-

ing, Bucksport.
Ar at Dunkirk, Sept sth, ship William McGilvery,
N ichols, Bombay.
Sid from Cardiff, Sept 8th, ship McNear, Taylor,
Hong Kong.
Sid from Memel, Aug 23d, brig John H Cramlon,

Pierce, New Haven.
Cld from Rio Janeiro, Aug 8th, bark Helen Angier,
Staples, Batavia.
Ar at Hong Kong. Aug dth, ship Alice Buck, Herriman, Cardiff.
Ar at Bermuda, Sept 1st, brig Annie Gardner,
Havener, New \ ork for Pernanibuca.
Sid from Cardenas, Aug 20th, brig Jeremiah,Ford,
north of Cape Hatteras.
Ar at Liverpool, Sept Dth, ship B F Metcalf,Blanchaad, Newcastle, N. 11.
Ar at Waterford, 1., Sept 10, brig Atlas, Powers,

Philadelphia.

to

In the District Court <>(' the l nited
District ot' Maim*.

Compiled specially for the Journal,
l he business of the week has been rather moderate in all departments, but ulthough the conditions
of the export trade have been against a free outward
movement of produce, previous rates of freight have
been supported. The prospect of a brisk autumn
season continues promising, more especially as regards foreign business. Coal freights have gradually advanced to $1.15 to Boston, and bid fair to reach
$1.50 within a few days us recently predicted in the
Journal. Several schooners have loaded ice at this
port for New York at about $1 per ton; sell. Annie
L. McKeen, of this port, JfOO M. hard pine, Jackson-

Bank-

States, lor the

In the matter of IIknuy s.M'A-i
I*U s ol Stockton, in said Dis- In
>
tiict.
Bankrupt.

nil

mull

District

In the District Court of the United
District ol Maim*.

\

Portland, in said District,

on
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tl.1
Good Spruce Mangles, pi r M

•Sprijce Clapboard.-,

Gutters, per
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s
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ic to l"r
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toot,

1 have in Mock. \-h Lumber Planed and Joint
Hard Pile- flooring, i'< dar Posts, r., >, lo and
l‘J If., Lath*, Cermoit. Linn
Hair, etc., which can
be sold at EX THEM EL V Ln\\ PUJfEs.
M U. c< >< >Pf.K
f
Belfast, August, Isr*'-.

ed,

A. ^

e:ui

,i.

house,

Farrow

[I iiniirm.

con\inieiii

tiling

iK ccs'.-irv

tovnur

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS,
Gents' Boots.

Light

or

heavy.

LADIES' BOOTS. SERGE OR KID.

MISSES&CHIL1) REN’S
SCHOOL BOOTS.

Hair

Real

Switches!
.IIST
The

Something XTew
BOTH ORNAAIKNTAI. Si L'SK.FUl..

(; II A X I T K

Iron Ware!
C A L I,

Largest and cheapest Stock

ever

SWITCHES

half what

they

WADL1N& MERRILL’S

FOR

Buy your SWITCHES

now

in the

were

6S

before there is
price.

a

sending by
ly

MAIN

change

mail for Switches will be
satisfied in Price and Shade.

House for Sale.

Belfast,

HOlSI.with
TW<) STOK\
quarter of an an acre of land.
corner of t ourt
and Park Streets; has a small ham
in Connection, also cistern, good

\

perfect-

B. F. WELLS,
Me.

Whoa ! Teamsters!

Centrally located,
well or wilier,

min

irer-j, eic.

Geo. W. Purrington
the Carriage making department
in the Morison buildingon Washington street,
formerly occupied by the Perkins Bros., and is now
prepared to do all kinds of work, both light and
heavy, in Carriage and .Sleigh making.

and

Jobbing

Done

at

Belfast,

MR. PURRINGTi>N is a thorough carriage maker
of twenty-live years experience, and for a number
of years 'foreman of the wood working department
of the building where lie is now located.

no'ii

or

Rent.

with an Acre and a half
of land for sale or rent. One
of the new houses on li el in out
Avenue. Terms easy. Kinjuire ot
OKO. ti. WKLLS.
K« b. 29, 1876.
tfw

Musical Notice.

Short

Notice.

iiiiiim1 mi'

HOl’SK

purchased

Repairing

ne

titled to accommodate two families, ami has all conPerson wishing to examine
veniences for such.
property or make inquiries will call at No. f>0 Court
Street.
tt t
■Belfast, July 20, 187ti.

For Sale

HAS

STREET.

two years ago.

All kinds of HAIR GOODS kept and HAIR WORK
done at short notice.
Ladies

I T

offered to the

SI. 50. 2.50. 3.50. 4.00 & 6.00
one

S E E

-A T-

Ladies.

Just

A N I>

RECEIVED.

DISTRICT

of eleven thirty-seconds of tin* bark 31. J.
Colcord, is now pending between them, tin* said
Assignees and .Martha J. Colcord, adverse claimaut
in the United States Circuit Court for said District;
and that said adverse claimant proposes and agrees
with your petitioners upon receiving the sum of
four thousand dollars to release to them her alleged
title to said claim and to all claims which she* has
against the estate of said bankrupt, and to allow the
suit in equity now pending in said Circuit Court between your petitioners and herself to be dismissed
without costs, and
for an order of this Court
allowing said Assignees to compound and settle
such controversy in manner as aforesaid.
Upon reading said application it is ordered that
notice of this application be given by publication in
the Republican Journal, and that a hearing will be
had thereon on the first Monday of October, A. 1>.
WO, at three o’clock in the afternoon, at Portland,
when and where all persons interested may appear
and show cause if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should hot be granted.
Witness the Honorable Edward Fox, Judge of the
said Court, and the soul thereof, at Portland, in
District, on the sixth day of Sept., A. D. WO.
11
WM. P. PREBLE.
Clerk of District Court, lor said District.

even

comfort in the shnpti of

\V. H. SIMPSON

day of

Stockton, in the County of Waldo, and State ot
Maine, represent that the question of title to a certain claim for indemnity decreed to be paid by the
Court of Commissioners of Alabama, claims to the

liml

A (tO<>I> ASS<ntTMKNT OF

1^1

Bankruptcy.

the sixth

Vou

Me.

.EASANT ROOMS to let in the house owned
by the subscriber on Spring street, near the
Portland steamboat wharf. People looking for a
good, cheap rent, should call on
MRS. M ARCARET IIAUGH.®
7if
Belfast, Aug. 17, ltd-..

,,

September, A. D. WO, before Hon. Edward Fox,
Judge of said District Court, in Bankruptcy.
OF MAINE, SS. Upon the application of Joseph Williamson and Lewis 31. Partridge, assignees ot Colcord, Berry & Company, of

owners

v

d

Rooms to I*et.

States, for the

in the matter of COLCORD, BER-)
,n
IIY & CO.,
llankrupt.

.''in ei--a

Apply to
Belfast, Aug. 1, ltd).—tl‘5

Bankruptcy,

of .Maine, ss. a meeting of the
creditors of said bankrupt will be held ai the
oilier of Charles Hamlin, Register in Bankruptcy,
in the Custom House, at Belfast, on the Uttli day of
September, A. D., WO, at 10 o’clock, A. M., for tiepin pose of inquiring whether a resolution accepting
a
composition proposed by said bankrupt to his
creditors, respectively, in satisfaction of tin* debts
owed by said bankrupt to each of bis said creditors,
has been passed in the manner directed by Sec. 17
of tin* Bankruptcy Amendment Act, approved June
1*74, and the Revised Statutes of the United
States, title XU, Bankruptcy, and has been continued by tin* signatures required by said Sections.
And also, whether it is for the best interest of all
concerned, that the said resolution (accepting the
composition proposed) should be recorded, and that
tin* said statements showing the whole of the assets
and dibts ol said bankrupt, should be tiled.
lwll
\VM. 1’. 1’REBI.E,
Clerk of U. S. District Court, for District of Maine.

praying

OF TIIE WEEK.

in

ruptcy.

At

Building Material which lie
r

Boards,
Spruce .ini•(,

To Tet.
ONE half of tin* i hos.

Creditors

Boys.

for

Farmington,

A ril. A. II. ABBOT f will resume the charge at the
J.V I. opening of the c(*vt session, Sent. a. Adesrs
wt'
as above.

RIUHARD H. MOODY,
Treasurer.
Notice

Principal.

D.M.WAITT

Family School

Abbott

New

rpii P. undersigned has on hand and is constant! v
1 receiving supplies nf I.mulu r, >hillg!e*. Laths

Business

P- nmanship, and P.nglisli branches
Por circular and full particulars,
(»W »i

7.jo

1876.

Keeping.

specialty.

Wm. < >. Colby.
nigiiiated before same.

DOMESTIC l'OKTS.

Florida. Swett, Boston.
Aral Providence, B I, Sept 7th, schr Moses Eddy,
Warren, Rockland.
Aral Hart Island, Sept 7th, hark David Babcock,
from New York for Antwerp.
Cld from Philadelphia, Sept 8th, ship C B Hazel
tiee, (iilkey, Bremen.
Ar at Port Royal, S C, Sept 7th, schr S 1 Seahury,
Triniui. this port.
(’Id Irom Jacksonville, Aug 30th, schrs Annie B
McKceii, Mclveen, New York; Sept 1st, Prescott
11a/t liine, Stinson, do.
Cld from New (irleuns, Sept 4th, schr S S Dav,
McFarland, Ftilla.
Cld from San Francisco, Sept fdh, bark Wealthy
Pendleton, Blanchard, Burad Inlet.
SKI from New York, Sept 0th, sfiip IVnibrandt,
San Francisco.
Ar at Portland, Sept 0th, schr Louisa A Orr, Orr,
Gloucester, Eng.

a

Aug. 29,

lor acquiring Practical
education.

vs.

State vs. Elizabeth <JuinIan.
Originated before same.

Portland, Sept 4th, schr Ralph Carlton,
Darkness, New \ ork, in ballast, to load lor the West
York, Sept Mil, hark II D Stover,
Pierce, Havana; schrs Fannie Flint, Warren, Hills
& Edith, Bartlett, this port; nth,
Fannie
boro’, N. S;
brigGiorge Gilchrist, Orcutt, Mutnnzas.
Cld from do, 4th, brig A J Ross, Lothrop, St
Pierre, .Mart; Oth, bark David Babco'k, Colcord,
Antwerp; schrs Laura H Junes, Cousins, Portland;

advantages

Book-

Add’res-.

Ar at

Indies.
Ar at

School Year opens

(._:;v

Leonard I.araboc,

Originated before

Pepot.

KO. 13, PHENIX ROW,

MAINE.

vs.

vs.

in ar

J

Best

State

Street,

l oot ot Main

JAMES W. CLAM'S

some.

ARRIVED.

Sept. 7th. schrs John C Smith, 3 m (ol‘Belfast,)
Juno. Bonaire ami Bangor; Wyoming, Ellis, Rock
land; ES W ilson, Patterson, do; Orion, Patterson,
Boston; loops Geneva, Foss, Rockland; Fly, Grant,

New Lumber Yard
and all oilier Kind* ot
can sell at price* the
Hemlock fimber, pi

I ^

State vs. City o| Richmond StoroIinuse anti L. 11 Xeally t-t als.
Originated before same.

M. R. COOPER’S

until further

run

tlie going piio
When in port the Captain nur. he
tbuinl on board the pad;. ! at Hamden's wha i, or at
tin -mre : Wi. I-. .Mathews & Baker.

als.

Co.

NOTICE!

fast sailing packet I*. M BON
Xl\\,Oa}>t. I hoi.ia- Burgess, lias
again resumed her weekly trips he.
tween this eit\ and Carver'- llarhur,
4

|iiimun'

Carpets Strictly Cash.

on

I

AUGUSTA,
PORT

Terms

rpiIK

'’iii'ii

before

j

Carver's Harbor Packet.

State vs. John Hern el :iN
Originated before >anie.

Originated

Enamel Clothsfoi Table Cows

<’i;A\VFOUD F. TliKAT.
1S7<».
.".win*

...

t

S !

Cotton Felting,

If Wanted.

band and for sale, at >* at
1 port, Throe Hundred Barrels of l’orgy Chum.
on
his
to
Applv
premises

Originated before K. S. IJicb, Ks(J.,

State

(t

OIL CLOTHS,

>: cn-

particulars ap-

on

Huttings,

R

Chum lor Sale.

Porgy

Jacob 1!. (.’base.

Originated

Straw

1 >ANV HAKAHKX.
H'U

Belfast, Feb. 15. 1875.

k

State vs. Person

Hemp Carpetings,

rTMte property on Miller Street, I
1 now occupied l»y Lemine t.'ol- j
ley, consisting ot o acres grass iami |
•with lion.-;*. F.1I, Hoiiil liim-c and j
a large harm
From
to 1J Tons }

1876,

SI at i! vs. douse oil,. E.
Originated before same.

!

Valuable Real Estate fori
Sale!

Comity Commissioner’s Court.

State vs. Lucy I-. 'IT-evctt
Originated before sarnie.

Double Cotton C hains,

1

a h s rr it a (' t

vs.

Regular Double Warps,

RETURNING,

^cT

State

SUPERFINES.

Leav e Burnham at O.dO A. M. Unity 0.57. Thorndike 10.10. Brooks 10.47.
Arrive at Belfast 11.do
A. M.
leave Burnham at 0.05 R. M. Unity O.dO. Thorndike 0.4M. Brooks 7.1M. Arrive at Belfast 7.50.
S' ptember 4, 1^70.

Will be Sold

Inis opened to m, ive pupils, day mid
JL evening, from u to u a. m„ uni from until
1 A*- ANi) ('lasses Munilav,
Wednesday and Fridnv I .veilings from 7 1-1 to s 1--.* p. yj
I liis i* an Inst itute
pertaining exclusively to Fix
.MANsiiii*.
Work (l<uie in every style, Midi as ( ani
non king, I estimonials,
family Keeords, Writing in
(lilt Books, Inscriptions in funeral Wreaths
Ti.kms—Including .Stationerv, ut Lessons
no,
1 'Tins j try able in advance.
Wessons
For
further information call at tin* above.
•1. W. W ATF.KMA X.
twvlU
Xo. nu Main Street, Belfast.

Term,

Ail Wool Ex. Supers,

Trains now leave Belfast at 7.MO A. M
Brooks
7.55.
Thorndike s.gs.
I'nity N.4o. Arrr ing at
Burnham 0.05 A. M.
leave Belfast at d 55 1*. M. Brooks 4.dO.
Thorndike 5.o :.
L’nil v 5.15. Arriving at Burnham at 5.40
R. d

h Studio,

isv

TAPESTRIES,

County Registry,

rT'llH above

allowed

HANEY.

iir*l upon the premises.
ply to the subscriber.

J. W. WATERMAN'S

as

trio

Notice of Foreclosure.

11 a

Wilting ficacemi

W.

__.o.^_

o

*

O.

State vs. Sanford Wharf.

SHIP

We have given great attention to the selection of these (roods, and have consulted the
tastes of many of our patrons in the selection
of them.
It i> a well known fact that a large
and first class stock of Carpetings have never
been kept in Belfast, and the trade have been
obliged to make, their purchases abroad, as
heretofore, desirable patterns could not be obtained from the stocks on hand. At the solicitation ->f manv ol our patrons, we have been
induced to add Carpetings to our Stock, and
having met with such good success in the salt*
of them, we h ive been encouraged to make
a
very large purchase.-md havt* now :n stock
on exhibition, a splendid assortment of

Maine Central Railroad.

S

received a SPLENDID assortthe very LATEST DESIGNS in

Of all descriptions,

•2Pick. Passage.

A

just

ment of

New Fall Style Hats,

$l.‘50a0.00

\ I AKl-tIE i >.

first class

a

ol

$8.O0alJ.OO
$<>.00a7.00
J5
4a5
lo
40a5!)

OF

CarpetingS

Stock consists in part of

His

now

By telegram from St. Pierre,
to Messrs. Wendt 11 & Phillips, we learn
the arrival of schr Camhria, Capt
Simpson, making the very quick passage of three days and a half
from Boston, the quickest on record.
London, Aug 2U The Mnrv M Bird, American
ship, from Madras, has arrived in the river, with
port bow stove above and below deck, headrails,
gear and forecastle deck carried away, windlas bitts
started, and other damag>*. The master, reports
that the ship was struck, when oil'
Folkestone,{about
l’M on the24th, by a light hark, name unknown.)
1 he American bark Edmund Phinney, Mnall,
put
into Million! this morning with loss of sails.
Brig Annie Gardner, Havener, from New York for
Pernambuco, w is anchor' d oil' the Forts, Bermuda,
Sept. 1st, and would go into port that evening or the
next morning. The only apparent da
magi w;«- th.
loss of some sail?.
schr Admiral, of Lynn, before reported as
being
o:i the railway for repairs,
proceeded to Northporr
to take on deck load, where she heeled oil'ami
bilgi d
and is now in a much worse condition than before.
Th.* captain has given up all hope* of
saving the vi*s.
sel.
The bark Kate Harding, of Thomaston, which recently sailed from Liverpool, has put back to that
port ; reason unknown.

just opened

Furnishing Goods

Miquelon,

By C. II. Sai:oknt, No. 8 Main Street,
Flour
lOaOO !
$5.00al‘.00 Corned Beef

Corn

Has

Sclir Annie E Stevens, from
Philadelphia for
Sac«», with coal, went ashore on Block Island A M
°i Sept 1, but came otf 1* M of same
day, leaking,
and after throwing overboard 40 tons coal. Her
rudder w as aleo damaged. She put into Newport,
1
U I, AM of 2d.

Brighton Hides 0 l-dc per lb ; Brighton Tallow bad
peril). Country Hides 5 l-dabc per lb; Country Tal-

per lb.
lOallc per lb Sheared Sheep skins d5c.
liiaiih Skins 50c; wool Skins $lul 75 each.
Working Oxen—Light supply in. market, and not
much call for them; a few pairs each \vi ek is all tin*
market requires at present. We quote sales
One pair girtli 7 ft d in, live weight ddOO lbs, $155;
1 pair girth b ft 10 inches, live weight dOOO lbs, $14",
1 pair girth b ft 7 inches, live weight 2700 lbs, $ld";
1 pair girth b ft b inches, live weight 2551 lbs, $125;
1 pair girth b ft b inches, live weight 2500 lbs, $145;
1 pair girtn 7 ft, coarse ones, $ldo.
Store Cattle—Yearlings, $11 to lb; two year olds,
$1* to $d*; three year olds, $22 to $45 per head.
Prices upon small Cattle depend upon their value
tor Beef.
But few stores are ollered in market for
sale.
Milch Cow s—F.xtra $55u05; ordinary $25a5o per
head. Most of the Cows ollered in market, for sale
of a common grade. Prices for Milch Cows do not
vary much from week to week.
Sheep ami Lambs—Those from the West were all
owned by Mr. Hollis, and taken direct from the ears
to he slaughtered. 1 Imre was a fair supply of Northern and Canada Sheep and Lambs in market for
which the demand ha.- not been so active as it was
one week ago. Prices wa re fully 1 2C lower, ranging
fiom .*> 1-2 to 5 1-2 per lb.
Swine—.store Pigs, w holesale 8as 1 dc, retail * 1-2
aloe.
Fat Hogs, 770U at market; prices 7u7 1 -4c
per lb.

Cap Furnishing

KUSH

SALE

C. W. HJkSTEY

Sclir. Carrie W alker, Chadwick, while
lying at the
Gas Co.’s dock at Bath Friday
night last, was struck
by lightning, and had maiutopmast and inainbooin
somewhat damaged.
Baynor, Sept. 7. Schr Belle, ol Orland, was capsized near High Head yesterday afternoon In a sud-

■JTi

7»c

Goods

&

THE

in

B T © R E.

pilot.

Market.

Calfjskins

Gat,

CONTINUED

MEMORANDA.

\Yi:i»ni:si>ay, Sept. Id.

low

3XTXiS'\fi7~

Sclir. Fred A. Carle, of this port, arrived at Inverness, Scotland, 23 ult., eight days from (Jueenstown.
1 lie cargo of corn came out in excellent condition,
and was the first of tin* kind ever landed at that
port. 1 he following notice is clipped from an In
verness paper:
Caledonian Canal. The three-masted senooner Y red A. Carl, 440 tons
register, Capt. Condon,
master, arrived in the Canal Basin on Wediu sdav
from Boston, United States, with a
cargo <d' 2000
qrs. of Indian corn, consigned to our townsman,
Mr. Gregory. The vessel had a
prosperous voyage,
taking eighteen days from the port of embarkation
to Kingston, thence
eight daws to Inverness. Cap
tain Condon
navigated his ship without the aid of a

Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle df.'ib, Sheep
and Lambs '.•odd; Swine 7*11 ; number \\ -stern Catledd.V..', 1-.astern Cattle 17; Milch Cows and Northern
Cattle PM).
Prices of Beef Cattle per lOU lb*, live weight—17 x
tra quality $5 50a.‘>75; first quality $5 d5a5 ::7 1-d;
second ipiality $1 *7 1-dal Id 1-d; third quality $4 da a
4 7.3, poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, See

I'llAUTKItS

The Grand Union Hotel, Now York, opposite
the Grand Central Depot, has overSoO elegantly
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all iniprovemenls. European plan. Carriage hire is
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot
free. The restaurants supplied with the best.
Guests can live better for less money at the
Grand Union than at any other first-class hotel.
Stages and ears pass the Hotel constantly to all
parts of the city, and to Philadelphia Depot.
1 vr

The

advertiser, ^retired
physician, having providentally discovered, while a
Medical Missionary in Southern Asia, a very simple
Vegetable* remedy for the speedy and permanent cure
ot Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, and
nli throat and lung affections,—also a positive and
radical specific for Nervous Debility, Premature
Decay, and all Nervous Complaints, feels it his duty

A wag, noted for his brevity, writes to a
friend to be careful in the selection of his diet.
He says “Don't eat (^-cumbers; they'll W-up.”
The sanitary policy which suggested the establishment of public baths for the poor should
dictate an appropriation for supplying Glenn's
Sri.l’Ui'it 'soar for the use of those bathers
who are atllieted wi.h cutaneous eruptions and
skin diseases. Sold everywhere.

_

25c. bottle will convince you of its merits.
Don't delay another hour after reading this,
but go and get a bottle, and your relief is as
certain as you live. AVill you do it, or will you
continue to sutler-' Think for yourself.
Profi-sser Parker's Pleasant AVorm Syrup is
perfectly safe and extremely palatable. No
physic required. Costs 25 cents. Try it. tf-U)
A

ville to New York, $?; sell. Ceorgietta, of Ellsworth,
Norfolk lo Falmouth, Ja., hhd. staves, $12, gold;
bark T. L. Sweatt, of Portland, Boston to Melbourne,
lumpsum; brig Kingston, of Thomaston. New York
to Bio Janeiro, general cargo, at or about $1,00 gold,
per bbl; sell. Emma Green, of Bangor, Brunswick,
Ga. to Porto Bico, lumber, $10 gold; sclir Osprey, of
Addison, Brunswick, Ga., to Huntsport, l. s., yellow pine lumber, $10 gold; brig Winfield, of Yarmouth, 3,000 qrs. graid Boston to Penarth Bonds, f,s,
'•'d; selir.s. Louisa .Smith and Abbv Wasson, of
Brooksviile, coal, New York to Boston, 00 cent'.

\zfiss

A Bill F

K.

KELLS, will receive

a

few

Iti. pupils for instruction upon tin* Piano and Cabinet Organ. Special care taken with beginners. For

terms inquire at 143 Main Street.
Nov. 25, 1875—tftl

WILLIAM F. MAYO
Has also

purchased the Blacksmith Shop in

the

same

building, and will work in connection with Mr. P.
Mr. Mayo is also an experienced Carriage-smith of
long experience, and was for years foreman of the
blacksmith shop.
We feel confident that any work left with these
men, will be faithfully and thoroughly performed.

GIVE THEM A CALL.
Morison Building, Washington Street.

Belfast, Aug. 3, 1870.

tf5

E. ,1. MORI SON & CO.
(Successors to Carle & Morison,)
1UCAI.KKS IN

Hardware, iron, :>teel, House,
Ship and Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural 1mGlass, &c. No. 52 Main
tf!4

Paints, Oils,
§lements,
treet, Belfast, Me.

Simple Story.

A

A

The apple-blossoms drifted in tho orchard;
The rose bloomed on the wall;
The early morning sunshine sifted
Its brightness over all.
Two walked amid the fragrant bloom and beauty,
And one was young and fair,
With eyes like stars, lips like the crimson roses
That shone agaiust her hair.
One looked on In
with eyes of tender
O ! if In- could but stay
lie loved her well, this little winsome
Ilut out there in the bay
A

longing;
maiden;

ship,

with sails all set and snowy, waited.
Ah! for Love s pleading voice!
Above it rose Ambition’.-, fretful clamor,
And so lie made his choice.
“Ala*!" he sighed, “mail may not look forever
Into a woman’s eyes;
Here love—but there wait wealth and fame and

honor;”

And

men

.-aid lie

was

wise.

She had no choice, only to break the idol
Enshrined within her heart;
To love, and then to learn love’s sad unloving,
This is a woman’s part.
The suinrncis bloomed and faded, bloomed and faded
Again, and yet again.
And brought to each their own appointed measure
Of pleasure and of pain.
And what he sought he won, tor fortune yielded
All that her pride would crave;
Mir might not choose, and so, like other women,
She took what fortune gave.

Now, often clouding all his
flint little scene will rise;
II*- sees the garden with its
He sees a woman’s eyes.

empty honors,

early

roses,

Tender and loving, sees the flower-crowned tresses,
I lie v\ liite ship m the bay,
And whispers, with a sigh, "It had been better
II 1 had dared to stay.”
Mic looked upon ihc faces of her children,
Happy and glad and dear,
And wondered vainly, “What if he had spoken
The words I longed to hear?”

The

[From

Pride
1 he San

of

Battery

B.

Francisco News-Letter. 1

South Mountain towered on our
Far oil tin river lay,
A ml o\ er on the wooded height
We h«-ld their lines at bay.

right,

At last the muttering guns were still,
fhe day died slow and wan.
At last the gunners’ pipes did till,
I lie Sergeant’s yarns began.

When,

as the vyind a moment blew
Aside the fragrant flood
«>ur brier woods raised, —within our view
\ little maiden stood.

tiny tot of.six or seven,
From lireside fresh she seemed,
{( M’sacli a little one in heaven
One soldier often dreamed.)

A

And,

stared, one little hand
Went to her curly head
la grave salute
"And who arc you?”
At length the Sergeant said
as we

And where's your home?" lie growled
She lisped out “Who is me?
Wliv, don’t you know? I'm little Jane,
file l'ride of Hatterv ‘H.’”

again.

“My home? Why, that was burned awav,
A mi pa and mu are dead.
And so I ide the guns all day
Along with Sergeant Ned.
“And I’ve a drum that’s not a toy,
A cap with feathers, too,
And 1 march beside the drummer boy
< »ii
Sundays at review ;
“Hut now our ‘bacca’s all give out,
fhe men can’t have their smoke,
And so they’re cross—whv, even Ned
Won’t play with me and joke.
“And the big colonel said, to-day,—
I hate to hear him swear—
He’ll give a leg for a good pipe
Like the Yanks had over there.
“And so I thought when beat the drum,
And the big guns were still,
I’d creep beneath the tent and come
Out here across the hill.
“And beg, good Mister Yankee men.
^ <>u give me some Lone Jack,
Please do—when vve get some again
I’ll surely bring it back.
“Indeed I will, for Ned—says In—
I f 1 do what I say
I’ll be a general yet, may be,
And ride a prancing bay.”

tiny form, —nor turned about
mail, nor spoke a word
fill alter awhile a far, hoarse shout,
I pon the wind we heard !

We sent it back,—then cast sad eye
l pon the scene around,
baby’s hand had touched the tie
I hat brothers once had bound.

A

Hint’s all—save when the dawn awoke
Again the work of hell,
And through the sullen clouds of smoke
i he screaming missiles fell;
< >ur

general often rubbed his glass.
And marvelled much to see
Not a single shell the whole day fell
In the camp of Hattery “H.’
-rririim—iwm.iuunjii

i_

and Devotion.

Bcvoml the purling and the
meeting
I shall In- soon.
B«*yoini the farewell mid tin greeting,
Beyond tie- pulse’s fever-beating,
I shall he soon,
bov t, rest and liome
Sweet hope,
come.

Beyond the

l'rost-chaiii and the fever
J sliall be soon.

Beyond the rock-waste and the river,
Beyond the ever and the never,
1 .'•hall be soon,
rest and home ;

hove,

Sweet

hope,

Lord, tarry not, but

come.

Humiliation is a guest that only comes to
those who have made ready his resting place
and will give him a fair welcome, fuuiila.
is having what one likes; contentliking what one has; but contentment
is only the pale ghost of happiness.
[MUs Palfrey.

Happiness
is

ment

Hue's most formidible antagonist is himself;
and if there be seven or more of him. the contest may be long and the issue doubtful.
[A.
Bronson A Icott.
beseech you to treasure up in vour hearts
these my parting words: Be ashamed to die
until you have won some victory for
humanity.
I Horace Mann.
1

I vory true thought is a star of light which
"lodl never cease to shine in the world's firmament. Mists may obscure it for a time, but
they never an extinguish its brightness.
The great beauty and propriety of the ancient
1.astern salutation, •‘peace be to thee,'’ is verv
omphalical, inasmuch as tin* best blessings of
lib* and all the social a flections
depend upon

peace!

1 lie heavens arc a print from the
pen of
Hod's perfection; the world is a bud from the
bower ol his beauty; the sun is a spark from
the light of his wisdom; and the skv is a bubble on the sea of his power.
A man diseased in body can have little joy of
bis wealth, be it ever so much. A golden
crown cannot cure the headache, nor a velvet
"lipl>er give ease to the gout, nor a purple robe
drive away a burning fever.
Hoes not Hod's providence obscure itself behind a veil of second causes; and if we would
see him in till that is
occurring around us, niu-t
we not stoop underneath it, and so in one sense
hide the world from our view?

Habits, though in their commencement like
tilmy lines of a spider, trembling at every
breeze, may in the end prove as links of tempered steel, binding a deathless being to eternal felicity or woe.
[Mrs. Sigourney.
He that wiU do no good offices after a
disapmust stand "till and do just nothing
at all. The plough goes on after a barren
year;
and while the ashes are yet warm we raise a
new house upon the ruins of a former.
[Seneca.

pointment

One

great and kindly thought from

retired
and obscure man may live when thrones are
fallen and the memory of those who Idled
them obliterated, and, like an undying tire,
may illuminate and quicken all future generations.
a

If you ask me which is the real hereditary
sin of human nature, do you imagine I shall
answer pride, or luxury, or ambition, or
egotism? No; I shall sav,’indolence. Who conquers indolence will conquer all the rest.
Indeed, all good principles must stagnate without
mental activity. [Zimmerman.
Talent is something, but tact is everything.
Talent is serious, sober,grave and respectable;
tact is all that, and more too.
It is not a seventh sense, but it is the life of all the five. It
is the open eye, the quick ear, the
judging
taste, the keen smell and the lively touch; it is
the interpreter of nil riddles, the surmounter
of all difficulties, and remover of all obstacles.
[\V. 1\ Scargill.

Jri the

course

of a

speech

on

engagement

nor

tor
of her

greedv

especially proud

1‘aeilie could have developed so enchanta blossom.
Of course the lather was
noL tar oil.
lie would not wait beyond
call for liis idol, although lie refused to
shadow her pleasure by his stupid awkwardness, albeit she had not the slightest
suspicion of what detained him away from
her.
Adonis was referred to the father.
He went to town directly, and saw, and
worse than all, he heard, and such
English as it was, too! At the first rail lie
faltered,
lie said he called—well—because he knew he was in the city.
Then
Adonis slept over it : or rather laid awake
over it.
lie could not give her. up. He
was not helped to escape by the father,
who said: •There ain’t no better, nor
sweeter-tem pc red gal in Calvados County,
no, nor on the hull l’acitie coast than my
Kitty. She’s been a poweilul comfort to
me sense her mother died, and el a Idler
don’t treat her rigid. I’ve got a bullet a
waitin’ tor his liver." Adonis would have
been less or more Ilian human if the style
of the papa had not. tried tin; strength of
Ids affection, and the same may lie said if
lie had not been the least hit glad that in
case lie should not cure his heart of its

ing

r
A

l.onl, tarry not, hut

neither loved nor respected, endeavored,
to divert himself with tiie pretty girl until lie should tind the heiress suilicieiHly at
l< isureto feel the lull effect of fascinations
when brought them to play upon her
I he more lie tried to amuse himsenses.
self the more lie liked it
lie had never
belore met with this style of lassie.
She
did not know what a sham was composed
of She told the truth in the most unheard
of style—at Long llranch—and was as full
of pleasant, unworldly thoughts as a wild
svveetdjriar is of fragrance, llel'ore iiis
time came to level Iiis bewitchments upon Lite heiress lie had ceased to desire tiie
opportunity. He was really in love, for
tiie lirst time in his life.
Iiis young lady
friends dialled him, derided him, and even
expostulated with him upon his cruelty to
an unsophisticated girl who swam line a
duck, rode like a jockey, danced as if site
liked it, didn't crimp her luvishment of
ruddy locks, nor wear trained dresses for
evening unless sue felt like it. Nothing
reformed him, or brought him back to
civilization.

; conquest, lml very serious, and disposed to
I consider herself unfitted tor ids circle of
associates, lie hecanti wretchedly in earnlie believed that only the airs of the
est.

lit

Thought

somehow this reputation became
misplaced The family, who discovered
the error, did l.ot contradict it and their
daughter became the center of devotions
which were multitudinous and complex.
Indeed, if it did not mean love it did signify business, which has come to stand
for tiie same tiling in a general way.
The miner's daughter received whatever of adulation was left over.
It was
offered to her as a side censer ot incense
iutcuded for the central goddess, who did
not happen to he accessible to her devotees xvlien there was a crowd of candidates for a smile. The pretty ingenue ol
tiie western slope did not know why site
was placed down at tiie aide of the altar,
and even it she thought of it at all she
supposed it was because she did not yet
know how to please the fashionable world.
Of course site wished to he worthy of admiration and she was not such ail idiot as
not to know how much more lavish nature bad been to her than to tiie daughter
ul her protecting friends. Whatever faults
of stylo she possessed she was determined
to eradicate them
just as soon as she knew
what they were.
Adonis, who is al heart
a right manly fellow, and whose faults ot
manm r are not blemishes of character,
but just such little conceits as have been
cultivated by tile woman he admired, hut

an

We gave her escort, till good night
The pretty waif vve bid,
And watched her toddle out of sight,—
< ir else '( was tears that hid

Jewels of

ly, and

in- even iu:i>!e love 10 lief, and when tie

To kiss the little mouth stooped down
A scon* of grimmy men,
I'ntil the Nergeant’s husky voice
Said “l'entioii, Mjuatl!”—and then

--

One

complished or too agreeable. It was announced by the journal of fashionable intelligence that an heiress was in this fami-

discovered that she was neither

We brimmed her tiny apron o’er.
You should have heard her laugh.
And as each man from his scanty store
Shook out a generous halt'.

~——--

1»oub Branch Romance,

We remained. I am glad that we did,
for we saw two very interesting occurOne included a fresh, honest,
rences.
comely girl, from the Pacilic slope, with
natural complexion, truthful voice, and
naive manners. She won the Adonis of
the beach under the congregated sneers of
all the trained racers in tin; matrimonial
She is the one of whom 1 told
contest.
1 iis
letter, who
you at the beginning ol
went into the surf lor a hath.
Site had
read names. Also newspapers, and she
supposed that it was nothing to do. ller
father, who knows that he is unpresentable in line society, having spent his early
days in mining, and iiis latter ones in
doubling up his money over and over
again, secured for her the ehaperonage of
a less crude family, which was making
the fashionable round of summer resorts.
There is a daughter in this family. She is
nice enough, but not too beautiful, too ac-

Friday

evening, Mr. Payne of Ohio said: “One
day Gen. Custer came to my seat in an
excited manner, with tears in his eyes,
and told me that he had been subpoenaed
to testify against Belknap.
He wanted to
be excused from the unpleasant duty.
After he had given his evidence, ho called
upon Gen. Grant, who refused to see him
and dismissed him in
disgrace.” Custer
was sent to light the Indians with SOU
soldiers, because “all the available force"
was needed tor election
purposes in the
southern states. [Albany Argus.
When Gov. Hayes was in Congress he
claimed to be the champion ofgreenbacks,
and voted for Thad. Stevens’s proposition
to issue one hundred millions of them to
pay compound interest notes.

longing after Kittle, there was no ungrammatical mother-in-law in the future.
Adonis could not licip himself, so lie informed

He went to

the papa
again in the morning. He told liis love.
—He showed ins credentials, lie said that
Kitty loved kim. He also explained that
he could support her plainly and comlortably, hut not luxuriously, and probably
with his temperament and capabilities, lie
should never be a rich man. “You lie a
gentleman anyhow." answered the father,
with tears in his eyes, "and that is what I
ain’t, leastwise, not oil the outside; but if
Kitty loves you. and what you say ot your
character and slamlin’ is true, here’s my
’The day you
hand, and there’s Kitty,
marry her I’ll give her $£»,000,upo. The
money i shan’t miss, but the giving of the
child will make my heart a beggar. Can t
I come and see her when there is noliodv
to lie ashamed of me?"
imagine Adonis’s
me.

see

—

appearance when lie gave both hands into a great rough grip, and said, sincerely
too, “Thanks for the daughter, and believe
me, I did not know that she was the heirI thought it was the other one.
ess.
I’m

too happy at finding a genuine woman
with a genuine man for her lather, to
care very much lor the fortune.
Probably
1 shall lie glad enough about that hy-amlby. In the meantime come down to Long
liranch and 1 will show you that 1 can
never he ashamed of you.”
The miner
came.
He made a sensation by his untrained manners and language, and to the
best ot my belief, the conventional Adonis
is as proud ol him as it he were a luxiis
natunt! ot the most fascinating sort. Cer-

True

Burial

5*laee.

Great Conflagration.

Over the places that receive the bodies
ol the dead monuments are erected, as if
to mark the last unchangeable abode of
Uie departed. Yet, even in the crudest
materialistic sense, our final home is not
in tlie earth. Nature soon t itles the grave
and disperses its contents into the atmosphere above. Not the charnel house upon
which attention has been hitherto so intensely fixed by poets and preachers,
but the upper realm of rainbows and
light, of ever-shifting clouds, of the golden glories of sunrise and sunset, the world
of everlasting beauty in the refulgence
of the day and the splendors of the night
—this is. in reality, the tomb of man.
Even in the lowest sense, we need to look
beyond the grave; and death would wear
a very dill'erent aspect if we could
escape
Irotn the vulgar and repulsive associations
of mere burial, which we owe to graveyard poetry, food-for-worms literature,
and the emphatic parade of interment.
The atmosphere is a thousand times more
the theatre ot lile than is the earth beneath
us.
All living things are born from it
The entire vegetable kingdom has been
condensed out of its invisible elements,
and, in decay and dissolution, except a
little ashy residue, it is all again restored
The animal world
to the atmosphere.
follows the same law. All sentient creatures are constructed out of the viewless
medium above, and back to its serene
depths they are all at length returned.
The processes are slow, but they are complete and inexorable; art cannot arrest
them.
Though the body be embalmed
for preservation, the course ot nature is
only transiently checked, and the dissevered atoms soon find their way back to
their atmospheric home. The cremationists are disquieted at burial and our mortuary lites, and would send the dead back
in haste to the aerial world on the wings
of a bonfire, llut why be impatient s’ The
grave is but a convenient incident in the
cycle of transformations. Nature will do
her own work in her own measured and
ellieient way. She has time enough, and
prefers to use it. Slowly and gradually
is file unfolded, and slowly and gradually
it is again infolded.
In fact, the processes
are so closely involved and bound up in a
common method that they proceed together, and life and death are but dill'erent
sides of the same thing. The atmosphere
that is finally to claim us is also taking us
back to itself moment by moment, in every
breath.
Interstitial death, the constant
dissolution of the organic system, and the
expulsion of its dead particles by respiration, is the essential condition of continued life. Wo begin to die as soon as we

begin

to

live,

and are

dying

as

long

as wo

Nature confounds our convenient
distinctions, and tells us that a man does
twenty times more dying in the course of
his life than in his final demise. The living body is a whirlpool of destructive
transformations incessantly counteracted,
in which life is the constantly-sustained
result. If, to maintain his vital energies
and enable him to keep up the course of
Ills lite-work, a man of seventy lias had
to drink upward ol fifty tons of water, to
eat thirty tons of solid lood, and inhale
more than fifty thousand pounds of oxygen gas, which have been expended in
the vital reactions of living and dying,
how little, comparatively, of death is there
in that final derangement of his worn-out
live.

machinery,

when the

changes

cease

to go

That plant and
animal, in relation to the atmosphere, exert antagonizing inlluences, is well understood. One poisons and the oilier purities,
on

in

and

a

co-ordinate way.

does Nature hold the balance
grand scale, from epoch to epoch,
that the constitution ot the atmosphere is
kept in stable harmony with the delicate
requirements of living beings. [E. E.
Youmaiis, in Appleton’s Journal.
on

so

firmly

a

Jim was hoeing in the garden the other
forenoon ; that is, he had Ids back against
a cherry tree and was
lazily chopping at
weeds and vines together, hitting one
when he missed the other.
Along came a
boy the same age, and looking over the
fence, lie exclaimed, “What! you working?'1 “Yaas,” was the sad reply. “Hoeing up weeds with the thermometer at
ninety degrees in the shade?” “Yaas.” After a short period of astonishment, the
new boy inquired. “Jim, how can Christian parents expect a boy to hoe and dig
and rip up the snii with the thermometer
way up sky high?” “But I've either got
to lino or get licked,” protested Jim.
"Then, Jim, come on and let’s go linhiug
and you take the licking. Fishing will
last half a day, anyhow, and a licking
doesn't last over ten minutes.” “It hurts
though,” mused Jim. “Yes it hurts a little, but .just think iiow we’ll sit on the
wharf and make them big black bass holler lor mercy ad day long. Can’t you
stand as much as a fish?” Jim thought
lie could; and hung his hoe on a limb,
crawled through the fence, and the weeds
knew him no more.
A Pennsylvania Tkauedv.
In l’ennsy lyania not long ago,the little daughter of
a farmer was missed one day, and a number of the neighbors burned out to look
for her.
After two hours’ search, one of

the party suddenly thought of the well on
the farm, ami fearing that the child had
fallen into it, went and pulled with might
and main on the rope; but preselly, as
the bucket rose, seeing in it a quantity of
mangled lle.sh, he was horror-stricken,
and letting go his hold, retreated from the
spot. Another of the party then essayed
to raise the bucket, and he, too, on
getting a view of it, was about to let go,
when the father, seizing the rope, brought
the contents full in view.
They proved
to be fourteen pounds ol corned beet,
which had been let down in the well to
keep cool. The little girl was just then
found where she had secreted herself, behind a rock, with an album of pictures
which she had been forbidden to touch.

day or two ago the master of a Norwich dog feeling too ill to go out, sent a
Benegro boy to buy meat for the dog.
ing unable to obtain Hie meat at the nearest market, the boy undertook to go to
another, but the dog refused to let him
A

St. IIyacintiie, Out., Sept. 3. A lire
commenced at the west end of this city ;it
1:30 I’. Al., and, favored by tlie high wind,
soon totally swept the lower part of the
city out of existence. Tlie Haines ran
down both sides of Main street, taking in
their course the St Ilyaeinthe, (Quebec and
National banks, the postollice, market,
court house, lactories and over so wholesale and retail stores. At 3 1’. M. the lire
had spread, by means ot the burning cinders, to tlie three parallel streets and burned everything up
The people had no
time to save anything. At 7 1*. M. 000
houses had been burned. A steam fire
engine arrived irom Montreal by special
train at ,7:30 1’. M loo late to bo ol much
surface.
Hundreds of families are homeless, with nothing to eat. The less is
roughly estimated at $2,000,000.

REMARKABLE LEU'ER
From a Gentleman Known and
Honored from the Atlantic
to the Pacific Coast.
Messrs. Wkkks & Pottku, wholesale Druggists,
Boston, Mass.. Gentlemen,— I have ibr some mont lifelt it a duty that I owed to suffering humanity to
write you, stating the great benefit that 1 have de-

rived from the use of JSanfokh’s I!aiik At, Cfuf
For more than :JO years I have been
Fon Catauuii.
t
afllicted with this very troublesome complaint
liave tried all the remedies that 1 could find, hut
without material or pennant ut benefit. Last fall
the disease had arrived at that state that I must
have relief or die. The entire membranous system
had become so iiitlained, and the stomach so doddered, that it was a doubtful matter whether I
could go to tile Pacific coast, or if 1 did go win tin
I saw an adver1 should live to come back or not.
tisement of this medicine, and although being v«tv
incredulous about, specifics or nostrums of anv kind,
yet in sheer desperation I tried this, and at once u aL'he changes of climate, a chronic
benefited by it.
disease of the liver, and my ag.— over 70—may prevent my entire restoration, but the hem-lit 1 derive
from its daily u>«- is to me innifi/uhti. and 1 am boping to be completely cured, and at last arrive at a
respectable old age!
If this statement of my case can be of any o rvicc
to those afllicted as I have been, and enable you to
bring this remedy into more general use, especially
on the Pacific coast (where it is much needed':, my
object in writing this note will be attained
Very truly vours,

liLNia WFLLS,
Aurora, N. Y., June, ls7d. of \V< ID, Fargo ik Co.

If

is with the

greatest pleasure that

we

present

to

the public this hearty indorsement of Sam hrp's
Radical Ci kk for catarrh by llenrv Wells.
(Jo’s Fxpress. Tlie position
Fsq., of Wells, Fargo
this gentleman lia< for so many years occupied in
in connection
our business world, and
with the development of that golden country, tin*
Ductile coast, has made his name known and respected throughout the laud, llis earnest desire
that those who know him, and are ^utVerers from
this disease, may be induced to use it we trust may
be gratified. Those who do not know him (and they
are few) must now feel convinced of tin* great value
of this remedy. It is beyond all question the most
successful ever compounded for the treatment of
Catarrh. It is prescribed by our best physician-’. !t
is recomineneded by our leading apothecaries, and
testimonials from ail parts of the Fnited States attest the esteem in which i; is held by the thou-andwho have been enabled by it- use to < scape the
frightful consequences that follow a total licgelect
of this prevalent disease.

especially

an

ford’s Radical C’fli;

for

Catarrh is

safe, certain, and permanent cure for Catarrh
of (■\
cry form, and is the mo.-1 perfect remedy ever
Revised. It is purely a vegetable distillation, and iupplied locally by iiisulllation. and constitutionally
d
by internal administration. Locally applied
is instantaneous, it sooths, heals and cleanses the
nasal passages of every feeling of heaviness, oh-t ruction, dullness or dizziness. ( onstirutionally administered it renovates the Mood, purities it of the acid
poison with which it is always charged in Catarrh,
stimulates the stomach, liver, and kidneys, perfects
digestion, makes new blood, and permits the formation of sound, healthy tissue, and dually obtains
complete control over the disease. The remarkable
curative powers, when all other remedies utterly fail,
of .Sanford’s Radical Curl, a: attested hv’t lmusands who gratefully recommend ir to fellow-sufferer.-.
No statement is made r< yarding it that cannot
he substantiated by the mo-: respectable ;md re.
liable references.
Lacii

package contains Dr. MRiford'- Improved
Inhaling l ube, and fall directions for its a-.- in all
cases.
Price $1.00. For sab* by .;!! Whob-.-uh ami
Retail Druggists throughout ’tie* Fnited Mates.
WF.FK’S & DOTTF.K, e.-m-ral Agents and Whole
sab Druggists, Boston, Mas.-.

Liniments I

Decline in Prices of

Large
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READ,

MACHINISTS

***ParticuIar attention given

close.
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j Sanford’s Steamship Co.,
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Sewing Machine
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Mint (Jims Rt-miirerl ami Ron «1
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White, fertile Human Family.
Yellow, for Horses & Animals.

Tvro Steamers on the Conte! Four Trips por Week.

shoot

to

STREET.

ROBINSON HOUSE
i. S. MOSES k
RUCKSPQRT,

.STKAMF.lt
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MAINE.
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Those Liniments are
the wonder of the
world. Their edicts are little less than marvellous,
yet there are some things which they will not do.
They will not cure cancer or mend broken bones,
but they will always allay pain. They have straightened lingers, cured chronic rheumatism of many
years standing, and taken tin* pain from terrible
burns and scalds, which has never been done by any
other article.
rli•» White* JLiniviMMit is for the human family. it will drive liheumatisin, Sciatica and Neuralgia from the system; cure Lumbago, Chillblains,
l’alsy, Itch, and most Cutaneous eruptions; it extracts frost from frozen hands and feet, and the
l»oi*on of l»it«»* ami *tiii<r* of venomous reptiles; is subdues swellings, and alleviates pain of
evry kind.
For sprains or bruises it is the most potent remedy
ever discovered.
fhe Centaur Liniment is used
with great etlicacy for Sore Throat,
S3r<c;i*c*, Karachi*, and Weak Back. The
following is but u .-ample of numerous testimonials

Capt.

“In in \na IIumi:, .Ik pi- Co., I nil, May “8, Yd.
“I think it m duty to inform you that I have suffered much with swollen feet and chords.
1 have
not been lice from these swellings in eight years.
Now I am pertectly well, thank- to the Centaur
Liniment. The Liniment ought to be applied warm.
Bkn iamin Bums X.”

Furniture Store
CAN BE FOUND AT

J. 0. THOMPSON & SON’S

O

Yh>i:k, January, IsH.

Aka., Aug. 17. 1S74.

v,

\s■

f.XTI.KMKN, —I have ll-ed over one gross of
<V it fill m s‘ S.i uiici4*iir, yellow wrapper, on the
mules ot mv plantation, besides do/eus of t lie la mil.
I want to purchase it at
Liniment for my negroes.
the wholesale price, and will thank you to ship me
by Savannah steamer one gross of each kind. Mi s-rs.
V. 1 Stewart A Co. will pay your bill on pres illal«es pert fully,
’jA.VI.S I) A It KOW.”
tion.
“C

The best

patrons of this Liniment are Farriers and
Veterinary Surgeons. |i heal- Calls. Wounds and
l*oll-'. i!, r<-mo;
Swellings,and i- worth million*
of (toll.,ir*i to Fanners, Livery-men, Stock-growers. >lieep r:ii-er-x and those ha\ i»ig horses or cattle.
■

What a Farrier rann .t do lor -Yu the Centaur
Liniment will do at a trilling cost.
Those Liniim nts are warranted by the proprietors,
ami a bottle will !»•- given to any Farrier or Phvsiei.iii who de-ires to te.-f them. Sold everywhere.
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pleasant

Lumber!
Lumber!!
Tlu*

undersigned

is desirous of
stock of

dosing

his

out

Lumber. Lime, Cement. Sanci.&c.
At

tin- old stand

formerly occupied by

C’OOPKB & CO., and

an-! pi rfi ct substitute, in all cases, for
C.isJora is tin- result ol' an ol I Phy-

sician’s ell'ort to

produce,

for his

own

practice,

an

elfeiiive (aithiirtic, plea-ant to the taste and
free troni griping.
l>r. Samuel Pitcher, Hyannis, Mass., succeeded in
combining, v. itlnmt the use of alohohol, a purgative
agent :i- pleiHaat to
ho»«\v. and
which posse-<es a!! the de-iiahhtor Oil.
i-

it

j-ropertic-

of Pas-

adapted

to all ages, hut is especially recomluathen as a reliable remedy for all

menced to

It

certain, agreeable, absolutely harmless, and cheap.
It should !>•* used for wind colic, sour stomach,
worms, costiveness, croup, .Yc., then children cult
have

sleep and mothers may rest.
J. P>. Rose & Co., of io hey Street, New York, are
the .-ole preparer*; of (.’astoria, after I>r. Pitcher’s

receipts

I
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now

to

M. 11.
ttie pubda\s

Hemlock Boards,
Spruce Boards, good quality,
Lxtru

Twiicnell,

given

to

toil

& Co„

Champlin

wiioI.ksai.i.

t;i:oi i.

No*. 175 A* 177 Commercial Street,

■

s

I;'■'!iritii*
momiit

10
s

ho
no

7~>
1 •,*:>

<>

Shingles,

no

Hardwood Boards from 1 to 1 R-4 inch; Cedar Posts
from ti to lo feet; House Cutters, <> to lu cents per
foot; Floor boards, plained and jointed ; Nice Yard
Boards, plaim-d and shippers, Sold) A 1 COS
I can also furnish, on short notice, Hemlock frames
cut to dimensions with all the necessary lumber to
complete the building.

A. HAYFORD.
il.)

l*r.i,

STEAMER CITY
CAPTAIN

j

SPECIALTIES.

Tobaccos, Teas, Molasses and
Coffees.
Coffee* Roosted Daily wclilhc
Patent Roaster.
Wholesale Agents for

<•

COLLINS’
VOLTAIC
PLASTERS.
For Local pains. Lameness, Soreness, \\ eanm
Numbness, and Inilammatiou of the Lungs, Liver,
Kidneys, Spleen, Bowels, Bladder, Dealt, and Macles, are equal to an army of doctors and acres «11
plants and shrubs.
Price

cents. Sold by all Druggists. Mailed on
of price, ‘Jo cents for one, $ l.ga for -i\. or
for t wive, carefully wrapped ami warranted,
hv WKKKS & DUTTFR, Droprietors, Boston, Mas-,
lw 1"
go

■

J

■

Burns’

■-

-■

IIMil'Asr

J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman
ratios:;?

HAY!-: just added to my Stock BOND'S BUTT KB
CBACK KBS Soda and Fancy Pilot Bread, Snaps
of all kinds, Lemon Biscuit, Oat Meal Biscuit ami
Bunds fre-h from Bund’.- Barkers, Boston. Also
u large sortinent of
I i-hing Tackle, llooks and
Lines ike.
Also I haveju-d received ami shall ki ep n.nstaiitlv on hand a Large and Well-Selected Stock of

I

AND DOMESTIC

('mined (foods

Tofm.-r-

OINTMENT
AND

l.

Tarrant’s Seltzer

Aperient,

It combines the medicinal properties of the
mineral waters in the world.
SOU) IJV ALL Dill

best

(JOISTS.

a

discovery of a remedy (now

called

Kendall’s

Spavin Cure)
spavin

which will cure a
and remove the bunch without blistering or causing any soreness. Send stamp
for circular. A good Agent wanted in every town in
the United States. Trial bottles sent for § 1 each,
with a present worth as much as express charges
will cost, which amounts to deli\ ering it at the regu-

lar price.

WESTERN LANDS
HOMESTEADS.
If you want reliable information, where and how to
get a cheap I’A IK ’♦a ,or government Bl n

free, send your address to S. .1. CILMOiti;, Land
Commissioner, Lawrence, Kansas, and receive t/rati*
a

copy of The I4»ii»a* C*a«ili< lloincwtead

UU

Elegant Visiting

wanted.

Hi

NKi:it

ty Sqr., Huston.

CAMPAIGN GOODS.

Cards !5c. Agents
II n.i. c.\itt» in,, 4 Liber-

COMPUTE OUTFITS Foil

Clubs. Decorations, I eliminations, Fire Works.
Send for Campaign Catalogue. 15. T. Wells, 1« Hawley st., Boston.
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OTIlKll ILLS OF

AND SOUKS ON ALL

<

DOMESTIC

ANIMALS.

4fjT Witness the name- <d
to its extraordinary no ; it'

t

f

d'y

A. Hayfurd, 1
I'.dfa.-t, Mr.
j., Lx Mayor,
Israel < ox, t ien l In-. Agent,
Harrison Hayfurd, I-armor,
1*. M. M »udy, Horse 1 miner,
s. .1. L)e in, Frop. of Livery Stable, I:.wkl.tnd
P.bon W.Sfavcy, Hotel Keeper, No Sear-pe:-*,
Koliert < i. Vine -, 1 ani'ter,
•I. W. Flack, Deputy He .{1,
.1. .M. I! a:
ii i.«
W. L { h i.
\N I'

ito.

I
t $106 25
PROFITS FROM
IN V KST.MKNTS OK
$375 00
$_'l
(
The judicious selection and management of

Stock
is a sure road
*«*■»« of

to

Privileges

rapid

Opposite

&c.

in the
Or, SELF-PRESERVATION.

“National

by the
Association,”

Medical

March

31st,

High St.. Belfast,

18

Druggist and Ap-thce.:r'
t

cln-iv.lv on .ML.\ f A L AM) NKRYol S Rlsf.AS.
Mm iiiup* Ilian goo ro\al octavo pages, twenty ele
gant engravings, bound in su> stautial muslin. I'rice
only .-sj.imi. Rarely enough to pay for printing.
flu* Rook for young and middle-aged men to
readjust now, is the Science of Life, or Self ITe-m*
\ation. The author has returned from Luropein
excellent health, and i-again the ( 'hief Consulting
Physician of the P* abod\ Medical Institute, No. I
Huilinch Street, Hostou, Mass." -Republican .Journal.
“fhe Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever
published.”— Hostou Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box,
and hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing
*>f these valuable works, published by the Peabodv
Medical Institute, Nvhich an* teaching thousands
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of
life.”— Pliilad. Iphia l'.mjuirer.
•*IT should be read by the young, the
middle-aged
and even the old.Nt vv York frihum*.
fhe first and only Medal ever conferred upon any
•Medical Man in the country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the author of these works, March -T 1st, lsHi.
The presentation was noticed at the time ol’its occurrence by
tin* Hostou Press, and the leading journals throughout the country.
This magnificent Medal is of solid
gold, set with more than one hundred India diamonds of rare brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and I he richness of
it- .materials, and size, this is decidedly the most
noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any
purpose, whatever. It is well worth the inspection
“I .Numismatists.
It was fairly won and worthily
bestowed.” —Massachusetts Ploughman, Jane :>d,
!m f>.
Jig -(Catalogue sent on receipt of tie. for postage.
Kit her of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address PLARoRY MLDICAL INSTI1 I IT., Xo. 1 Huilinch tSt., Hostou, Mass., opp. Revere Hou-e.
N. H.
The author can be consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases
requiring
skill, secrecy and experience. OHlce hours, p a. m.
to C i*. M.
iy;j

Croat inducement to

BORDERS
VERY LOW AT

l he

place

Buyers of

to

Buy

Wlio on account of failiiiR health, proposes to sell
his entire Slock of ROOTS ond SHOES
about tin- original cost at retail, thereby RivinR tin
wearer the honetit of the LOW PKB'KS for < \S||
and <'ASHjONL\ ; as I propose to close up my
business very soon no credit will he Riven.
Mv Stock consists of all the various stvles of f A7.077/.
DIES. MISS ami CHILDRENS’ A'//>.
and Kll> KO.XKI) /.’OH 7
aLo SI.I/’/'/IIS, /■' I I
TOX S/lOKS, also MEN’S anil ROY’S ('AUHours, A/.KXAS Hour, also ( AI K STUM
HC( KJ. /: S/loKS, also Common A7/\ THICK,
and SHUT SHOKS, for common wear. In fact
the stock is too numerous to mention in detail, and
finally, call and examine the Qi ALll'Y and Hill
CI S, and you will be sure to buy. As I propose to
Rive all COO/) HA ItCA IXS as Ioiir as they LAS T,
if I am able to attend to business. Don't forRet the
place, at
out

IT. IT. FORBES,
No. 13 Main Street.
Belfast,

dline

ft,

who have unsettled accounts of

long
PERSONS
standing will please call, settle, and
B. F. WELLS.
save cost.

Belfast, Aug. 17, 1870.

7tf

Sp<'t*i;il

Noth 5©.

As 1 am cIosiiiR out my Stock on account of poor
health, all persons indebted to me by note or account, are hereby unfilled that their accounts must
be settled immediately, or they will be placed in tinhands of other parties for collection.
II. II.
l'.itf

Belfast, Juno ft, isn't.

“PULL

FORBES.

DOWN

VOTTB. VEST”!
are now

WK and

having

a

supply

of VESTS

can furnish our hands with
work.
Parties OW'NO for MACHINES can
now have work.
MONROE hands who
arc ready to work, will please
notify us.
GEO. A. QUIMIiY & CO.
ttdO
Belfast, June Id. 187d.

G

E.

JOHNSON,

at Law!

Attorney
STREET,

14 MAIN
BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by E. Iv. Boyle.

WALLACE,

at Law!

k

TORCHES,

SALE

••

..

-■

promptly

ami

t..

at

i•
a:

»v.

-.

I*«--t j ."ifn pi i•
I-lays tor tlay riii'iny
I’roce-Mon- s11pji,j.•,i w ith tir
■: k< ami .-xoeriee.
«'1 in* n to uuinaye them, -eml tor price list.
■

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

D.

FIREWORKS,

Chinese Lanterns, Flags, and every variety
of Campaign Goods.
flubs ami imii. i.lual- -iippli.al >iir< •, or t ur
our Agent
n
t ••> •'
at
Illumination' of
j<iar»• ami I. tililinys .-x*. u

AT

HYDE & GO.
S Here'S of' to H Y M

With late Hon. \\

in.

Met IiIv<

rv

for p-i

-f ten

■

at-'

I

MARINE INSURANCE
<
mpa av,
it
For Si:\i:si‘ui;i and Y u in ity and A
sale of 1*11(11 FINF. LI M 1‘. 1 It and 1 1 M I. I i:
I Id
From \\
ha-'
Ship Orders, Fridges, X*.
Mills at Fuck-v ille,' s. <'.
7inl.‘*
Seaf'port, Me., April .•ft, Its7ft

\ l

>< >\ I.

a

It

1

<

I II. It,

11

M

52 CHAUMOY STREET. BOSRON.
rwi
I'roprii tor* ,.fth> i:t'in Labor,,:,.
Chas. H. Mitchell, agont for Belfast

How Los!, How Restored ^

Maisliooil:

Agent of tin* lioston Marine Insuruina

Street,

BELFAST, MAINE.
#«T Particular attention Riven to Collecting
and Conveyancing. Prompt attention Riven to
Communications by mail.
6m52.

Is

>1
n!
iiK-iliriit*
i: 'i ».: »i:i: n•,
Seminal W :lkiii '-, I n\ oluutarv S« iiiiual I.
►I !
I a
Men a 1 a no I‘h> iI 1 n.\t| m1'
d-->, I'-tN'i Mi’ll-p.-dinn nl s to .Maniac-, e;.
it indn !■
n
I d’ll.I .PM and Hi-, iinlneeil I•.
-• \ual c\tru\ a^anei
\i
e.
I! d iw. | e.. o)ll\ -i
K,. I'ne. in a
! lie celehrat. d am le r. in ; a
idn.;• .!«!•• I
cb-arly demons!rale-, .. a thirty \- :r-' mhv<
ul
laar
the
.darting
hi-.-pi.-net
|»l*:t«’tic*t
ar- d
il Inaut t he da nee on
aim-e may he rndirali
metii-ane
ur
ri.e
im-id ini. an il
applicat i-m ■: 'I.
--I -ain a! ..m-. -amplin -a'
knitp-dti'nig ■:’'
er r tain. and
lie.
11mean- of \\ hu ll e riw
f< ter. no iiian.
witat Id- condition m:r he, m
car* him.-. .1 eln aph. privately, and /*«/.//.-,/////.
t.
fh:
a:.
I.
-!|, n!d he m
!-<■ hand- >d
y out Ii and ew v man ii: the land.
Sent limit r -eai. in a plain envelope, to anv
-t -i\ cents or two p.
-ill r. e- i;
dr.", /»<-•.'
tin- I'nli,i-In ! -,
stamp-. Ad-in
•-

Paints, Oils & Varnishes
PURE LEAD AND OIL
oho
\, M ASF IIY N SONS Ready Mad*
F:
Fainting interior and e\t•■rior •!' il
all and
befor. puivha-i ny
Fences, &e.
J.

,r
m
-«

j

--

K. J. MORI SON &
52

AM Kit IC A N

CO.,
Mam St., Belfast, Me.

AMI

FOliKII.N

I'ATFNTS

R

H. EDDY

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
For Inventions, Trade Jlark« nr Resigns,
No. 76 State St.,

-11 A

\ ATKlt an extensive praci iee of upwards of :;<■
j ears, co ut i nues to secure Patents in t In U nited
Mates; also in Great Britain, Prance, and other Mr
eign countries. Caveats, Specilications, A-'igii
nieuts,and all papers for Patents executed on r>-a- :i
aide terms, with despatch. Uesearche.s made to determine tlie validity and utility of Patents of I nventions, and legal and other advice rendered in ..II
matters touchingthe same. ('npies of the claims of
any patent furnished I>> remitt mg one dollar. A«
signments recorded ill Washington.
An Aycneji in the f nited States possesses super ini’
facilities far ohfaininy /‘atents or ascertaiuiuy tin
of i n rent ions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to procure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, are
here saved inventors.-

patentability

TESTIMONIALS.

Sf,, N.

11:>

h\

an

“Mr. IE II. Kddv has made for me ov er Til IIJ f Y
applications for Patents, having been successful jn
almost every ease. Such unmistakable proof ot great
talent and ability on his part leads met o recommend
all inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their cases, and :it very
reasonable charges.
JOHN i'AGGAKT.”
Boston. Jan 1 1&7G.
lyr-7.

&

sf

u

\ ork
l\ .’

aid

-t

I’i -t

tin-

t •«. I:

Safe
and the K

97

Keeping

uHii-i

li«.\,

f

ot

gi-datur.

<

Mad.

nil.

of Valuables

of.Sam > in it
1 did. IM;«»<»r
Ill m.l.Al: Ci:.»oi Vai ld>!

via

Exchange

ai.

Street.

PORTLAND.
nitdirnuts am- miakhi.h.i.i- it-

John Mussi v,
11. d l.ihhv,
h M. l Man,
da
F. k Swan.
C
I.
William
mid, I'hillip Ii. Ilroun,
William C. Davis, \\ illi:im liaininond.
\\ Ii. Anderson, Frank N>>.
1.. D. M S\\-'.tt,
A W. Coomb'1,
Aimer Coburn, Nkowhegun.
An-on I’ Morrill,
Joseph Dam-, keiinebuuk.
■.

!

,,
< 1 orUaml

Ih-adliehi,

L. D. M. SWEAT. President.
A. W. COOMBS,

Uj-l t-r circulars
A. W
tt.i

“1 regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable amt
successful practitioners with whom I ha\ e had ot
lieial intercourse.
CilAKEES MASON,
Com’s’r of Patents.”
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more eompetent and trust
icorthy and more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure lor them an early anil favorable consideration at the Patent o/lice.
EDMUND BUKKK, late Coni's’r of Patents.’

F. RRUGMAN .V SON,

PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO,
Chartered

opposite Kilby St., Boston

-t

in 1.-lunation address
iMLI'S, Secretary. Portland

C« n

Belfast Hardware Store
Ik-fore purchasing v.mr goodThen* you will
find (ieiieral il A IM >W A KF, PAlNls, Oll.s
and
V A IL N I s III s, NAll.s, i.l \ss, and
FARM KK’S I'onFs, con-tantlv on hand and
for sale at koW I.sr 1*111' I s.
Don’t forgei
t he place, A N I F ICS, No 1 1’heiti \ I! \v.
tN'J
April JO 1st:,.

To the

People

of

Searsport.

-o-

A V K taken (1m- Agency of t lie R 1.1.1 \sr Mai
ni
Works, (’lark .Sc Fernald, Proprietors. Per
sons wishing to pureha-e Marble Work of any cl»
script ion can do mi of me as cheap as they can buy
any where in this State.
A. T. QUIMUY.
1111
Searsport,Sept. Id, 1>75.

III

gagbSs-sSWgat&»».

GRANITE

iron Ware!
FOR SALE AT

MAINE.

Alden’s Block, Main

!«*li r.tfo'il

>

A.

Omos-U

IN-

.•

<

ttfM

Attorney I Counsellor at Law,
F. A.

<

*i

i>
■

I N( TJ.I.I.NT l'l ANo, OF llonD MAKK
in line order.
Will be -old at a bargain.

«3~A11 business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

W- P. THOMPSON.

Slt\«-r»» «*H

•»;**

VNand

Apply at the Journal < dice
Feil'ast, Feb. TJ, ls7t*.,

it

II

<

Piano for Sale !

IIA Pd DEN BLOCK, Belfast, Me.

GREER*
cois YTT Attorney! Counsellor at Law,

bushels prime yellow corn
4
just received by Schooner Lizzie Mills.
The Corn is ot excellent quality. For sale LOW.
In store at Lane’s Wharf.
ALBERT CARTER.
Belfast, Aug. U, 1870.
tlO

rTQ/\^k
OV/V/

M

1870.

-OFFICE

-O-

i.

is at

II. II. FOIS it US’

J. c. THOMPSON & SON
< 085 \ !

Last Call!

>

1 BBiloriiis!

d,iim|»ai£ii

.<Lg-4*iil.
Li

Mo.

Boots & Shoes

BELFAST,
40

t

-,

Papers Attorney

-AND-

r;»

iron Ware I
A.

Hoots, Shoes & Kuhbers

GEO. E.

Boom

4**»**

Fi

FOR

Jr

Tliis Book also contains More than Fifty
Prescriptions for the above named and
other diseases, each one worth more than
the price of the bo k.
Ai-o, another valuable medieal work treating ex-

<«

fla

HENRY H. GRANT,

1876.

ST published by the ,'T.AR(>l)Y MLIHCAL
I.NSllll II., n new edition of the celebrated
medical work em.iihd r!.«• “*m-1 L.N < K of l.ll'K;
it treats upon M a n
or, > L 1.1’-1 ’KT.s 1.1! V A I I < > N.
H""ii, how lo-t. how regained and perpetuated;
cause and cure of Lxhuu-ted Natality,
Impohntcy,
Premature I»«•«• 1 i:»e in Man, Spermatc»rrh«ea,«>r Seminal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal), Nervous and
Physical l»cb:Iity. 11 pochomlria, < Roomy Porebodings, Mental l »s p:-. —:• .i., I. »• <>f energy. Haggard
( uunteiiai'-e, ( o u 1 u> i on ef .M ind a ml I a
s of Memory, Impure Mate nf tin- IRood, and all diseases
the
Ki:;;oi:s
«>;■•
from
\
ni
rn
or
the
imlis< rearising
Iious or exces-es ol mature o ars.
It tells you all about the Morale of (iencrative
l'liy-iologv, tin* Physiology of Marriage, of Wedlock and Oil'-pi ing. Pin Real < 'outcasts, The Morality,
Lmpiri -i-m. Perversion ol Marring**, < 'onjugal Precept and i riemlly < ouiisel. Pliysical Infirmity, Its
Pauses am’. Cure, Relations Ri-twccn tin* Sexes,
Proofs of the ! .x pan-ion of Yiee, I he Miseries of
huprudei.ee, Am i. nt Ignorance and Lrrors, Mkan-.
hk Cri:i:, fare of Hod}* and Mind.
Tt:ri. Pkin<
ru
nr
IT:i. vi m n r, \ddre-s to Patients and Invalid Readers, fhe Author’s Principles. The price
ol this book is only t? 1 no.

City.

Uko. in. Wells,

ME TIIW UN HiUJih COPIES SIILIi.
Gold Medal Awarded to the Anthor

FSL.

i^-Best Five Cent Cigars

Revere House.)

fortune. Send for

new “fc.vw•*r«fita,” free, with full information concerning the Stock Market.
Cold and
T. POTTER, WIGHT & Co
Stock Brokers.)j
35 Wall Street, N. York.

■

'I AN V O’l'il! K>.

GRANITE

4 Bulfinch Si., Boston,

letter to write will buy
Send stamp for circular.
17 Tribune Building, Chicago,III.

$1362 50

■

..

-.

RICHARD H. MOODY.
BY Til F CF A NTM Y FOB 1-AMI IA

one that has a
or water used.

EXCELSIOR CO.,

o

■>

lentl.'incn win-

SKARsi'i )RT. M K.

WANTED.-ANY PERSON CAN MAKE
▼ ?
$500 a month selling our letter-copyimr

book. Any
it. No press

.VI !. 1,

<•

•*

has made

A

••

■

u*e,Iike rivers, spring from small causes.
The roaring river may not I e easily •*iv«-rt««1 from
its course, nor the neglected disease from its de-Jnietive work, Taken in time, disease, which is merely
an interrupted function, may be a verted I *
the use
of Nature's remedy,

Lin© !

ARABIAN

Pickles,

JELLIES, NUTS, FIGS, RAISINS.

F asti \ i

\ u>

Steamboat

-7 :o: 7-

Sardines,

receipt

Mrbcrtismeiits.

■

• I
8 '2 oiloik. or on a•
a
of >
i,
Bidmioml from rortlaml, toi ln*
1-1. S W
Bar Harbors Mr. l.)ew rt
an 1 \V int* r Haibor
lb 'turning, bane- \\ ain-r llait.or every II fit.
nmrniiiuH at 4 l»
j •a»V I«m k. .uni f-'ri«la>
toucbiuo a above, atndnyal Bock
a1 o.l
la
I (>( k,
allwV itll
M
i
I it V of Biclrnmn.l
rortlaml.
Will b ;uo Commercial \\ nan. Km klaml,
•*;aiMil.n
at .» i.i o'i Im k.
arri\ a I of
.pa.- n lor 1 .M-wort li,
at I >eer I -a
Bet nrnii.■
I M-.voi-:.
Tloml »
mu ruin
isi
«»*«
I I'
.•irrivilio
Hockkllal at ..bolO El o ilon.
conn*., iiiio w j• ij steamer
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every way
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Globe Mills Standard Spices-

Read & Remember!

('djurs.

RICHMOND

KILBY,

STEAMER CHARLES HOUGHTON
CAPT. ORIS B INGRAHAM,
* oninu
Will 1 ■;i\
ri.il Wliarl, Hocklan-!,
<l'liiiml',g>
moriiiiiu» .t
Tiiriiliiy Mini

•*

N Flectro (.alvanlc BaPery. combined wifh the
celebrated MedicaP-il Poron- i’ia-ter, forming
the grandest curati\e agent in the wm Id <.f medichm,
and utterly surpassing all other lMa-ters hen-jofore
in use. They accomplish more it: one we< k than
the old jilasters in a whole year,
fie- do m>; pnliate, they cfri

OF

Will leave roit’.atwl cvn
!TIoiulur. 1% mine*
iln> ami S’i mI.m «*» •Miin<r*» mi 141 o'tlotl,
for Ihu lilainl, i'annleh, lit Ifa f, Sear-port
point, l;m.k?poiw mti rport, linmpPen ami I;
lb 'urninit. I* a v e I iany or e
Tlontla*
«-<i
iH'Mliir ami e rnJ.it iiim'ninu’4 al h o'clk

SCRATCHES

FOREIGN

Mo min*

>

oh luck.

CURES
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10 ho

(jualit y,

'•

...

r< >wti,a n i >, m i,

$lor.t)

Hemlock and Sprue*- Lumber all sizes and
lengths up to 40 feet,
Two in< h Sprue, plank.

lidla-t, Aug.

Particular attention
artiticiul teeth.

DEER1NG.

■

which tile process is rendered much less painful
and tedious than hv the ohi methods,
feel h in--«-rt
ed in Uubber or < -11111 <>i• 1 Uase, as persons prefer.
He has t lie country right for I he iim* of

Dental Plates.
making and inserting

CHAS.

Will 1< if.
I* <i r I I ,i n «i
'S'SiuiAila> fiA «*iiiii- «. .«<
4*'< >04 It
U<
< Il't in«
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Improved

Bangor.

LKWISTON

H

CAPT.

by

Dr. Folsom’s

—

Ellsworth and

(»!<l stanu ot

Moor#*, eormr t ( hurcli ami
Spring stna-ts. 11 :i- all the ]at<• -t
improved instruments foi operating upon ti <•( !it in
eluding

* »

Mt. Desert, Machias,

LOMBARD,

>i Hi in

.May
Dr.

Bargains for CO

lic for CASH Croat

Cement,.1 ho
>0
Lime,.
PICKETS AND HAY BOARDS.
s to l
M Hay Hoops on hand,
.-?TJ no

Oil.

INSIDE LINE

ISTKAMi

MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!

*•.

a

jupppnn,

Jjl» Dill UU1j»

WORKS: i iarton Street.

DR. G. P.

-'00 Barrels

Is

Waterloo

t>

15.00
14 00

All freight luii-d he ticcotn|uinieil hv Itill ot I.u.liti,
in iluplieiile. All freight hills must he rmiti on ih
ery of goods.
DANII.I, I.AXK, Agent
lielfust, May ~u, 187U.

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.

Cedar

Castoria.

Stonington,
Via, Norwich,

HERRiMAN, WARRINGTON&C0

OFFICE:

River

and

SANBORN HOUSE,
where he will be glad to welcome them,
l In- home
is near t!ie depot, well litted and oilers every inducemi id for a (pilot summer resort.
A good stid.de is connected with the house, (live
me a call.
JOS*.:!'!! SA \T>< UiN, .11:.
tf-H
Belfast, June 1, 1S75.

DEFTISTHY!

Spruce doice, random,

i>i:k

known

This lirm confidently assure t he masters am! mi h
era of ships that they ha\e the be.-t of faeilitie
executing every branch of stiipwork, for bothw oodeu and iron ship >, in a manner guarant'ed to give
satisl'actii n.
tl'L

10

K\ erv owner of !tor-e> -lmuId gi\ e the Cl-.NT U K
We consider it tin* best article
Linimi.n t a trial.
evi r us< d in our stables.
'•1!. M.AKS1I, Supt. Adams Lx. Stables, N Y.
“L. FI L fZ, Supt. l.Y <. Lx. staiiles, N. Y
‘ALBLIJ1 S. ()I >1 N, Supt. Nat. L\. stables,N’ Y.”
M'ixtuomai

13

—AT-

The Yellow Centaur Liniment

“Ni.w

L.

Johnson,

$2.50
3.65

"_LOWFLL,
Centennial, i ickets via Fall

Mast, Spar & Blockmakers,
JOINERS, & C

AND WILL BE

J. P.

Capt.

Boston every Momlav,
1’. M.
at
leav« Boston every Mouduv
and Triday at ;> 1-- T. 3f.

Kefuriiiiivr, will

SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

The proot is in the trial. It is reliable, it is handy,
it i cheap, and e\ cry family should have it.
To the -ick and bed-ridden, the halt and lame, to
the wounded and son*, we sav, 'Come iiiid l>e
lieitled
lo tiie poor and distressed who have spent their
mom-' for w.ui Tb-s niedieinev, a bottle of t’^nfanr
iiiniiiirni will be given without charge.

is adapted to the tough muscles, cords anil llesh of
hors*.- and animals.
If has performed more %\ on
derttil cur<e* of Spavin, Snail.,
Wind galls,
Scratcic.-s, Svveii\, and general Lameness, ban all
other remedies in
xisti-nce. I.h ad wlmi the great
•nii'ii say of it
F\pi

[well
i

for

,;st

Tuesday, 1 hursday
FARE TO BOSTON,

JOSEPH SANBORN. JR.,
[Announces to his many friends that he has
[returned and again taken possession of the

v

Ui-a.:

Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday,

Sanborn House.

USUALLY KEPT IN A

S

VVm. R. Roix,

Will leave

simply

MJ'.AMI.i:

KATA HD !N, CAMBRIDGE,

EVERYTH1NG

is

COLLINS ■
VOLTAIC

G.

Repairing.

b;-orders of tlm stomach and bowels of children.

out of the lirst one without the
At length the hoy showed him the
meat.

The intermarriage of two families in
In Washington county there is a blacksmith
Maine is remarkable. One consisting of who makes bear traps, which he lets to hunters
four sons and one daughter has married on shares, lie receives the first bear caught
all of a neighbor’s children, four daughters in payment for the trap. He has made forty
traps this season, and in this way got thirty
and a son 1
hears.

We Have Heard of it!!

DEALER IX ALL KINDS OF

a

come

money which he still retained, and the
tainly Kitty is happy, but the other girl, dog permitted him to go, but instead of
the reputed heiress, poor lass! .She lias running before him as at lirst, kept by his
missed many id her adorers, but some of side, giving an occasional growl, as an inthem dare not give liei, up too abruptly dication that he was not to he trilled with,
for tear of meeting a general grill on the and evidently under the impression that
lime of society. They wish to seem to his funds were in danger of being embezzled.
have been sincere admirers
[Cor. Chicago Times.
The N. Y. Herald prints a terrible acThe Elephant and the Locomotive. count of the fatal assault upon Mr. Henry ,J.
Knout, the famous inventor of an improvWhen old George Stephenson,the father ed
mosquito net, who perished because of
of the railroad system, on his examina- his services to
humanity. Unable to get
tion before a committee of the British at their
prey, because of his inventions,
House of Commons, was asked by a scep- the
mosquitoes finding Mr. Knout withtical interrogator what would he the re- out his net
(which he usually wore) fell
sult should a stray cow get on the track,
upon him in large numbers,'and before
he replied in his luoad Northumbrian ac- assistance could
be rendered, be was comcent, that it would be “inieo bad for the
devoured.
pletely
coo.” Probably the possibility of a collision between a locomotive and an ele“Well, Uncle Billy, don’t you want any
phant never entered his brain, fertile as it more civil rights?” “Not any thing mo’. I
was in anticipations which mankind
gen- thank you,” replied Billy. “Nearly done
erally scouted as preposterous. Such an ruined now. llev to pay my own doctor’s
however,
occurred
on
affair,
an Inlately
bill, lost all my money in the Freedman’s
dian railroad, in which the tusky monarch
hank, neither got forty acres an’ de mule
of the jungle fared no better than the
dey
promised me, an’ can’t help myself to
“coo” whose powers of resistance it was a
little chicken, fryin’ size, widout gwine
once gravely supposed would be a serito de penitentiary,
l'se got eriulf cibbil
ous obstacle to railroad travel. As a train
!”
rights
was proceeding at a lair rate of
the
speed
The intelligent compositor who changes
engineer noticed a herd of elephants adthe
line.
The brakes were the word “country” to “county” is getting
vancing along
at once put on, hut too late to prevent a
in his campaign work.
collision. The leader of the herd took the
whistle lor a note of detiance and charged
The bird that don't get up early enough
the advancing train. There was a terrible to catch the worm is recommended by
concussion, the elephant was thrown one farmers to try the potato hug.
side, badly demoralized, and the train after a series of violent joltings, brought
When is a schoolboy like a postage
up against two others of the herd. The stamp ? When he gets licked and put in
passengers were much frightened, but lit- a corner to make him stick to his letters.
tle damage was done. An English gentleLee Hughes, a Maehias lad, has been
man on board killed the wounded elephant and secured his tusks, and the train bound over by United States Commissioner
proceeded on its journey, the remaining Clifford for robbing the mails.
elephants running off in alarm at the
Over 20 persons had their pockets picked on
strange monster which had successfully
Sunday while viewing a man drowning in the
disputed their hitherto unchallenged su- surf
at ltockaway.
Thieves and gamblers held
premacy.
high carnival there all day.

Centaur

Belfast

Savings Bank.

REMOVED to their new Blinking Room
House Square, are prepared to re
deposits, placing the same on interest on the
lirst days of June, July, August and September, and
in Custom
HAVE
ceive

December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the lirst Mondays of June

and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 P. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at 12, noon.
ASA FAUNCE, Prcst.
John H. Quimby, Treas.
Belfast June 8th 1874.
tf

D.

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

American
Main Street,

Hotel.

Belfast, Me.

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors
J. I).

Tucker.

B. F.

Tucker.

Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars
and boats.
.Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the

House.
Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tf!3

